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CHAPTER i 

INTRODUCTION 

The Attorney General ' s Coaaission on Pornography <referred to 

throughout thi s Report as •The Commission•> was establisbffd 

pursuant to the Federal Advisory Coamittee Act1 on February 22, 

1985 by then Attorney General of the United Stat .. William French 

Smith, at the specific request of President Ronald Reagan. 

Notice of the foraation of The Co••isaion, as required by Section 

9<c> of the Federal Advisory Co-ittM Act, wu given to both 

Houses of Congreaa and to th• Liltrary of Congr.,.. on !larch 71 and 

Barch 28, 1985. On lay 20, 1985, Attorney General Edwin 1 .... Ill 

publicly announced for11ation of th• eo .. 1aeion and th• na .. s of 

ita eleven naO.ra, all of who• nrved throughout th• duration of 

the Coaaiasion'a existenett. 

The formal aandate of The Coaaisaion is contain9d in its 

Charter, •hi~h i• attached . to this Report as an appttndix. In 

accordance with that Charter, •• were aaked to •deteraine the 

nature, extent, and iapact on aociety of pornography in the 

United Stat .. , and to Bake ap&eific recoa .. ndationa to the 

Attorney General concerning mortt effective ways in which the 

spread of pornography could be contained, consistent with 

constitutional guarant .... • 

1. 5 U. S.C. App.2, 86 Stat. 
1241, 1247 (1976>. 

Our scope was undeniably broad, 

110 C1972> , as amended by 90 Stat. 
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including the specific mandate to •study • 

of the pr.oble• of pornography,• to •review. 

th• diHnsions 

the available 

empirical evidence on the relationship between exposure to 

pornographic materials and antisocial behavior,• and to explore 

•possible roles and initiatives that the Department of Justice 

and agencies of local, State, and federal government could pursu• 

in controlling, consistent with constitutional guarantees, the 

production and distribution of pornography.• 

Because we are a commission appointed by the Attorney General, 

whose responsibilities are largely focused on the en!o:ceaent of 

the law, issues relating to the law and to law enforce .. nt have 

occupied a significant part of our bearings, our deliberations, 

and the specific recoamendatians .that accoapany thi_a Report. 

That our aandate froa the Attorn•y General involv.a a apec:ial 

concern with enforceaent of th• iaw, however, ehould not indicate 

that we have ignored other aapec:t• of th• iasue. Although w• 

have tried to concentrate on la• enforceaent, •• felt that •• 

could not adequately addrees the iasue of pornography, including 

the issue of enforce11&nt of laws r•lating to pornography, unless 

we looked in a larger context at the •ntire pbenoaenon of 

pornography. As a result, we have tried to exaaine carefully the 

nature of the industry, th• social, moral, political, and 

scientific concerns relating to or purportedly juatifying the 

regulation of that industry, the r•lation•hip between law 

enf orceunt and oth•r uthoda of social control, ~d a hoBt of 

oth&r topics that ar& inextricably linked with law &nforceunt .. -.-·

issues. These various topics are hardly congruent with tb• iasu• 
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of law enforce Dt, however, and thus it bas n necessarily the 

case that issues other than law enforcement in its narrowest 

sense have been before us. In order that this Report ac:c:urately 

reflect what we thought about and what we felt to be ieportant, 

we have included in the Report our findings and reco•aendat·ions 

with respect to many issues that are related to but not the saae 

as law enforcement. 

For similar reasons, ve have been compelled to consider 

substantive topics not, strictly speaking, specified exactly in 

our charter. A few exa•plee ought to aake clear the probleas 

that surround trying to consider an . isaue that itself bas no 

clear boundarie•: We hav• b•ard testi11any and considered the 

relationship betw.,.n the porh~rapby industry and organized 

crime, and this baa f orclfd wr to consider the nature o£ organized 

criae itHlf ; •• bav• 1txaainltd th• 1tvidence regarding tbe ' 

relationship betwetPn pornography and certain foraa Of anti-social 

conduct, and this bas necessitated thinking about those other 

factors that aight also be causally related to anti-social 

conduct, and about just what conduct •• conaider anti-social; we 

have thought about child pornoqrapby, and this bas caused us to 

think about child abull4P; and •• have, in th• course of thinking 

about th• r•lationabip betw .. n pornography and the faaily, 

thought seriously about the iaportanc. of th• faaily in 

conteaporary Aaerica. This list of exaapln· is hardly 

exhaustive. Ve a&ntion thea here, however, only to show that our 

inquiry could not be and baa not been heraetically sealed~ But 

we all feel that what ve may have lost in focus has eore then 
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been compensated for in the richness of our current contextual 

Wlderatanding of the issue of pornography. 

We have attempted to conduct as thorough an 

our severe budgetary and time constraints 

investigation as 

permitted. The 

budgetary constraints have li•itltd the size of our staff, and 

have preventltd us fro• co•missioning independent research. Ve 

especially regret the inabil~ty to . commission independent 

research, because in many cases our deliberations have enabled us 

to formulate issues, questions, and hypotheses in ways that are 

either •ore novel or more prtteise than thoStt refltteted in the 

e~isting thinking about this subject, yet our budgetary 

constraints have kept ua fro• testing ~b... bypath.... or 

answer ing these questions. In nu .. roua place8 throughout tbis 

report we have urged further research, and we of ten reco ... nd 

that research take place along sptteific lines. Ve bope that our 

suggestions will be taken up by researchers. Reither this Report 

nor any other ahould btt taken aa definitive and 1inal, and •• 

consider our suggestions for further research along particular 

lines to be one of the llOSt i•portant parts of this docuaent. 

The ti•e constraints have also btNPn significant. We all wish 

we could have bad •ucb more ti11& for continued diacuaeion among 

ourselv&S, aa the procesa of deliberation among people of 

different backgrounds, different points of view, and different 

areas of expertise has t.en perhaps the 110st fruitful part of our 

task. Yet we have been r&qUired to produce a report within a 
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year of our creation as a Commission, and our ability to meet 

together has been limited by the budgetary constraints just 

referred to, as well as by the fact that all of us have 

responsibilities to our jobs, our careers, and to our · fa•ilies 

·that make it impossible to auspend every other activity in which 

we are engaged for the course of a year. 

Despite these liaitations, we have atteapted to be as careful 

and as thorough as humanly possible within the bowidaries of 

these constraints. We tbougbt it tHrpecially important to hear 

from as wide a range of perspectives as poasible, and as a result 

held public hearings in Washington, D.C,. froa June 18 to 20, 

1985; ·in Chicago, Illinois, fro• July 23 to 25, 1985; in Houston, 

Texas, from September 10 to 12, 1985; in Los Angel98, California, 

fro• October 15 to 18, 1985; in Kia•i, Florida, fro• Roveaber 20 

to 22, 1985; and in New York City fro• January 21 to 24, 1986. 

With the •xception of the initial bearing in Washington, eacb of 

the hearings had a central tbeae, enabling us to hear together 

those people wbose testimony related to the saee issue. Thus th& 

hearings in Chicago focusttd on the law, law enforcea&nt, and the 

constraints of the First A1Ntnd11&nt; in Rouaton w• concentrated on 

the behavioral b•aring f roa psychologists, 

psychiatrists, sociologists, and others who have b9san clinically 

or experimentally concernttd with &xaaining the relationship 

between pornography and buaan b4thavior; in Los Ang&les our 

primary conc•rn was the production side. of th• industry, and •• 

heard testiaony fro• thos• ·who were knowledgeable about or ... .. 

involved in the proc~ss of producing, distri~uting, and aarketing 
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pornographic materials; in Bia•i eost of our time was spent 

dealing with the issue of child pornography, and we heard from 

people who in either their p~!essional or personal capacities 

had familiarity with the creation, consequences, or ltt;al control 

o! child pornography; and in New York we heard about organiz&d 

crime and its relationship with the production, distribution, and 

sale of pornographic aaterials. 

Although these bearings each had their specific concentration, 

we also attempted to bear people throughout the country who 

wished to addre•• us on these issues, and one of th• r.IUIOns for 

conducting hearings in different cities in various parts of the 

~ountry was precisely to give the greateat opportunity for the 

expression of vi••• by seat.rs of th• public. Ti .. did not . 

per•it us to hear everyone who dnir9d to epeak to u, but we 

have tried as tMtat we could to allow a large nu.t.r of people to 

provide inf or•ation and to expr... their opiniona. The 

inf or•ation provided and the opinions exprtHlaed repre .. nted a 

wide range of P4t~apectives and views on the iasuea before us. 

Bany of the p.aple appearing ta.fore us were prof .asionala, who 

because of their training and experienc.. could enlighten us on 

•attera that would otherwise have been t.yond our knowledge. 

Rany p.aple represented particular points of vi••• and •• are 

glad that varying positions have been so ably presented to us. 

And aany others have b&&n llfl&bers of the public who only wished 

to represent themselves, relating either points of vie• or 

1>4trsonal experiences. All of this testiaony baa been valuable, 

although •• recognize its li•itations. These limitationa will be 
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discussed throughout this report, although there is one that 

deserves to be highlighted in this introductory section. That is 

the distortion that has been the inevitable consequence of the 

fact that some pornography is illegal, and much pornography is, 

regardless of legality or illegality, still considered by aany 

people to be harmful, offensive, or in some other way 

objectionable. As a result, legal as ••l~ as social cons~raints 

say distort the sample, in that they severely limit the 

willingness of many people to speak publicly in favor of 

pornography. This pheno11ttnon aay have been somewhat 

counterbalanced by the financial resources available to many of 

those from the publishing and entertain .. nt industries who warn.cl 

WJ of the dangers 01 any or 908t for11& of cttnsorsbip. But the 

point reaains that varioua ~yna•ica are likely to akew the sample 

available to ua. In evaluati~g the oral evidence, .. have thus 

been windf ul of the fact that the proportion of peopl• willing to 

speak out on a particular subject, and froa a particular point of 

view, 11ay not be a fully accurate barometer of the extent that 

certain views are in fact b•ld by the population at large. 

!any of the limitations that •urround oral t..ti11eny lessen 

considerably when written aubaissions are Wied, and we have aade 

every effort to solicit written subwissions both fro• thos• who 

testified before us and fro• those who did not. Ve have relied 

heavily on th.ae, in part because they represent the vi••• of 

tho•• who could not t4Hltify· b9fore ua, and in part becaus. they 

frequently explored issues in •uch greater depth than would btt 

possible in a brief p&riod of oral testieony. 
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The written submissions we received constitute but a ainiscule 

fraction of all that bas been written about pornography. While 

it would not be accurate to say that each of us bas read all or 

even a •ajority of the available literature, •e bave of course 

felt free to go beyond the written sub•isaiona and consult that 

which baa been published on the subject, and •uch of •bat is 

contained in this report is a product of the fact that many 

tboughtf ul people have been conte•plating the topic of 

pornography for a long ti•e. To igaor.e this body of knowledge 

would be folly, and •e have instead chosen to rely on more 

inf or•ation rather than less. 

We could not have responsibly conducted our inquiry without 

spending a conaiderable period of ti.. exaaining tbe aaterials 

that constitute the subject of this entire endeavor. Engaging in 

this part of our task b .. been no more edifying for us than it is 

for tho•• judges who have the conatitutional duty to review 

materials found at trial to be ~.;ally obacene. 2 Obviously, 

however, it waa an ..aential part of our job, and aany •itnesaes 

provided to WI for exa•ination during our bearings and 

deliberations aa•plea of 11etion pictures, vid.o tapes, aagazines, 

books, slidea, ph_otographtt, and other aedia containing nxually 

2. •[Vle are tilKf to the 'absurd buaintts• of JMtn&•ing and viewing 
tbe •iarabl• etuf f that pours into the Court • • 
Int!t!!!!! ~!rcu!!, I~· !• Dell!!, 390 U.S., at 707 Csaptµ"ate 
opinion of Harlan, J.> . While th• eaterial aay have varying 
degrfftl of social importance, it is hardly a source of 
ffdification to the aemb&rs of t _b.is Court who are co11pall9d to ··· · ' 
vie• it before passing on its obscenity.• ?!r!! Ad!!!~ Th!!~£!! 
!• ~!!!2!!- 413 U.S. 49, 92-93 C1973> <Brennan, J., dissenting>. 
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explicit material in all of its varied forms. In addition, when 

in Houston we visited three different establishments specializing 

in this material, and in that way were able to supplement the 

oral and written testi110ny with our own observations of the 

general environment in which •aterials of this variety are 

frequently sold. 

In addition to our public bearings, we have also had public 

working sessions devoted to discussing the subject., our views on 

it, and possible findings, conclusions, and recot11111ttndations. 

These working sessions occupi9d part at our ti.. when we were in 

Houston, Los Angeles, Kiaai, and Hew York, and in addition we ... t 

solely for these purposes in Scottsdale, Arizona fro• February 26 

to narch 1, 1986, and in Waahiniiton, D.C. fro• April 29 to Kay 2, 

1986. As we look back on these sessiorus, ther• is littl• doubt 

that we have all felt the coru1traints of d•liberating in public. 

It can hardly be disput.cf tJlat th9 •xplorati~n at tentative ideas 

is more difficult when public exposure treats tb& tentative as 

final, and the question aa a challenge. Still, we feel that we 

have explored a wide rang• of paints of view, and an equally wide 

range of vantage points fro• which to look at the problea of 

pornography. Ae with any inquiry, 110r& could be done if there 

were sore ti .. , but •• are all satisfied with the depth and 

breadth of the inquiries in which •• have engaged. When faced 

with shortages of tiae, we have chosen to say here less then we 

•igbt have been able ta say bad ve had 110r& ti.. for our work, 

but we are convinced that saying no mer& than our inquiri~ and 

deliberations justify is vastly pr&f erable. to paying for time 
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shortages in the currency of quality or the currency of 

accuracy. Thus, given the many constraints we operated under, we 

believe this Report adequately reflects both those constraints 

and the thoroughness with which we have attempted to fulfill our 

mandate. 

· Finally, we owe thanks to all those who have assisted ua in 

our work. Although in another part of this Report we express our 

gratitude •ore specifically, we wish b•re to note our 

appreciation to an extraordinarily diligent staff, to nuaeroua 

public officials and private citizens who bave spent auch of 

their own tiae and their own 110Dey to provide ua with 

infor98tion, and esl)9Cially to a large number of witn..... •ho 
. 

appeared before us at great sacrifice and of ten at th• expen.. of 

having to endurtt great personal anguish. To all of th... people 

and others, we give our thanka, and •• willingly acknowledge tbat 

we could not have coapleted our •ia1tion without tb••· 

Our aiaaion and our product will inttVitably be coaparttd witb 

the work o~ th• Pr .. ident'a Coaaiaeion on Obsc•nity and 

Pornography, which waa c:r.et&d in 1967, staffed in 1968, and 

enterprises relat• to structural aspecta of th• inquiry. The 

1910 Coaaission bad a budget of $2,000,000 and two yellr8 to 

co•plete ita taak. We had only on• 1•ar, and a budg•t of 

9400,000. Taking into account tbe changing value of the 
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dollar, 3 the 1970 Commission had a budget sixteen times as large 

a~ ours, yet held only two public hearings. We do not regret 

having provided the opportunity for such an extensive expression 

of opinion, but it has even further depleted the extremely 

limited resources available to us. 

In addition to differences in tiae, budget, and staffing, 

there are of course differences in pttrspective. Although the 

work of the 1970 Coaaission has provided •uch iaportant 

information for us, all of us have taken issue with at least some 

aspects of the earlier Co•aission's approach, and all of us have 

taken issue with at least 8011& of the earlier Coaaission's 

conclusions. We have tried to explain our differenc•• throughout 

this Report, but it would be . a •istake to conclude that we saw 

our •ission aa reactive to th• work of othera sixt&&n years 

earlier. In sixteen years th• world has 8"n enoraoWI 

technological changes that have affec:t.c:t the trana•isaion of 

sounds, words, and images. Few aspects of contemporary A .. rican 

communication, · videotape recording, th• co11puter, .and co•petition 

in the telecoa•unications industry. It would be surprising to 

discover that these technological developaents have had no •ffect 

on the production, distributiqn, and availability of pornography, 

and we have not been surprised. These technological develop94tnts 

have theeselve• caused sucb significant changes in the practices 

3. Taking 1967, th& date of creation of the 1970 Comaission, u ·· ··- ·
the base year, th• dollar at the end of 198•~ five 110ntha before 
this Comaission commenced work, was worth $0.31. 
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relating to the distribution of pornography th~t the analysis of 

. sixteen years ago is starkly obsolete. Ror have the changes been 

solely technological. In sixteen years there have been numerous 

changes in the social, political, legal, cultural, and religious 

portrait of the Unit&d States, and many of these changes beve 

undeniably involved both sexuality and the public portrayal of 

. sexuality. With reference to the question of pornography, 

therefore, there can .no doubt that we confront a different world 

than that confronted by the 1970 CoamifSion. 

Perhaps most significantly, bowever, studying an issue that 

was last studied in the fora of a national comaission sixteen 

years ago se&B8 reaarkably .. n•ible even apart fro• the aocial 

and technological changes that relate in particular to the issue 

of pornography. Little in 110dern life can be held constant, and 

it would be striking~y ab&rrational if the conclusions of one 

commission could be taken as having resolved an iaBUe for all 

time. The world changes, research about the world changes, and 

our views about bow we wish to deal with that world change. Only 

in a static eociety would it bit unwiae to r&exaaine ~riodically 

the conclusions of sixteen years earlier, and we do not live in a 

static society. As •• in 1986 reexaaine what was done in 1970, 

so too do •• expect that in 2002 our work will •i•ilarly be 

re.xaainfld. 

We do not by saying this wish to •ini•ize the fact that we are 

different people fro• those who studied this issue sixteen years 

ago, that we have in many cases different views, and that we have 
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in a number of respects reached different conclusions. Whether 

this Commission would have been created had the 1970 Commission 

reached different conclusions is not far us to say. But we are 

all convinced that the creation of this Commission at this tiae 

is entirely justified by the difference between this world and 

that of 1970, and •e have set about our task with that in •ind. 

Questions of terminology and defii;ii tio~ h_ave been recurring 

problems in our hearings and deliberations. ForelilOst among these 

definitional problems is trying to coae up with some definition 

for the word •pornography. • The range of aaterials to which 

people are likely to affix the ~ttaignation •pornographic• is .ao 

broad that it is te•pting to not• that •pornography• ..... to 

aean in practice any discusaion or depiction of attx to which the 

person using the word objects. But this will not do, nor will an · 

attempt to define •pornography• in t&r .. of ~ulatory goals or 

conde•nation. The problem with this latter strategy is that it 

channels the entire inquiry into a d•finitional qu..-tion, •hen it 

would be preferable f inrt to identify a certain typ. of aaterial, 

and then decide .•bat, if anything, should be done about it. We 

note that this strategy · was that adoptttd by the Williams 

Coaeittee in Great Britain several 4 years ago, which def in&d 

pornography as a description or depiction of a.x involving the 

dual characteristics of U> sexual ttxplicitneaa; and <2> int•nt 

4. Report of the Rome Office Committee on Obscenity and Fil• 
Censorship <Bernard Villiaas, Chairaan> <1978>. 
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to arouse sexually. 

Although definitions of the sort adopted by the Williams 

Committee contain an admirable dose of analytic purity, they 

unfortunately do not reflect the extent to which the appellation 

•pornography• is undoubtedly pejorative. To call something 

•pornographic• is plainly, in modern usage, to condean it, and 

thus the dilemma is before us. If we try to define the primary 

term of this inquiry at the outset in language that is purely 

descriptive, •e •ill wind up baving ·condenmned a wide range of 

saterial that ~ay not deserve condemnation. But if on the other 

hand we incorporate so11& deteraination of valu• into our 

definition, then the definition of po~nograpby must co11e at the 

end and not the bttginning ~ this report, and at the end and not 

at the beginning of our inquiry. Faced with this dil.ntaa, the 

best course aay be that followed by the Fraa.r Coaaitttte in 

5 Canada, which decid9d that definition was ·ai•ply futile. We 

partially follow this course, and pursuant to that have tried to 
/ 

minimize the use of th• word •pornography• in this Report. Where _ 

we do use the terw, we do not 11ttan for it to be, for ua1, a 

statement o~ a conclusion, and thus in thia Report a r•f erence to 

material as •pornographic• .. ans onlr. that the aaterial is 

predo•inantly sexually 9XJ)licit and iqtended priaarily for the 

purpose of sexual arousal. Whether so.. or all of what qualifies 

as pornographic under this definition should btt prohibited, or 

5. Report of the Special Co••itt&& on Pornography and 
Prostitution <Paul Fraser, Q.C. , Chairaan> <1985>. 
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even condemned, is not a queilt.ion that should be answered under 

the guise of definition. 

If using the term •pornography• is problematic, then so too 

must be the term •bard core pornography. • If we were forced to 

define the ter• •hard core pornography,• we would probably note 

that it refers to the extreme for• of what we defined as 

pornography, and thus would describe eaterial that is sexually 

explicit to the extreme, intended virtually exclusively to 

arouse, and devoid of any other apparent content or purpose. 

T~is definition aay not btP satisfactory, but we all fettl after 

our work on this Cowaiaaion that the late Justice Stewart was 

aore correct than he is c0111101lly given crttdit for having ~n in 

saying of hard core pornography that although be could not d•~ine 

it, •t know it when 6 I ... it.• But although we are inclinttd to 

agree with Justice Stewart, we rttgrettably note that the range of 

far broader than we would like, and we therefore conclude that 

careful analysis will be served if we wnt this ter• less rather 

than wore. 

Trying to define the word •obecenity• ia both 90re and 11tSs 

difficult. It ia .ant difficult t.cau .. , unlike the word 

•pornography,• the word •obscenity• nfHKf not necessarily suggest 

anything about sex at all. Those wbo would condean a war as 

•obscene• are not ~iausing the Engliab language, nor are thoae 

6. Jacob~llia v. Ohio, 378 U.S. 184, 197 C1964> <Stewart. J., 
concurring>. 
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who would describe as •obscene• the number of people killed by 

intoxicated drivers. Given this usage, the designation of 

certain sexually explicit aaterial as •obscene• involves a 

judgment of 110ral condemnation, a judgment tbat bas lttd for close 

to two hundred years to legal condemnatio~ as well. But although 

the word •obscene• is both broader than useful here as well as 

being undeniably condemnatory, it has taken on a legal usage that 

is relevant in many places in this Report. As a result, we will 

here use the words •obscene• and •obscenity• in t~is narrower 

sense, to ref er to .. terial that baa been or would likely be 

found to be obscene in the context of a judicial proceeding 

employing applicable legal and constitutional Standarda. Thus, 

when we ref er to obscene aaterial, •• n-.cf not necessarily be 

condemning that aaterial, or urging prosecution, but •• are 

drawing on the fact that 8UCh aaterial ~ now t. prosecuted 

without offending existing authoritative 1Aterpretationa of the 

Constitution. 

Numerous submissions to us have .-de reference to •erotica.• 

It see•a clear. to u,a that the ter• •• actually used i• the airror 

image of the broadly condeanatory use of •pornography,• b9ing 

eaployttd to deacribe sexually explicit aateriala of which the 

user of the tera approv1tS. For lilOIMt the word •erotice• deacribes 

any sexually explicit .. terial that contains neither violene& nor 

subordination of wo .. n, for others tb• ter• ref era to alllOSt all 

sexually explicit aaterial, and for .till others only aaterial 

containing generally acceptttd artistic value qualifies as 

erotica. In light of this disagreement, and in light . of the 
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tendency to use the term •erotica• as a conclusion rather than a 

description, we again choose to avoid the term wherev•r possible, 

preferring to rely on careful description rather than ter•s that 

obscure aore than advance rational consideration of difficult 

iaaues. 

Various other teraa, usually vituperat·ive, have been used at 

times, in our proc&edings and elsewhere, to des~ibe some or all 

sexually explicit •ateriala. Such teras need not be defined 

here, for we find it hard t~ see ho• our inquiry is advanced by 

~he use of terms like •s•ut• and •filth. • But we have alao 

encountered frequent uses of the ter• •x-ratecf,• and a few words 

about that ter• are appropriate ber.. Aa wtll be d18cu...-d in 

detail in the section of this Report dttaling with tbe . produc:t~on 

of sexually explicit aateriala, •x• i• one of the rating• of the 

!oti on Picture Aaaociation of A .. rica, a private organization 

whose ratings of f ilas are l"tllied upon by theaters and others to 

determine which films are or are not suitable for people of 

various ages. But the MPAA rating syate• is not a eeritta of 

legal categories, and does not have the force of law. A~tbough 

many fil•s that carry either an •x• rating or no rating aight be 

deeli&d to be l.;ally obscene, aany 110re would not, ~d it is 

plain that eany X-rat9d fil .. could not conceivably be considered 

legally obscene. Boreover, there is no plai n connection betw .. n 

the words •pornographic• and •x-rated,• and once again. it ..... 

clear that common usage woul.d apply the tera •pornography• to a 

class- of films that overlaps with but is not identical to the 

class encompassed by the •x• rating~ A• a result, we avoid th• 
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ter• •x-rated,• •xcept insofar as we are discussing in particular 

the cat&gory of materials so rated in the context of the purposes 

behind the !PAA rating system. 
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caAPTER II 

THE HISTORY OF PORHOGRAPHY 

Descriptions of· sex are as old as sex itself. There can be 

little doubt that talking about sex has been around as long as 

talking, that writing about sex baa been around ae long as 

writi~g, and that pictures of sex have been around as long as 

pictures. In this sense it is odd that historical treatments of 

pornography turn out to be historical treat11&nta of the 

.[!gY!!!!2n, govern .. ntal or otherwi&Q, of pornography. To 

understand the ph•nomenon of pornography it is Dfte98•ar1 to look 

at the history of the phenoatnon ita.lf, prior ta or at least 

distinct f roa the investigation of the practice of restricting 

it. Soae works on the history of sexual behavior, eroticiaa, ar 

erotic art help to serve this goal, but th• bt.tory of 

.pornography still reaains to be written. Co••isaioning 

independent hi.atorical research was far tMPyond our aandat•, our 

budget, and our tiDMt constraints, yet •• do not •i•h to ignore 

history entirely. We f1Htl it appropriate to off•r the briefest 

overview h9re, but •• urg• as · well that aore coaprehensiv& 

hiat.orical study be und&rtaken. 

The use of c:oaparatively explicit sexual referenctiHI for the 

purposes of entertain•nt · or arowaal ia hardly a r~nt 

pbenoaenon. Greek and Roman draaa and po.try was frequently 

~ig~ly specific, and. ·the works of Aristophanes, Catull~e, 11,orac•, .. ... · .. 
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and Ovid, to name just a few, contain references to sexual 

activity that, by the standards of the ti11e, are highly 

explicit. Scenes of intercourse have b4ten found on the walls of 

the brothel at Pompeii, and the Roman sculptural representations 

of the god Priapwr are as bawdy as Aubrey Beardsley's 1I08t 

explicit drawings. Obviowrly the explicitness of the past 11USt 

be viewed in light of ~be times, and there is no question but 

that the works of Aristophanes are less shocking to our 

contemporary viaion than are some of . the •aterials currently 

shown in adult theaters. Yet to ask what the Ro•ana would have 

thought about •o.ep Throat• is ak~n to asking what the Ro•ans 

would have thought about belicoptere. The 110re WHtf ul historical 

questi on is whether bighly expl~cit sexuality for th& ti ... was a 

part of the literature and discourse of the ti.a, and the answer 

to that question is plainly •yea.• 

Si•ilar observations can be aade about lat.r historical 

periods and about other cultures. !b! Ihs!YI!~~ ~~ Qn! 1!9h!! 

and t he ~!!!!!!i~ are but examples of the fact. that nu11erous 

eastern cultures alao · have a long history of coaparatively 

explicit depict.ions and deecriptions ot •exuality. In western 

cultures the explicit treata&nt o.t a.x continu9d through llOdern 

history. Whether in the for11 of the medieval bawdy ballads and 

poea of Chaucer, l>unbar, and others, or in the for• of the 

French farces of the fourteenth and f if t .. nth centur .. , or in the 

for• of the art and ~try of Renaissance Florence, or in tbe 

fora of Elizabethan bal!ada and poetry, sexuality, and quite _ .. · . . 

explicit sexuality at that, was a recurrent the11tt in dra•a, in 
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poetry, in song, and in art. 

We can be fairly certain that sexually explicit descriptions 

and depictions have been around in one for• or another almost 

since the beginning of recorded history, and we can also be 

fairly certain that its regulation by law in a form reseabling 

conte•porary regulation of sexually •xplicit •ateria~s is a 

comparatively recent phenomenon. It is difficult, however, to 

draw useful 'conclusions fro• this aspect of the history. For one 

thing, until the last several hundred years, almost all written, 

drawn, or printed material was restrict.ci larg•ly to a ••all 

segment of the population that undoubtedly constituted the social 

elite. The draaa of the classical age was fr&qUently highly 

sexually explicit, or at leest suggestive, but it• audience 

tended to be liaited to the wealthiest, best educated, and ll08t 

powerful .. abttra of soc:iety. And of cour.. th• historical or 

universal presence of a pheno .. non need not justify pe~itting 

its continuation. Slavery was a ettntral fixture of auch of the 

past, and warfare and etbnocentricity ar• a• nearly universal as 

sexually explicit depictions, but the aenaitiviti.a of 11ast 

cultures de•and that such praC't·ices b& discouraged. 

In addition, it is a aistake to draw too aany conclwsions 

about social tolerance and aocia.l control fro• the presence or 

absence of laws or la• enforce .. nt practiette. Ther• is little 

indication that 84Pxual qo~ waa part of cla88ical draaa, and 

the very fact that •any &&xual referenetts ••r• veiled <however 

tbiniy > rather than explicit indicates that so .. aeDS& of taboo 
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or social stigma has always been in aost societies attached to 

public discussion of sexuality ~ Yet although some degree of 

i nhibi tion obviously attached to public descriptions and 

depictions of sexual acts, it is equally clear that the extent of 

these inhibitions bas oscillated throughout history. In so11&•hat 

cyclical fashion, social tolerance of various practices has been 

at times liaited and at times extensive. To conclude that 

inhibition, in same farm or another, of public discussion and 

representations of sexual practietJs is a totally 110dern 

phenoaenon is to overstate the case and to aisinterpret the 

evidence from earlier tiaes. But to assume that public 

discussions and descriptions of sexuality were, prior to 1850, 

always as inhibited as tbey ••re in Engliah apeaking countri.e . 
fro• 1850 t o 1950 is equally •istaken. 

Ve have aention&d here the early biatory of poM'ogr•phy in 

large part to encourage thinking about sexually explicit aaterial 

as social pheno .. non as ••11 as object of governmental 

regulation. Although our task is largely to think about laws and 

la• enforcement, •• kna• that thinking about law requires 

thinking as well about the social ~oundationa o~ th• practice 

involved. !oat biatarical lltudy ta date baa not been about the 

social practice of pornography, but largely about control of that 

social practice by governaent. If the Witt of sexually explicit 

aaterial is to btt understood fully, the sc:ope at · thinking about 

the issue should be broadened substantially. 
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When earlier social inhibitions about public descriptions and 

depictions of sexuality and sexual practices can to b• enforced 

by law, it was largely in the context of religious rather than 

secular concerns. !oreover, the earliest enforcement efforts 

were directed not against descriptions or depictions of sex 

itself, but only against such depictions when collhined with 

attacks on religion or religious authorities. 

This phenomenon of regulation in defense of religion rather 

than in defense of decency can be seen by the tolerance, at least 

in European cultures, of secular bawdiness up to the •iddl• of 

the ~eventeenth e&nt\&ry. Although llAllf Europttan countritta 

rigidly controll&d written and printed works fro• 119dieval ti .. s 

through the seventeenth .c:.ntury, ·tbi• control was exerciatH:I only 

in the naae of religion and politics, and not in tbe na&e of 

decency. In one 199al for. or another, and in 89C\llar as well as 

ecclesiastical tribunals, ber•ay, blasphe•y, tr•ason, and 

sedition were all severely sanctioned, but sexually explicit 

representations alone were rarely treated a• a .. tter justifying 

punishment or restraint. Perhaps the beat •xaaple of this 

pheno•enon was the act.ion of th• Council of Tr9nt in 1573, when 

it permitted publication of a version of Boccacio'• ~a .. ron in 

which the sinning priests and nWUI were converted into sinning 

members of the laity. 

If we focus on England, fro• which our 199al syatea eeerged, 

it is_coamonly acknowledged that sexuality itself wea not treated 

as a aatter for governmental legal concern until 1663. That year 
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saw the conviction in London of Sir Charles ~ley,. but the 

activity for which he was convicted hardly looks like a case 

1 involving pornography. Instead, Sedley was convicted o~ ·the 

crime of co••itting a breach of the peace for getting drunk, 

removing his clothes, uttering profane remarks, and pouring urine 

on the crowd b•lo• the tavern balcony on which be waa standing et 

tbe time. Although Sedley'a profane remarks included words, 

there seems little dou!)t that be would have tHHtn convictttd •ven 

had he remained silent. The aiqnif icance.. of this case, 

therefore, lies in the fact that 11ere indecent behavior, absent 

any attack on religion, and absent any challenge to secular 

authority, ••• for the first ti.. pttrceivltd to be so89thing 

deserving of governeental involve89nt. Prior to s.dley'• case, 

govern•ent stepped in to prot.ct the person and bia property, to 

protect the authority of the state, and to protect the c:hurcb. 

With Sedley'a case calill& th• bftginning of a broader range of 

govern•ental concern•, ~d thus s.dley'a case is proper~y seen as 

the precurs~r of 110st llOdern regulation · of sexually explicit 

11aterial1J. 

Even after s.dley's case, the coaaon la• was hardly eager to 

come to the defense of decency. Throughout the aevent .. nth and 

eighttHPnth cebturitta, co-.on law co~• i~ Englan4 ••re only 

occasionally askltd to take action againat the kind of aaterial 

that would then have ~n conaider9d pornographic. Even wben 

1. King v. Sftdley, 1 Keble 620 <K. 8. >, 83 Eng. Rep. 1146 
(1663). 
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asked, the courts were often reluctant to respond.' In 1708, for 

example, James Read was jn~icted ip London for pu})lishing an 

extre• ely explicit book entitlltd Ib! f!~!~-D ~!!9!!!! g! ! 

ft!!.~!!!b!!~· The Queen's Bench court, however, disaissed the 

indict11Mtnt, and Lord Justice Powell's stateaent provides an apt 

su••ary of the general reaction of the law to sexually explicit 

•aterials until very late in the eighteenth century : 

•This is for printing bawdy stuff but reflects on no ~reon, 

and a libel must be against some particular person or persona, or 

agains~ the Government. It is stuff not fit to be .. ntioned 

publicly; if there should be no rea.dy in the Spiritual Court, it 

does not f ollo• there 11\&St be a remedy bere. flier• i• no law to 

punish it, I wish th•r• ••r•, hut •• cannot llake law; it inde.d 

tends to the corruption of good 111UUUtra, but tbiat ia not 

2 sufficient for WI to punish.• 

Not all of the com•on la• reaction to .. xual explicitness 

absent religious blaspheay waa th• ...... In 1727 Edaund Curll 

was convictltd for corrupting pu})lic lilOrala on account of his 

publication of !!!!!!! 

and the Crown's attack on John Wilkes, large~y on the basis of 

2. Queen v. Read, Fortescue ' a Reports 98, 92 Eng. 
<1708>. 

3. Doainua Rex v. Curll, 2 Str. 789, 93 Eng. Rep. 849 
C1727>. Becawse the J"9ligiows aspects of this book ••r• 
anti-Catholic, it seems safe to conclude that protection of 
religion was no part of the governmental desire to indict or to 
convict. 
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bis activities as political dissident, included prosecution for 

4 
publishing his highly explicit ~!!I g9 ~!!!!• Yet at about the 

same time, in 1748 to be exact, the publication of John Cleland'& 

place without ei t .her public outcry or governaental intervention. 

The history of the English experience with sexually tncplicit 

•aterials is largely paralleled by the experiences in other 

European countries, and in tbe Englis~ colonies, including those 

in North America •. As the world entered the nineteenth c.ntury, 

it re•ained the case that in aoat of the world there was greater 

tolerance for sexually explicit writing, printing, and drawing 

than there would bit fifty yea119 later, and that governaental 

action against spoken, written, or print.-cf aateriala reaained 

largely devoted to protecting the authority of the state and to 

protecting the integrity and valu.a of rttligion. 

As indicated in the previous SQ>Ction, th•re were traces of 

legal concern with dtteency itself in the eigbt1Htnth c.ntury, but 

these were little 110re than traces. If one is searching for the 

roots of llOdern Aaerican obscenity law, one llWlt. look to th• 

first half of the nineteenth century in both Great Britain and 

the United States. The iaptPtus in Britain ca... initially fros 

private organizationa such as the Organization for the 

4. The King v. John Vilkea, ·2 Vila. K. 8. 151, CJS Eng. R•P· 
737 C1764>, 4 Burr. 2S21, CJ8 Eng. Rep. 327 C1170>. 
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Refor•ation of Kanners and its successor the Society tor the 

Suppression of Vi ce. As printing became increasingly &eonoaical, 

pri nted materials became •ore and •ore available to the aasses. 

Thus, the kinds of sexually explicit aaterial that had circulatttd 

relatively freely in England aaong the elite during the 

eighteenth century and earlier now became llOre readily available 

to everyone. With this increased audience came· an increase in 

demand, and with the increased demand came an increasftd supply. 

As a result, the early part of the ni~eteenth century saw much 

greater production and circulation of aaterial aa sexually 

explicit as bad been leas widely circulated earlier. And because 

the audience was llOnt broad-baaed, the aaterial itaelf taec:a .. not 

necessarily 110r& •xplicit, but. c.rtainly briefer, •i•pler, and 

aore straightforward. 

These develap11ents in England ca.. at about the •••• tiae as 

general views . about nxual 11erality, and especially about public 

sexual marality, were beco•ing increasingly stern. In an 

important sens•, Victoriania• preceded Victoria, and thus the 

initiatives of or;anizationtt like the Society for the Suppr98Sion 

of Vice found a receptive audience in the population at large, in 

govern .. nt, and in the judiciary. Becauae private prosQCUtion 

for cri•inal offenses was part of th• E.ngliah 117ste• of cri•inal 

ju~tice at the ti•, the Society and otbtiH'S lik• it were abl• to 

co••nce their own cri•inal proeec:utiou, and their efforts fro• 

the early 1800s through the 1860a resulted in aany prosecuti0ft8 
~ 

for obscene lib91, as 1 t had by then co• to tMt called. 109t of .. ····· 

these prosecutions were successful, and by the · 1860• there had 
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developed a well established practice of prosecuting people for 

distributing wor~s perceived as i81loral. 

The 1800s also saw the develop•ent of aore effective ways of 

printing drawings in one for• or another for 

and saw as well the develop-.nt of 

aaaa circulation, 

photography. lot 

surpr~aingly, printed aaterials with a sexual orientation caae to 

include increasingly large aaounts of pictorial aaterial. This 

devel opment not only increased the i•pact of the materials, and 

therefore the offensiveness to many of the •ateriala, but also 

increased their accessibility. With literacy no long•r a 

requirement for apprec;iation, the .. rk•t de .. nd increa.-d, and 

ao, consttqUently, did the supply. '--gal ntactione to t~e 

proliferation of pictorial aateriala, again largely i.Jurpired by 

the Society for tbe SupprlPSSion of Yice and •i•ilar 

organizations, included the Yagrancy Act of 1824, which provided 

cri•inal penalt·i•• for th• publication of an indec.nt picture, u 

well •• legislation enact&d in 1853 directed pri•arily at the 

increasing i•portation into England of so-called •French 

postcards.• 

A .. rican developaents werv aiailar. A~thougb prior to 1800 

there existed colonial statutes and SOM coat10n law cases 

a .. aingly inclusive ~ p~anity or sexual i8110rality, again the 

plain intent of these laws, .. well as their univers.l 

application, waa only to tbat wbich was blaaphe110ua or in soae 

oth•~ way threatening to religion. Pure sexual explicitn .. a, 

while of ten condemn&d, was not until after 1800 taken to be a 
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matter of governmental concern. After 1800, ~owever, trends with 

respect to the type of material available and tbe audience to 

whom it was directed were quite similar to the trends in 

England. The reaction was also similar, and in Pennsylvania in 

s 1815 the case of ~2!!29!!!ltb ! • Sh!rl2!!!! represented the 

first reported conviction in the United States for the col!l!On law 

crime of obscene libel. Rassachusetts followed six years later, 

6 in the case of Co•!9!!!!•ltb !• Rolmg, and at about the aa•e 

time Vermont passed the country's first !t•~!Ut prohibiting the 

publication or distribution of obscene materials. Other at.ates 

followed, and by the aiddle of the nineteenth century the 

production and distribution of obscene INlteriala was a cri11e 

throughout most of the United States. 

As in England, however, aost of th• enforce .. nt i11petue in the 

United States caae fro• private organizations. Boat prowinent 

among these were the Watch end Ward Society in Boston and the Hew 

York Society for the Suppression of Vice. The Rew York Society 

for the Suppression of Vice, officially creatttd in 1873, was 

largely the product of the efforts of Anthony Caastock, who 

crusaded actively fro• about that ti .. until his death in 1915 

for greater ntstrictions on indecent .. teriala, and for llOr& 

vigorous prosecution of the laws egainat the•. Although he was 

also actively oppoa.d to light literature, pool hall•, lotteries, 

5. 2 Serg. & R. 91 <1815>. 

6. 17 Haas. 336 <1821> . 
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gambling dens, popular . eag~zinea, weekly newspapers, 

contraception, and abortion, lil08t of his energies ••re directed 

at sexually explicit magazines, books, and pictures. In large 

part his 110st vigorous eff orta •ere directed at •agazines like 

!~! l!1!2D!! Po!!9! 2!!!~!· and other generally non-artistic 

works. Although Comstock admitted that artistic or literary 

•rit did not concern him i ·f the aaterial dealt with •lust,• moat 

prosecutions of the time were for coapararatively W'limportant 

works, a pheno•el)on that was to change in the early part of t ·he 

twentieth century. eo .. tock was largely r•apon•ibl• for the 

enact•ent of the federal laws that still, with only co•paratively 

•inor 110dificationa through the years, constitute the bulk of tbe 

federal lawa dealing •1th obac•~• 11aterial•. And be bi ... lf, as 

a specially appointed agent of the Poat Office O.partaent, 

enthusiastically and vigorously enforced th• law. Shortly before 

his death, be announced with pride that h• bad •convicted persons 

enough to fill a passenger train of aix~y-on• coacbtHt, sixty 

coaches containing sixty passengers each and the sixty-fir.at 

almost full. i have destroyed 160 tona of obscene literature.• 

Although Coastock•s •~fort.a were the 110&t vigorous, tbe llOllt 

extenaiv9, and th• llO&t effective, aiwilar initiatives took place 

throughout th• United ·States during the latter .part of the 

nineteenth century and the early part of the twentieth. The 

rttault of tbia bad a profound effect on th• natur• of th• 

· industry, for throwghout the first half of th• twentieth e&ntury 

in the United States the aarket for sexually •xplicit •ateriala .. ... .. 

was al110at exciusively clandestine. During this period 
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prosecutions and lttgal developments surrounded the attempted and 

often successful actions against works now <and •ven then> 

co111111only taken to be of plain literary or artistic merit. The 

law concerned itself not only with comparatively explicit works 

such as D.H. Lawrence's baqx ~!!!£!!?'! b9!!!: and James Joyca's 

Y!X.!!!!• but works containing 8\lggestions of Hxual i•morality no 

acre explicit than that in, for example, Theodore Dreiser's An 

~!!rig!~ It!9!~· The Supreae Judicial Court of Kaasachusetts 

found this book to be obscene because •the seller of a book which 

contains passages offensive to the statute baa no right to aaS\lae 

that children to whoa the book aight co.. would not read the 

obscene passages, or having read the•, would continue to read on 

until the evil effects o1 the obacftfte paaaagea were weakened or 

7 dissipated with lb• tragic denoue .. nt o1 the tale.• 

Vi th publications such u An A~ !rag&d_1 and Eaquitt 

8 magazine constituting the legal akireiah .. , it was plain that 

truly sexually explicit •aterial could not circulate openly, and 

in fact it did not for auch of this century. It still existed, 

however, despite having been driv•n rather d .. ply underground. 

Ve d~scuaa the 90re recent bistory o1 tb• production, 

distribution, and sale o1 truly explicit .. terial .at greater 

length in the appendix to this Report dealing with th• nature of 

the industry in general, but it is iaportant to note here that 

7. Coa110nwealth v. Friede, 271 Kasa. 318, 171 R. E. 472 C1930>. 

8. Hannegan v. Esquire, 321 U.S. 146 <1946>. 
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the existence of legal disputes about instreaa literary works 

did not aean that these works constituted the extent of what was 

available. So-called •stag films• were produced and distributed 

in a highly surreptitious fashion. Sales of pornographic 

pictures, magazines, and eight millimeter films took place 

through the •ails as a result of advertisements in heavily 

guarded language, or through sales by someone who knew sameone 

vho knew someone else, or in soae fora or another •under the 

counter • in establishments pri•arily.devotad to ~re accepted 

material. Until the 1960s, t~erefore, the law operated largely 

in two quite different roles. On th~ one band, and 110re visible, 

were the pros1PCUtions of books and f 11.. that contained 

substantial merit and were dir~ed to and available to a general 

audience. But on the other band wer& enf ore& .. nt efforts against 

euch more explicit material, distributed in web aore 

surreptitious fashion, 88 to which serious constitutional or 

definitional issues never aro... It ••• not until the early 

1960s, when the Supreae Court began actively to scrutinize the 

contents of aateriel found to b9i obscene, that atte•ptttd 

prosecutions of u.nquttt1tionably serioWI works largely withered, 

and that aost of the legal battltte concerned the kind• of 

•aterial llOre c:oaaonly taken to b& pornographic. 

Thia active Supre111tt Court ecrutiny bad its roots in th• 1957 

9 case of 821!! !· Y!!U~ §!U!!• diacu.aaed at length in Chapter 

III of this Report, in which th• First Aeendaent was first taken 

9. 354 U.S. 476 <1957> . 
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to limit the particular works that could be found obscene. By 

the 1960s, cases such as Jacg~!!!ia !· Qh!g10 had aade this 

close scrutiny a reality, and by 1966 the range of permissible 

regulation could properly be described as ••inimal.• In that 

year the Supreme Court decided the case of ~r! !• 

11 
~!!~bY!!i~!, which held that aaterial could be rttatricted 

only if, a110ng other factors, it was •utterly without redeeaing 

social value. • The stringency of this standard made legal 

restriction extraordinarily difficult, ·and llhortly ther~after the 

Supreme Court aade it even aore difficult by ••barking on a 

practice of reversing obscenity convictiona with rttepect to a 

wide range of .. teriala, 81Ulf of which w•nt quit• tnrplicit. 12 

The result, therefore, was that -by the lat• 1960s obac9nity 

regulation !Mtc:aae essentially donaant, with a consequ•nt 

proliferation of the open availability of quite explicit 

eaterials. This trend was rvin!orc.d by the iasuanc. in 1970 of 

the Report of the President's eo .. iaaion on Obscenity and 

Pornography, which recoaa.nded against any state or federal 

restrictions on th• .. t•rial availabl• to consenting adults. 

Al though tb• Report waa r~undingly ntjected by Prttaident Nixon 

and by Congrna, it neverthel988 rttinforced the t•ndency to 

withdraw legal rnt.rictions in practice, which in turn was one of 

t.he factors contributing to a significant growth fro• the late 

10. 378 u.s. 184 <1964> . 

11. 383 u.s. 413 <1966>. 

12. ~.g. , Redrup v. Bew York, 386 U. S. 767 <1967>. 
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1960s onward cf .the volume and explicitness cf •aterials that 

were widely available. 

The Supr·eme Court decisions of 1973, 1DOst notably Par!! Adult 

13 14 
!h!!~t!! I !· . ~!!tc!! end §!!!!!: !· ~!Uet!!!!, by 

reversing the •utterly without redeeming social value• standard 

and by 11aking clear once again that the First Amendment did not 

protect anything and everything that Bight be sold to or viewed 

by a consenting adult, tended to rttereate the env·ironment in 

which obscenity regulation was a pr~ctical po.,i.bili~y. Since 

1973, however, the extent of obscenity regulation bas varied 

·widely throughout the country. In soae geographic areas 

aggressive prosecution bas end~ the open ·availability of llO&t 

extreaely explicit · aaterials, but 110nt coalionly pro•ecution 

remains einiaal, and highly explicit aateriala ant widely 

available. BecaUS& the current •ituation is explored throughout 

this -~~rt, and b&cause it is describtid in detail in an 

appendix, we will go no further in this Chapter, whose primary 

purpose has b4ten to put the pnta9nt into historical pera~ive. 

13. 413 U.S. 49 (1973> . 

14. 413 U.S. 15 <1973>. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE COHSTRAIHTS OF THE FIRST AJ!EHD"EXT 

The subject of pornography is not coextensive with the subject 

of nx. Definitionally, pornography requinta a portraya_l, 

whether spoken, written, print9d, photographed, sculpted, or 

drawn, and this essential feature of pornography necctssarily 

i•plicates constitutional concerns that would not otherwise 

exist. Th• First A .. ndment to the Constitution of th• United 

States provides quit• aiaply that •congr ... shall aaJce no· law. 

abridging th• fr..cfo• of speech, or of the pr .... • 

Longstanding judicial interpretations make it now clear that this 

aandate is, becautte of th• Fourteenth A .. nd .. nt, applicable to 

the states as ••ll, 1 and llak• it 9C1Ually cleat that the 

ret1trictions of the First Aaend .. nt ar• applicabl• to any fora of 

govern11ental action, and not 11&rel7 to 8tatut.. enact9d by a 

2 legialativ• body. 

To th• extent, therefore, that regulation of pornography 

constitutes an abridg-.nt of th• frtt9do• of speech, or an 

abridg•nt of the freedo• of the prea, it i• at least 

presu•ptively unconstitution~. And eftn if so .. or all for• ct 

1. Gitlow v. law York, 268 U. S. 632 <1925>. 

2. g.g., Banta• Books, Inc. v. 
Organization for a Better Auatin v. 
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regulation of pornography are seen ultimately ng~ to constitute 

abridgments of the freedom of speech or the fraedoa of the press, 

the fact remains that the Constitution treats speaking and 

printing as special, and thus the rttgUlation of anything spoken 

or printed aust be examined with extraordinary care. For even 

when some forms of r&gUlation of what is spoken or printed are 

not abridg .. nta of the freedoa of aptteCh, or abridg .. nta of the 

freedo• of the press, such regulations are closer to constituting 

abridgments than other f or11a of govern .. ntal action. If nothing 

else, the barriers between per.isaible reatrictiona on what is 

said or printed and unconstitutional al:»ridg .. nta 11USt be 

scrupulously guarded. 

Thus, •• start with the pres\a11ption that th• Fira't A .. nd .. nt 

is ger.ane to our inquiry, and •• start u ••ll with the 

presu•ption that, both aa citizena and as govern .. ntal otticiala 

who have 11Yorn an oath to uphold and dttfend the Conat1tution, we 

have independent responsibilities to consider contrtitutional 

issues in our deliberations and in our conclusiona. Although •• 

are not fr .. . to take action• that relevant Supre .. Court 

interpretations of the Constitution tell WI •• can.not take, •• do 

not consider Supre.. Court opiniona aa relieving WI of our own 

constitutional responsibilities. Th• vi•• that conat.itutioaal 

concerns are only for the Supr•• Court, or on.ly for courts in 

general, ie eiaply f allacioua, and •• do no aervie9 to the 

Constitution by adopting the view that the Constitution i• 

so1MP0ne else's responsibility. It is 9!!£ responsibility, and •• 

have treated it aa 8\lcb both in thia Report and throughout our 
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deliberations. 

3. 2 Th! f ir!1 ~!!n~.!!!!!· TI!! SUPr!!! ~. !!!~ 1h! !!9!!!!1!~ 

9! Q~!s=!n!U 

Although both speaking and printing are •hat the First 

Aaendaent is all about, closer exa•ination reveals that the First 

A11end•nt cannot plausibly be taken to protect, or even to be 

relevant to, every act of speaking or writing. 

plainly sanction tbe written acts of ~riting checks backed by 

insufficient funds, filing inco .. tax r.turna that underatate 

income or overstate deductions, and describing a.c:uritiee or 

consu•er products in false or •isleading ter11a. In non• of these 

cases would First A .. nd .. nt d•f~n... .ven t. taken .. rioualy. 

The sa• can tMt said about sanctions againet spok•n acts such aa 

lying •bile under oath, or co••itting aost acts of cri•inal 

conspiracy. Although urging the public to ri .. up and overthrow 

the gaverneent ia prottteted by th• First A .. nd .. nt, ~ing your 

brother to kill your father so that you can split th• insurance 

110n•y has never been con•ider9d the kind of apok•n activity with 

which the First. A .. ndaent i• concerned. Providing infon1ation to 

tb• public about th• •iadeeda af tb•ir political leaders ia 

central to the First A .. nd .. nt, but providing i~or .. tion ta 

on••s friends about th• coabination to th• vault at th• local 

bank ia not a First A89ndeent .. tter at all. 

Tb• r&gUlation of pornography in light of tb• constraint• of 

the First Aaend•nt •wrt thus btt considered against tbi• .. - . : ~ 

background - that not every use of words, pictures, or a printing 
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press automatically triggers protection by the First Amendment. 

Indeed, as the examples above demonstrate, •any uses of words, 

pictures, or a printing press do not even raise First Aaendaent 

concerns. As Justice Holmes stated the aatter in 1919, •the 

First Amendment • cannot have been, and obviously was not, 

intended to give i••unity for every possible use of language.•3 

As described in Chapter II, both th• states and the federal 

government have long regulated the trade in sezually explicit 

aaterials under the label of •obscenity• regulation. And until 

1957, obscenity regulation was treated as. one of thoa• for .. of 

regulat-ion that was totally unrelated to th• concerna or th• 

constraints of the First A .. n~aent. If the ai• o1 th• state or 

federal regulation was th• control of obscenity, then the First 

Aaend•ent did not r.etrict govern .. nt action, without regard to 

what particular · •ateriala •ight b9 dH&ed obac&ne and tbua 

. 4 
prohi~ited. When, throughout th• first half of this c.ntury, 

states would deter•ine to b9 obacene 8\&Ch works ea Theodore 

Dreiser ' s ~ All!£!~ !£!gttd1, 5 or D.R. Lawrenc.'e i:-adl 

3. Frohwerk v.. Unitttd States, 249 U.S. 204 C1919>. 

4. Dunlap v: United Stat•a, 165 U.S. 486 <1897>. 

S. Coaaonwealth v. Friltde, 271 Basa. 318, 171 I.E. 472 <1930> • . 

6. P~ple v. 
1929>. 

Dial Press, 182 liac. 416 CB.Y. lagia. Ct. 

7. Attorney General v. Book laeed •Gocf'• Little Acr•, 8 326 
!ass. 281, 93 H.E.2d 819 C1950>. 
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8 or Radclyffe Hall's !b.! ~!!! of ben!!!tl!@!, th• First A11endaent 

was not taken to constitute a significant barrier to such 

actions. 

In 1957, however, in B9!b ! • 

Court confronted squarely th• tension between the r&gvlation a1 

what was all•ged to be obscene and th• constraints of th• First 

A•end•ent. After Beib, it is not aiaply the for11 of regulation 

that immunizes a prosecution fro~ the ~irst A11endll9nt. Th• Court 

10 aade clear in ~b, and even clearer in aubsttquent caa«H1, that 

the simple designation a1 a prosecution aa one for ob•cenity do&s 

not caW1• the F'irst A•nd•nt considerations to drop out. If the 

parti cular aaterials proaecuteti are the ... 1v .. protected by the 

F'irat Aaend .. nt, tb• prosecution 1a iaper11iatlible. !f tttr Jls!!h 

llffr• labels could not t. used to j\&8'tify r.stricting the 

prot&eted, and .. re la!Mtla could not j\&8'tif y circuaventing th• 

protections of the First A .. nd .. nt. 

But the Supr•• Court. al80 •d• clear in 12!! that t1a• 

considered as •utterly without r9d94t•ing social i•portance.• Aa 

a result, th• Court concluded, obscene · .. terials went not the 

8. P.opl• v. Seltzer, 122 llisc. 
Sup. Ct. 1924>. 

9. 3S4 U. S. 476 <1957>. 

329, 203 l.Y.S. 809 Cl. Y. 

10. ~.g., Kingsley International Pictures Corp. v. Regents, 360 
U.S. 684 <1959> . 
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kind of speech or press includ&d within the First A11end11ent, and 

could thus be regulated without the kind of ov&rwbeleing evidence 

of bar• that would be necessary if uterials of this variety were 

included within the scope of the First Aaend99nt. But to the 

Court in 89~b, that scope was liait&d to •aterial containing 

~!!!• All ideas, even the unorthodox, even the controversial, 

and even the hateful, were within the scope of the First 

Amendment. But if there were no ideas with •even tbe slightest 

redee•ing social i•portance,• tben sucb .. terial could~ taken 

to be not aplHtCh in the relevant sense at all, and therefore 

outside of the real• Of the First A11&nd .. nt. 

The g•n•ral B2!h approach to obsc9nity r.gulaticm baa be9n 

adhered to ever •ince 19S7, and reuina •U:ll today the 

foundation of tbe ao .. wbat llOJ"e co•plex but nevertbel .. s 

funda .. ntally aiailar trttataent of obtJC&nit7 by the SupreBe 

Court. Thia treat•nt involves two •jor principln. Th• first, 

reiterated repeatedly and explained .O•t thoroughly in e!I!! 

li 
6~Y!~ Th!!~£! ! ! • ~!ato~, is th• principle that ltt;al 

ob~nity is treated as i,.ing either not ll)MHICh at all, or et 

least not the .kind of SJMHtCb ~hat is within the purview of any of 

u a 

result, l1tgal obscnity •r !Mt r.gulated by the statn and by th• 

federal govern .. nt without having to IMHlt the esp9Cially 

stringent standards of justification, often generalized .. a 

•clear and present danger,• and occasionally as a •coapttlliag 

11. 413 U.S. 49 <1913> . 
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interest,• that would be applicable to speech, including a great 

deal of sexually oriented or sexually •xplicit speech, that is 

within the aims and principles of the First A11end11ent. Instead, 

legal obscenity aay constitutionally be regulated as long as 

there exists merely a •rational basis• for the regulation, a 

standard undoubtedly drastically less stringent than the standard 

of •clear and present danger• or •co11p9lling interest. • 

That legal obscenity aax bit r9glllated by the statf18 and the 

federal government pursuant to ~h and e1t!! does not, of 

course, .. an that the states !!!~ regulat• it, or even that they 

necessarily !bgyld regulate it. It is in the nature of our 

constitutional ayat&• that ll08t of •bat tbe Conlltitution does is 

to establish structunta and to •t up outer boundarin of 

peraissible regulation, without in any way addr•••ing •bat ought 

to be done within thoaa outer boundar1... Th•r9 i• no doubt, for 

exaaple, that th• ~ li•it• on the highways could ta. 

significantly reduced without offending th• Constitution, that 

states could eliainat• all penalti&• for burglary without 

violating th• · Conllti tution, and that the high.at aarginal inco• 

tax rate could be increaa9d fro• SOX to 901 without creating a 

valid constititional challeng•. lone of these proposals ..... a 

particularly good idea, and that i• prtH:i89ly th• paint - that 

th& fact that en action is corurtitutional dOttS not .. an that it 

i• •istt. Thue, although the regulation of ob&Cftnity ia, as a 

. retnalt of @g~b, Pa£!!, and aany other caa.s, con•titutionally 

per•iasible, this does not answer th• question •h•th•r nch .. .. : .. 

regulation is desireable. Vi8doa or desireability are not 
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pri•a.rily constitutional questions. 

Thus the :first aajor principle ia the constitutional 

permissibility of the regulation of obscenity. The aecond eajor 

principle is that the ~·f ~gn of what ia ohscen•, as well ae 

the determination of what in particular cases is · obscene, is 

itself a aatter o:f constitutional law. If the underpinnings of 

the exclusion of obscenity fro• tbe scope of the First Aaend-.nt 

are that obscenity is not what the First A11end11ent is ell about, 
. 

then special care •uat he tak•n to ensure that aaterials, 

including materials d•aling with sex, that !£! within what the 

First Aeend9ttnt ia all about are not ~jec:t ta reetriction. 

Although what is on the unprotected ~id• of th• line betnen the 

legally obscene and conatitutionally protected 8JMP9Ch ia not 

protected by the First A•ndaent, the locatian of th• line itali 

1• a constitutional aatter. That obacenity aay be ntgUlat.cf 

consistent with th• First A .. ndBEtnt dotP9 not .. an that anything 

that is perceived by people or by legislatures u obacene aay be 

ao regulated. 

As a r..ult, the definition of obscenity i• largely a question 

of constitutional law, and the curre~t coD11titutionally 

peraiaaible definition i• found in another 1913 ca&&, !!!!!t !• 

12. 413 U.S. 15 C1913>. Aeang the 11aat significant aspects of 
!!!!!t was the fact that it rejected as part of the definition of 
ob8C9nity the requirement that before aaterial could be d .. lled 
obscene it had to be shown to be •utterly without redtte•ing 
social value.• Thia standard, which had ita roota aa part of tbe 
teat for obscenity in !e110ira v. Rassacbuaetta, 383 U.S. 413 
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three of the following conditions are eat: 

1. The ~verage person, applying contemporary community 

standards, would find that the work, taken as a whole, appeals to 

the prurient interest Cin sexl; and 

2. the work depicts or describes, in a patently offensive way, 

sexual conduct specifically defined by the applicable state [or 

federall law; and 

3. the work, taken aa a wholtt, lacks serious literary, 

artistic, political, or scientific valu&. 

It is not our function in this Report to provide an •Jq>09ition 

of the law of obscenity. In an.appendix to tbil!J Report we do 

provide a auch aor• detailed treat•nt of th• current state of 

the law that we hoptt will b& unful to t .hon with a nffd to 

consider aoae of the d•tail• of obscenity law. But •• do not 

wish our avoidance of extensiv& description of tbe law her• to 

imply that the law ia siaple. Virtually every word and phrase in 

the D!!!!r test has been th& subject of extensive litigation and 

a~bstantial coml!entary in the l~al literatur&. Th• rewlt of 

this ia that there i• now a large body of 9xplanaU.on and 

clarification Qf concepts such u •taJc•n as a whole, 0 prurient 

il)terest,• •patently offtP1u1ive, 9 and 

•conte•porary co••unity standards.• llor&ever, there are 11any 

constitutionally aandated asp.eta of obscenity law that are not 

<1966>, bad in pract~ce aade proving obsc•nity virtually 
i11possi ble. 
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derived directly froa the definition of obscenity. For example, 

no person may be prosecuted for an obscenity offense unless it 

can be shown that the person had knowledge of the general 

contents, character, and nature of the aaterials involved, for i~ 

the law were otherwise booksellers and others would avoid 

stocking anything even slightly sexually oriented for fear of 

being prosecuted on account of aateriala the content oi which 

th 
6 13 ey were unaware o~. The procedures surrounding the 

initiation of a prosecution, including search and seizure, are 

also liaited by constitutional considerations designed to prevent 

what would in effect bit total suppression prior to ~ judicial 

14 deterwination of obscenity. And the entir• 8\lbject of cbild 

pornography, which •• discuas in Chapter VII of this Report, is 

governed by diff er~nt principle• 'and substantially diff•rent 

legal standard.a. 

The constitutionally-baead definition of omsc.nity is enforcftd 

not only by requiring that that definition be used in obscenity 

trials, but also, and 1DOr• i•portantly, by clo.. judicial 

scrutiny of aate~ials d•t•n1in1Pd to tMt obac.n•. Thia acrutiny, 

at both trial and appitllate levels, ia designed to enaur• that 

non-obscene .. t•r.ial i• not •rronaously deteraiaed to be 

13. Saith v. California, 361 U.S. 147 <1959>. Thtt principle vu 
reaffirmed in Raaling v. United Stat&&, 418 U.S. 87 <1974>, 
which.. also aade clear that the defendant n&ed not be shown to 
have known that the •ateriala were legally obscerut. . ..... . 

14. §!! Heller v. Rew York, 413 U.S. 483 <1973>; Road•n v. 
Kentucky, 413 U.S. 496 <1973>. 
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obscene. The leading case here is the 1974 unaniaoua Supreme 

Court decision in Jenkins !• Geo ia 15· ___ !:Q __ , which involved a 

conviction in Georgia of the Hollywood aotion picture Carns! 

ltlo!!!~9!· In reversing the convict.ion, the Supreae Court 1Nade 

clear that regardless of what the local comaunity standards of 

that co••unity may have been, the First A•end .. nt prohibited !!!% 

co••unity, regardless of its standerda, fro• finding that a 

aotion picture suc;:h as this appealed to the prurient interest or 

16 . 
was patently offensive. Thua, although ap.,.-al to the prurient 

interest and patent offensiveness are to a,. det•r•ined in the 

first instance by reference to local atandards, it i• clear aft•r 

l!n!!!l! that th• rang• of local variation that tbe Supre.. Court 
. 

will perait con.e18tent with tbe First A .. nd .. nt ia in fact quite 

liait9d. 

In the final analysis, the eff9Ct of Wl!t, Jtyins, and a 

large nuaber of other Supreatt Court and lower court caa.. i8 to 

17 . 
limit obscenity prosecutions to •bard cor.• INlterial ·devoid of 

anything except the 908t explicit and offenaiv• representations 

of sex. Aa we explained in .our Introduct.ion, w• .,_li•v• that th• 

late Justice StRYart YU eore perc:epti've tb&D b• bu b94fn given 

15. 418 u.s. 153 <1974> . 

16. The third f ac:.t of th• lf&ll&r tHt, that tb• work lack 
• .. riou• literary, artistic, political, or scientific valu•, • ia 
never in any event to be deter11in9d by ref erenc. to local 
standards. Her• the f ra.. of reference ~uat in all cases ~ · 
national. S•itb v. United Stat .. , 431 U.S. 291 Cl971>. 

17. The Supreae Court in fact uses th• t•r• in l!i!!t· 
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credit for having been in saying of hard-core pornography that he 

knew it when he saw it. 18 Row that we have seen •uch of it, we 

are all confident that we too know it when we see it, but w• also 

know that others bave used this and other teraa to enco•pasa a 

range of aaterials wider than that wbich the Supreme Court 

p•r•its to be restricted, a~d wider than that which 110st of us 

think ought to be restricted. But it should be plain botb froa 

the law, and fro• inspection of tbe kinda of 11aterial that the 

law has allowed to be prosecuted, that only th• 11est thoroughly 

explicit •ateriala, overwh•laingly devoted to patently offensive 

and explicit repreaentationa, and unaitigated by an7 •ignificant 

aaount of anything else, can be and are in fact deter•ined to be 

legally obscene. 

Ve cannot ignor• our own obligatioft8 not to reco•aend what we 

believe to be unconatitutional. Ru1Mtroua people, in both oral 

and written evidence, have urglPd upon u the view that th• 

Supreme Court's approach i• a •i•taken interpretation of tbe 

First A•end .. nt. They have argued that we should conclude that 

18. •1 bave reached tbe concluaion • that under the First 
and Fourt .. ntb A11end .. nts criainal laws in tbia area are 
constitutionally li•ited to bard-core pornography. I •ball not 
today atte•pt f urtber to def in• the kinda of aaterial I 
unde~stand to b4t eebraced within that sbortband d..cription; and 
P9rhaps I could never succ&ed in intelligently doing 90. But I _ ... ,. 
know it when I 8" it, and the aotion picture involved in tbia 
cas• i .a not that.• Jacob9llis v. - Ohio, 378 U. S. 184, 191 <1964> 
<Stewart, J., concurring>. 
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any criminal prosecution based on the distribution19 to 

consenting adults of sexually explicit aaterial, no aatter bow 

offensive to soae, and no •atter bow bard-core, and no aatter how 

devoid of literary, artistic, political, or scientific value, is 

i•per•issible under the First Aaendment. 

Ve have taken these argu .. nta seriovaly. In light of the 

facts that the Supreme Court did not in f!21b or since unani110ualy 

conclude that obscenity is outside of the coverage of the First 

Amendment, and that its 1973 rulings were all dftCided by a scant 

5-4 majority on this issue, there 1• no doubt that tbe iaau• was 

debatable within the Supreae Court, and thua could hardly be 

without difficulty. loreover, we recognize that tbe bulk of 

scholarly ·co•••ntary i• of th• opinion tbat the Supre• Court's 

rttaolution of and baaic approach to the First 4111Pnd .. 1t iasullt8 ia 

incorrect. 20 With dissent existing even within tbe Supreae 

Court, · and with disagr&ff .. nt with tbe Supre .. Court aajority's 

approach predo•inant allC)ng l&gal scholars, we could hardly ignore 

the possibility that th• Supre .. Court •ight be wrong on this 

issue, and that we would wish to find protected that which the 

19. We do not in tbia Report diacwnt Stanley v. Georgia, 394 
u. s. ~7· <1969>, in which th• Supr•• Court beld tbv •rv 
&9!~!!!en of even legally obacen• .. terial to be 
constitutionally protect.cf. Ve do not di8CU88 S~I becau&e 
nothing we r&eoaaend i.a inconsistent with it, and no one baa 
suggested to us that we should urge that StanltI be overruled. 

20. §!!, !·9·• Kalven, I!!! l!!1!eb!!!!;! 9f Y!! Id! gt ~cenitx, 
1960 Sup. Ct. Rev. 1 ; Henkin, '19t!!! ~ !r!l!! Con!!ri!!!!!9!1: IU 
~!!! 9f Q~!!;!!!!ll, 63 Colua. L. Rev. 391 ( 1963>; Richards, Et!! ···· -~ 

§R!~b 1n~ Q~!g@n!!x I.rt!= !2!!~ ! !2t!! !b89!:% gt 1!l! E!t!1 
~!!!!~!!n!, 123 u. Pa. L. Rev. 4:5 U-'74>. · 
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Supreae Court found unprot&eted. 

There are both less and .are plausible challenges to the 

Supre11e Cour t's approach to obscenity. Aaong the least 

plausible, and uaually aore rhetorical device than .. rioua 

argu•ent, is the vie• that the First. A••ndment ia in some way an 

•absolute,• protecting, quite si•ply, all speec:b. Even Justices 

Black and Douglas, coaaonly taken to be •absolutists,• would 

hardly have protected all spoken or written acts under the First. 
. 

Amendment, and on closer inapec:tion all thoae accused of or 

confessing to •abaolutia•• would at the very least apply their 

abaolutia• to a range ~ spoken or 'written acts -ller tban the 

universe of !!!~ spoken, written, or pictorial act.a. Thia is not 

to deny that under the vi••• of -.ny, including Black and 

Douglas, what is now conaider9d obacentt should be within tbe 

univerae of what ia absolutely protected. But •abaolutiaa• in 

unadulterat9d for• seeme largely a .traY&~, and we ... no n..cf 

to WI& it as a way of avoiding difficult qu..tiona. 

Jtucb 1tOr• that the Firat A11endaent 

protects all apoken, written, or pictorial acts, but that all 

spoken, written, or pictorial acts are at least in ao .. way 

A•nd .. nt. That is, even if the govern•nt •Y regulat• l!IO• 

eucb acta, it •Y nner do llO u.nl... it bu a N880n 

substantially better than the reaaona that normally artt 

sufficient to jWJtify govern .. ntal action. 

heightened standard of juatif ication ia deacrib9d aa a •clear and 
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present danger,• or •co•pelling interest,• or some standard less 

stringent than those, the view is still that regulating any 

spoken, written, or pictorial acts requires a particularly good 

reason. And when applied to the r.gulation of obscenity, 80 the 

arguaent goes, the reasons supplilKf and the empirical evidence 

offered remain too speculative to a&et this especially high 

burden of justification. 

Other views accept the fact that not all spoken, written, or 

pictorial acts need IMHlt this especially high burden of 

justification. Only those acts that in ao .. way r•l~t• ~o the 

purposes or pri~ciplea of the First Aaend .. nt are covered, but, 

it is argued, •v•n the bardest-cortt pornographic it•• is within 

the First Aaend .. nt'• coverage. To ., .. thia is bec:aWMt botb th• 

distribution and \&.89 of such ite11a ar. aign~ficant aspects of 

a&lf-expreaaion. And while not all acts of a.lf-•xpresaion are 

covered by the First A11endaent, acts of 84tlf-•xpr ... ion that take 

the for• of books, aagazines, and f ilaa are, according to the 

arguaent, ao covered. Tbe&4t, it is argued, are the traditional -

aedia of coaaunication, and when tboee -.dia are WMtd to express 
. 

a different world view, o~ •v•n .. rely to achieve .. xual 

aatisf action, they re~in the kinds of things towards which the 

First Asendaent is directed. As 8 nH!Allt, regulation of the 

proceaa by which an alternative saxual vision is coaaunicated, or 

rtt;ulation of the proclt88 by which ptteple · use the traditional 

119dia of coaaunication to ·~rience and to understand a 

different aexual vision, is as aucb a part of the First Aeend .. nt 

as co••unicating and experiencing different vision~ about, for 



example, politics or morals. 

A variant on this last argu99nt, which takltfl obscenity to be 

within a range of First Amendment coverage admittttdly .. aller 

than the universe of co~aunicative acts, locks not so •ucb to t.he 

act or to the comaunication but instead to the govern .. nt's 

reasons for regulating. If, so the arguaent goes, governaent's 

action in restricting is baaed on its reaction to a . particular 

point of view, then the action is i•perai88ible. Because it is 

the purpose of the First Amendment to allow all points of vi•• to 

be expressed, an atteapt by governaent to treat one point of view 

less favorably than another is unconstitutional for that reason 

alone, no aatter bow dangeroua, offensive, or otbarwia. 

reprehensible the disfavored point of vie• .. Y tMt. 

Ve have beard witlutea.. articulate th... varioua views 

intelligently and forcefully, and we ~,,. read more ..tensive 

versions ~f these argu .. nta. They are not iaplauaibl• by any 

means, but in the final analysis we re•ain unpersuaded that the 

~undaaental dir&etion of Be!b and ~t!! is aiaguided. Indeed, •• 

are confident that it is corr&et. Although •• do not eubacribe 

to the view ~hat only political sptHteb is covered by tbe First 

A89nd .. nt, •• do not ~lieve t.hat a totally expa1U1ive approach i• 

reasonable for society or conducive to pr•aerving the particular 

valu .. embodied in the First A.,ndaent. The special power of tb• 

First Aa&nd .. nt ought, in our opinion, to b9 reserved for the 
. , 

conveying of arguaenta and inforaation .in a way that surpaaset1 

som& ad•ittedly low threshold of cognitive appeal, whether that 
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appeal be emotive, intellectual, aesthetic, or informational. We 

have no doubt that this lo• threshold will be aurpasaed by a wide 

range of sexually explicit •aterial conveying unpopular ideas 

about sex in a •anner that is offensive to 11ast people, and we 

accept that this is properly part of a vision of the First 

Amendment that is designed substantially to protect unpopular 

ways of saying unpopular things. But •• also have little doubt 

that aost of what we have seen that to us qualifies as bard-core 

material falls below this •ini•al ~hreahold of cognitive or 

similar appeal. Lines are of course not always •aey to draw, but 

we find it difficult to understand how •ucb of tbe .. t•rial we 

have seen can be considered to b9 even re11ately related to an 

exchange of views in the ••rk~tplace of ideas, to an atteapt to 

articulate a point of view, to an atteapt to persuade, or to an 

atte•pt seriously to conv•y through literary or artistic m&ana a 

different vision of buaanity er of the world. We do not deny 

that in a different context and prtHNtnted in a different way, 

material as explicit as that which we have seen ~_!!lg be said to 

contain at least so• of all of then characteri8tiC8. But •• 

also have no doubt that t~.. goals are reaote froa the goals of 

virtually all distributors or usttra of this aaterial, and •• also 

have no doubt that th... valu.. &r9 present in ll08t atandard 

pornographic ite .. to an extraordinarily liaited dttgrlHP. 

In light of this, •• ar• of the opinion that not only society 

at large but the First AliMtndaent itself suffers if the &ss•ntial 

appeal of th& First A11endaent is dissipated on arguments r•latttd .... .., 

to material so tenuously associated with any of th• purpoaes or 
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principles of the First Aeendeent. Ve believe it necessary that 

th• plausibility of the First Amendment be protected, and we 

believe it equally necessary for this society to ensure that the 

First Amendaent retains the strength it aust have when it is aost 

needed. This strength cannot reside exclusively in the courts, 

but aust reside as well in widespread acceptance of the 

i•portance of the First ·A .. ndment. Ve fear that this acceptance 

is jeopardized when the First Aaendaent too often beco•s tbe -

rhetorical device by which the co• .. ~cial trade in materials 

directed virtually exclusively at a&xual arousal ia defended. 

There is a risk that in that procesa public willingnlHI& to def end 

and to accept the First Aa&nd11&nt will be loet, and the likely 

losers will be thoae who would sp.ak out barahly, provocatively, 

and often offensively against th• prevailing order, including th• 

pritvailing order with r98peety to 8ex. 

The aanner of preaentation and dietribution of ll08t standard 

pornography confir11e the view that at bottoa the predoainant use 

of such aaterial i• as masturbatory aid. Ve do not say that 

there is anything necessarily wrong with that for that reason. 

But once t he predoainant u•, ud t.b• appeal to t.bat predoainant 

use, btteoaes appar•nt, whet e81trgee ie that 11Uch of what this 

aaterial involves 1a not ea 11Ucb portrayal of .. x, or discuaaion 

of ... , but simply sex itnlf. As sex itself, the argu•nta for 

or againat ~riction are serious, but they are arguaenta 

properly re110ved froa the Firli't A•nd11&nt questions that surround 

-priaarily 11ateriala whose overwhelaing .uae ia not aa ahort-ter11 .···-·· 

masturbatory aid. Whether the state should, for exaaple, 
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prohibit •asturbation in certain establiabaents tbat are open to 

tbe public is a question that some would wish to debate, but it 

is certainly not a First Amendment question~ Sieilarly, the 

extent to which sex itself is and under what circueatancea 

constitutionally protected iJI again an interesting and i•portant 

constitutional question, but it is not usefully seen as a First 

21 
Aae~d•ent question. 

Ve recognize, of course, that uaing a picture of sex as 

masturbatory aid is different fro• tbe simple act of 

~asturbation, or any other fora o1 sex. The very fact that 

pictures and words are used coapela WI to take Firat AIMtdnd11&nt 

arguments aore .. riaw1ly than. would ta. the ca.. if the debate 

were about prostitution. Still, when we look at the standard 

pornographic it•• in its standard context · of distribution and 

'1991 we find it difficult to avoid the conclut1ion that this 

•aterial is so far re11aved froa any of th• central purposes of 

the First Amendment, and 80 close to 80 auch of the r.at of the 

21. As this report i• tMting written, the Supre .. Court ha• under 
adviae .. nt after oral arguaent the case of Bower• v. Hardwick, 
760 F.2d 1202 Cllth Cir. 1985>, Sup. Ct. Docket lo. 8:5-140, 
challenging th• constitutionality o1 the G.orgia sodoay 8'tatute 
as applied to th• private and consensual acts of two aale 
hoaoaexuala. The argu1Mtnta rely priaarily on constitutional 
clai .. of litMtrty, privacy, and frettdoa of association. If the 
SuprelMt Court 8'trik&11 down the statute as unconstitutional, 
argu .. nta other than the First Aa&nd .. nt eight t. available to 
challenge certain laws against certain u,... of even legally 
Qbscene •ateriala. Without such an action, however, such privacy 
or ~itMtrty argu11enta, which the Supre11e Court rejttet&d witb 
respect to exhibition of obscene aat&rial to consenting adult• 1il .. -.: . 
a theater in f!!:!!• would b4t unlikely to succeed. Doe v. 
Coaaonwealth'a Attorney, 403 F. Supp. . 1199 <E.D. Va. 1975>, 
!if'~ 1iib9Yt 9R!n!ma, 425 U.S. 901 Cl976>. 
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sex industry, that including such ~aterial within the coverage of 

the First Amend•ent seeas highly attenuated. 

Like any other act, the act of •aking, distributing, and wring 

pornographic iteas contains and sends aessages. For govern .. nt 

to act against some of these items on account of the aeasagea 

involved •ay appear as probleaatic under tbe First A .. nd11Mtnt, but 

to bold that such governmental action violates the First 

Amendment is to preclude government fro• taking action in every 

case in which government fears that the restricted action •ill be 

copied, or proliferate because of ita acceptanett. Govern .. nt aay 

prosecute scofflaws tMtcau.ae it feara the .. aaag• that laws ought 

to be violated, and it eay restrict th• use of ettrtain products 

in part because it dOtPS not wish th• ...aage that th• product is 

desirable to be widely diaa.•inatttd _in perha~ its mollt •ffective 

for•. So too with reference to tb• kind of .. terial with wbich 

we deal here. If we are correct in our concluion that this 

•aterial is far re110vttd fro• the cognitiv•, emotive, aesth•tic, 

inf orsational, p•rsuasive, or intellectual cor• of th• First -

A .. ndaent, we are satisf i&d that a govern .. ntal d•sire to 

restrict the eaterial for the 11&Ssages its use aenda out doee not 

bring the aeterial any closer to the ettnter. 

We thus conclud• not that obscenity regulation creat.- no 

First A•nd•nt concerna, nor even that th• Supreae Court's 

approach is nec:esaarily corrttet. But we do believe tbe Supr• .. 

Court's approach is 110st likely correct, and we b&lieve as ••11 

that argu .. nta against the Supreae Court's approach are b9CO•ing 
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incr easingly attenuated as we focus on the kind of •aterial 

co••only sold in •adults only• establishments in this country. 

Ve aay be wrong, but 110st of u.s can see no good reason at the 

aoaent for substituting a leas persuasive approach for the 

Supreae Court's more persuasive one. 

Altho~gh we are satisfied that there is a category of •aterial 

so overwhel• ingly preoccupied with sexual explicitness, and sa 

overwhelmingly devoid of anything else, that its regulation does 

no violence to t.he principles under.lying the First Aaendaent, we 

recognize that tbia cannot be the end of the First A .. nd .. nt 

analysis. We INat evaluate t~• poSeibility that in practic& 

aateriala other ~an th.ae •ill be reatrictltd, and that th& 

effect therefore will be the ntetriction of uteriala that are 

substantially closer to what th• First A99ndm.nt ought to protttet 

than the iteaa in fact ai-.cf at by th•. I!!!!!: definition of 

obscenity. We must also evaluate what ia coaaanly referred to as 

the •chilling effect,• the poasibili~y that, •ven absent actual 

restriction, creators of •aterial that i• not in fact legally 

obscene will refrain froa those cr.ativ• activiti .. , or will 

stHr f urtber to th.t aaftt aid~ of th• U.n•, ·for fear that their 

protected works will eistakenly be d-.B&d ob&eene. And fitlally 

we •uat •valuate wheth•r th• fact of r.atriction of obllc:ene 

•aterial will act, eywbolically, to foster a 'censorship 

untality• that will in less imaediat• ways encourage or lead to 

various restrictions, in other contexts, of aat•rial which ought 
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not in a free society be restricted. 

We have heard in one ~orm or another from numerous 

organi zations of publishers, booksellers, actors, and librarians, 

as well as from a number of individual book and aagazine 

publishers. Although aoat have urged general anti-censorship 

sentiments upon us, their oral and wri~ten sub•issions have 

failed to provide us with evidence to support clai•s of excess 

suppression in the name of the obscenity laws, and indeed the 

evidence is to the contrary. The president of the Association of 

American Publisher• teatif ied that to his knowledge none of bis 

members had even been threatened with enforce .. nt of the cri•inal 

law against obscenity, and t~e A-.ric::an Library All80ciation could 

find no record of any prosecution of a librarian on obacenity 

charges. Other groups of people involved in publishing, · 

bookselling, or theatrical organizatiana relied excluaively on 

exa•plea of excess censorship fro• p&riada of ti .. no 90re recent 

than the 1940s. And still others were even leas helpful, telling 

us, for example, that censor.ship was iaperaisaible because •This 

is the United · States, not th• Soviet Union.• We know that, but 

•• Jeno• as well that difficult iasue• do not b&eo .. easy by . th• 

use of inf laa .. tory rhetoric. Ve vifih that aany of theav people 

or groups bad been abl• to provid• concrete exaaplea to aupport 

their fears of exc,aa censorship. 

Throughout r ecent and not so recent history, 

censorship, although not necessarily prevalent, can hardly t. 

Hid not to have Oc:curred. As a result wtt have not tMten cont1tnt ...... . 
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to rest on the hollowness of the assertions of •any of those who 

have reminded us of this theme. If there is a problea, we have 

our own obligations to identify it, even if witnesses before us 

have been unable to do so. Yet when we do our own researches, we 

discover that, with few exceptions, the period froa 197422 to 

the present is marked by strikingly few actual or threatened 

prosecutions of aaterial that is plainly not legally obscene. We 

do not say that there have been. none. Atteapted and unsuccessful 

actions against the fil• ~ligyla · by the United States Customs 

Service, against Pl!I~..I •agazine in Atlanta and 84PVeral other 

places, and against some other plainly non-obscene publications 

indicate that aistakea s:1n btt ••d•. But •inc• 1974 such •istakes 

have been extre•ely rare, and the •istakea have all been re•edied 

at so11tt point in th• process. While we wish there would b& no 

•istakvs, we are con!ident that application of 1!11!£ has been 

overwhel•ingly liaitttd to aateriala that would satisfy anyone's 

definition of •hard cor•.• 

Even absent succe99ful or .. rioualy threatened protJtteutions, 

it still aay be the case that the very possibility o1 such ·an 

action deters fil••akera, photographers, and writers fro• 

exercising their creative abilities to th• fullest. Once it 

appears that the likelihood of actual or &&rioualy threetenttd 

pros.cutions is alllOSt co•pletely illusory, hoveve~, we -are in a 

22. 1"974• seeaa the aoat relevant date becaun that was tbe year .... .. 
in which the Supreae Court, in ~!n!!n! ! · ~£9!!r 418 U.S. 153 
<1974>, aade it clear that determinations of obscenity were not 
priaarily a aatter of local discretion. 
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quandry about how to respond to these claill8 of •chilling.• We 

are in no position to deny the reality of aomeone'a fears, but in 

almost every case those fears are unfounded. Where, as here, the 

fears seem to be fears of phantoa dangers, we are hard pr.aaed to 

say that the law is •istaken. It is those who are ~raid who are 

aistaken. At least for the past ten years, no even r..at•ly 

serious author, photographer, or filmmaker has bad anything real 

to fear fro• the obscenity laws. The line between what is 

legally obscene and what is not ia now.so far away from their 

work that even aubatantially •iataken applications of curr•~t law 

would leave these individuals untouched. In light ot that, we do 

not aee their fears, however nPal to thea, aa a .uff ici•nt ntaaon 

now to reconaidttr our views about the extent of First A89nd91tnt 

protection. 

Kuch 110re aerioue, •uch aor• real, and auch llHIS in our 

control, is the extent to which non-govern .. ntal or govern .. ntal 

but non-prohibitory actions aay substantially influence what is 

published and what is not. What television scriptwriters write 

is in reality controlled by what t•l••iaion producer• will buy, 

which is in turn controlled by what aponaore will sponsor and 

what viewers will view. Sc:rtit4tnwrit•r• .. Y be •ffaetively 

censored by' the extent to which produc:.ra or atudioa desire to 

gain an •1• rating rather than an •x,• or a •PG• rath•r than an 

•a,• or an •1• rather thu a •PG.• Book and aagazin• writ•r• and 

publishers are rttt1trict9d by what stores are willing to .. 11, and 

stores are rttt1trict9d by what people are willing to buy. Writer• 

of textbooks are in a sense censored by wbat school districts ar• 
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willing to buy, authors are censorltd by what both bookstores and 

librarians are willing to offer, and librarians are censorltd by 

what boards of trustees are willing to tolerate. 

In all of these settings there have been excesses. But •very 

one of these settings involves soee inevitable choice baaed on 

content. We think it unfortunate wben ~!!~h!I !!l 11!! II! is 

unavailable in a bigh school library, but none of us would 

criticize the decisi~n to ·k&&p b!~.X Q!!!!t!!?'! b2!!!'.• plainly 

protected by ~he First Aaend .. nt, out of tbe junior bigh 

.schools. 

pressured to remove fro• their shelves legitiaate and .. rioua 

discussions of .. xuality, but none °' us would prttll\l .. to tell a 

Catholic bookseller . that in chooaing books be ahould not 

discri•inate againat. books favoring abortion. lotion pictur& 

studios are ~able to aupport an infiAit• nullber of 

screenwriters, and their choice to support tboett who write about 

families rather than about hoaoaexuelity, for •xa•ple, ia not 

only per•isaible, but ia indeed ita.lf prot.ct.9d by th• First . 

A•endaent. 

Where ther• have been exe&8'Mta, and w• do not ignore tbe 

extent to which th• nuab&r of those excea~ ..... to be 

increaaing, they 8&&• often attributable to the plainly aiataJc•n 

notion that the idea of •co••unity atandarcfa• i• a carte blanch• 

to coaaunities to deteraine &ntir.ly for theaselvea what ta 

obscene. As we have tri~ one• again to sake clear in this 

report, nothing could b& further fro• tbQ truth. Apart fro• 
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this, however, the excesses that have been reported to 1lS are 

excesses that can only remotely be attributttd to the obscenity 

laws. In a world of choice and of scarce resources, every one of 

these excesses could take place even ••re there no obscenity laws 

at all. In a world without obscenity law, television producers, 

action picture studios, public library truateea, boards of 

edu~atian, convenience atareHt, and baokator•s could still all 

choose to avoid any .. ntion or discussion of sex entirely. And 

in a world witho~t obsc&nity laws, all.of thttee institutions and 

others could and would still aake censorioua cboic&a baa.cf on 

their own views about politics, 110rals, religion, or acience. 

Thus, the link b4ttween obac4tnity law and th• exe... narrowness, 

at ti•s, of th• cboic.te aad• by private induat.ry u ftll as 

govern .. nt is far fro• direct. 

Although the link iJI not direct, •• are in no position to ~eny 

that ther• aay be so .. psychological connect.ion betw .. n o~nity 

laws and their enf orce .. nt and a general perception that 

non-governmental restriction of anything dealing with sex is 

justifiable. V• find tbe conntte:tion wajustifiable, but that is 

not to ••Y that it may not exiat in tbe world. But just .. 

vigorous and vocal en!orcet1ent of robbery la•• aay create th• 

environ .. nt in which •igilante• f .. 1 justified in puniahing 

offender• out•ide of legal proce911e9, eo too .. Y obscenity law 

create an environ .. nt in which di8CU8siona of .. xuality are 

effectively •tifled. But we cannot ignore th• extent : to wbicb 

aucb -of tbi• •tifling, to tbe •xtent it exiata, is no 90re than 

the exercise by citiz•ns of their First Aundaent rights to buy 
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what they want to buy, and the exercise by others of First 

Amendment rights to sell or •ake what they wish. Choices are not 

always exercised wisely, but the leap from aome unwise choices to 

the unconstitutionality o~ criminal laws only re11ately related to 

those unwise choices is too big a leap for us to 98ke. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE l!ARKET AND THE INDUSTRY 

ftore than in 1957, when the law of obscenity became 

inextricably a part of constitutional law, 90re than in 1970, 

when the President's Commission on Obscenity and Pornography 

issued its r•port, and indeed 90re than just a y,ar ago in 1985, 

we live in a society unquestionably pttrvaded by sexual 

explicitness. In virtually every .. diua, fro• books to •agazin.a 

to newspap•rs to llWlic to radio to n•twork t•l•viaion to cable 

"television, .. ttera relating to .. x are diacW1sed, dttecribsd, and 

d•pictttd with a franltn988 and an •xplicitn ... o1 d•tail that has 

acceleratttd dra•atically within a co•paratively short SMtriod of 

ti... To atte•pt to iaolat• th• caWl4t9 of this pbeno .. non is 

inevit~bly to ••bark on a futil• •nterpriae, for the e&xual 

openness of conteaporary Aaerica is unquestionably a product of 

that i•••ns• interplay of factors that aakes conte•porary AIMtrica 

what it is in numerous aspects apart fro• axual •xplicitnHs. 

We have spent 11\lcb o1 our tiae investigating tbe natur• of the 

industry that produces, diatribut .. , and .. 11a sexually explicit 

•ateriala, for we do not believe we could nHiponaibly bav• drawn 

concluaions r elating to that industry unlell8 •~ ~ltea .. faailiar 

vith it. Th• results o1 this ·investigation are .. t out 

compr~hensively and in detail in an appendix to this Report, but 

•• feel nevertheless that a general overview of the aarket and 
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the industry is necessary here. 

The pervasiveness of sexual explicitness in the society in 

which we live underscores the i•portance of distinguishing what 

•ight plausibly be c~aracteri%ed as •pornographic• fro• the 

entire range of descriptions, depictions, · and discussions that 

are aore sexually explicit than would have been the case in 

earlier times, and that, for that reason, engender some or 

substantial objection fro• various people within the society. We 

find it useful in this Report to describe some particularly 

salient aspects of the pornography induatry, but any such 

discussion aust be preceded by a brief 9Urvey of so~ other fores 

of sexually explicit aaterial that are usefully contrasted with 

the more unquestionably pornographic. 

With few exc.ptions, what •igbt .,. called th• • .. inliltr•a•• or 

•1egiti•ate• or •Hollywood• 110tion picture industry does not 

produce the kinda of f ilas that would coamonly be .. de available 
\ 

in Th• f 11.. sbo•n in such 

establishaenta, the ones containing littl• if any plot, unalloytHf 

explicitness, and littl• other than an intent to aroua•, are not 

the products of tb• aotion picture induat.ry witb which aoat 

swcple are fa•iliar. levertheleaa, .. xuality, in varying degrees 

of explicitness or, to aany, offensiveness, is a significant part 

of aany ••inatreaa aotion pictures. On• result of this 

phenaaenon baa bMn the rating ayate• of the !lotion Pictur. .····:· 

Association of America. Because those ratings are so frequently 
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used as shorthand, and frequently erroneous shorthand, for 

certain forms of content, a brief description of the rating 

system may be in order. 

The rating system, established_ in 1968, has no l.;al force, 

but is designed to provide information for distributors, 

exhibitors, and viewers of 1B0tion pictures. 

there are five different categories within 

At the present tin 

the rating ayste•. 

Motion pictures rated •G• are considered suitable for everyone, 

and peQple of all ages are admitted wben liuch films are shown. 

The •PG• rating, which stands for •parental guidance suggested,• 

still allows all to be admitted, but warns parents that aome 

material aay not b& suitable ·for children. Fil1D8 receive a PG 

rating if there is aore than •iniaal violence, if there ia brief 

nudity, or if there are non-explicit acen&S involving sex. A 

•PG-13• rating is used where so.. 110re parental caution is 

suggested, especially with respect to children wider the age of 

thirteen. 

Host geraane to this Report are the ratings of •1• and •x.• 

An •1• rating indicates a restricted fila, and tbon Wider the 

age of seventeen are adaitted only if acco•panied by a parent or 

guardian. Hotion picturtta with this rating 88Y b& so11evbat, 

substantially, or ercluaively devoted to tbelNPS of sex or 

violence. They say contain harsh language, sexual activity, and 

nudity. Fil118 with tbia rating, howev•r, do not contain explicit 

sexual activity. If a fil• contains explicit sexual activity, or 

if, in some caHs, it contains particularly extr•• quantitin .. -.. . · 
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and varieties of violence, it is rated •x,• and no one Wlder the 

age of seventeen may be admitted. 

Only in rare cases will anything resembling standard 

pornographic fare be subaitted to the KPAA for a rating. Kore 

often such material •ill have a self-rated ~x• designation, or 

•ill have no rating, or will have aoee unofficial promotional 

rating such as •xxx.• It is iaportant to recognize, however, 

that although no aotion picture not sub•itted to tbe !PAA can 

have any rating other than •x, • and that although standard 

pornographic ite•s would unquestionably receive an •x• rating if 

submitted, not all, and indeed, not aany 9~cia!lx •x• rat&d 

aotion pictures would comaonly be conaid•red to be pornographic. 

Although the nature of what kind of content will g•t what rating 

will change with the ti11et1, it rtt .. ina the caa. that th• •x• 

rating, especially when applittd to tb• .. all nuaber of .. instreaa 

fil118 that officially receive that rating after sub•ission to tb• 

!PAA, is not in every case synonyeoua with what llO&t people would 

consider pornography~ 

Although the sexual content of large nuabers of aagazinea baa 

increased in recent y•ara, particular attention is often focused 

on ao called •men's• .. gazines, co•monly referred to within the 

trade as ••ale sophisticate• .. gazinee. In r.cent years 

variations ai-.cf at a f eaale audience have also appear.cf, but th• 

genr! reaains largely directed to 11&n. 
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"agazines of this variety tend to be producltd and distributed 

in a manner not dis~imilar to the production and distribution 

aethods for most ·mass-circulation 11agazines. . It is almost 

misleading to consider them aa one category, however, for such 

aagazines vary enoraoualy in content and explicitness. 

magazines of this variety combine their sexual content with a 

substantial amount of non-sexually oriented, and frequently quite 

serious, textual or photographic •atter. So .. magazines have for 

their photographs l~ttle more than suggestive nudity, while a 

· nu•ber of other• feature significant amounts of simulated or 

actua~ sexual activity. From th• .,_rapective •• adopt and 

explain in Chapter 9, all of the .. gazintHI in this cat.;ory 

contain at least so.. •aterial th•t •• would conaider 

•degrading.• So• contain a large a.aunt o1 nch degt:ading 

aaterial, and ao .. also contain sexually violent aaterial. 

With reap.ct to the cat.;ory of th• l.;ally obacene, sea& of 

the aagazines in this category could not plausibly btt considered 

legally obsc~ne, while others have occasionally ~n determined 

to be lega_lly obscene by part~cular courts. As a purely 

e•pirical aatter, •µch deterainations of obscenity for even the 

eost explicit and offensive of these •agaz·inn see• aberrational, 

and by and large 110st of these aagazines circulate widely 

throughout the country without significant l&gal attack. 

Television has become technologically 110re diverse ·than in 

earlier years, and it is no longer possible even to think of 
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television as one :fium. Broadcast television, whether network 

or ~ocal, has a frequent explicit or implicit sexual orientation, 

but, with only the rarest exceptions, sexu~l activity of any 

explicitness at all, or even frontal nudity, has been largely 

absent from broadcast television. In part this ia explainlPd by 

rules and regulatory practices of the Federal Co•munications 

Commission, and in part this is explained by the practices of 

stations, networks, and, sponsors. But whatever the caws•, the 

amount of nudity, sexual innuendo, and sex itself on broadcast 

television bas traditionally been a far cry from even llOderate 

levels of sexual explicitness, although it ia plainly the case 

that the degree of sexual explicitness in depiction, in thea&, 

and in language on broadcast television h.. a..n incr•asing 

substantially in r&eent years. 

Cable television, however, by which w• includ• satellite as 

well, is quite different. Under cu.rr.nt law, cable is not 

subject to the same range o! Fttderal Co•municationa Co•miaaion 

content regulation, and as a result ia often substantially 11are 

sexually explicit than anything that would be available on 

broadcast television. Thia increa84td explicitnltSs aay take the 

fora of talk shows or call-in shows specializing in sexual 

advice, music vidttOS featuring strong sexual and violent the .. s, 

cable channels that specialize in sexual fare, and aore general 

purpose cable channels 98Y offer aairurtreaa aotion pictures that 

would not in uncut for• be shown on broadcast television. 

Although some 110tion pictures available on cable •ight be dee89d 

legally obscene in some areas, and altb~ugh •uch of this ••t•rial ·· ···~ 
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is highly explicit and offensive to aany, by and large the 

sexually explicit material available on cable would not be of the 

· type likely to be determined . to be legally obscene. More often, 

what is available, and it does vary from area to area and channel 

to channel, is a degree of sexuality somewhat ·Closer to what is 

available in a mainstream eotion picture theater, but would not 

be available on broadcast television. · 

In some sense the videotape cassette ought to be considered a 

form of television, since the televis~on is the device by which 

such cassettes are viewed. But the cassettes theaa~lves are ao 

variable in content that generalization is difficult. Huch of 

what people rent or, less frequentlY,, buy to watch at bo•e is 

standard motion picture theater.fare, and therefore can encoapass 

anything from the kinds of f ilBB that are rated •G• to the kinds 

of films that are rated •a,• and occasionally the kinda of films 

that are officially rated •x• by the !PAA. In BAfty video 

outlets, however, a range of even 90re sexually explicit 11eterial 

is available, not dissimilar to what •ight bit shown in an •adult 

theater. • Although auch of this aaterial would coaaonly be 

considered pornographic, and although auch of it •ight in some 

areas be found to be l&gally obse&ne, it has in the past tended 

to be more on the conventional end of such aaterial, obviously 

reflecting the desires of patrons of an eatablish .. nt offering a 

full range of video material. !ore recently, however, some less 

conventional material bas becoae available in sorae full range 

video-outlets. Finally, there is the material available either 

in •adults only• establishments offering many types of materials, 
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or in •adults only• outlets offering only videotapes. This 

material, although viewed at home, is for all practical purposes 

the same as that which would be shown in adult theaters or peep 

shows, and the same range of sexual themes and practices is 

commonly available. 

In terms of methods of production, methods of distribution, 

and methods of ultimate sale to consumers, the pornography 

industry itself must be distinguish•d from tbe outlets for soae 

degree of sexual explicitness discussed in the previous section. 

The true pornography industry is quite •i•ply different from and 

s eparate fro• the industry that publiabtta .. n'• aagazin .. , the 
. 

industry that offers ao•e degrtHP of sexually oriented .. terial on 

broadcast and cable t•levision, and the aainstrea• 110tion picture 

industry. In ao•e rare instances there .. y bit soae linkages 

between the two, but in general little 11are than confusion is 

served by concentrating on the these linkages rather than on the 

major differences. 

There can be little doubt that there bas within th& last ten 

to twenty years befin a draaatic increase in the aiztil of the 

industry producing the kinds of sexually explicit aaterial.8 that 

would generally be conceded to be pornographic. One consequence 

of this is that the ind~ry is not as clandestine ae it was in 

earlier years. Nevertheless, when this industry is co•pared to 
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the kinds of industries that produce more mainstream materials, 

it is still the ·case that the production of pornographic 

materials is a practice and a business that remains substantially 

•underground. • 

Approximately 801 of the American production of this type of 

aation picture and videotape takes place in and around Las 

Angeles, California. In part this is a consequence of the 

location there of. technical personnel, such as camera operators, 

who either do, have been, or wish to be eaployed in the 

mainstream motion picture industry. Indeed, this description 

applies as well to .. ny of the performers in th98e f il .. , 

although, unlike technical personnel, the likelihood of a 

performer who is involvttcl in pornographic aaterials 

simultaneously or eventually working in the aainatrea• 11ation 

pisture industry is •inuacul,. 

Production of these aat&riala tends to be done on a rath•r 

limited budget, usually in temporary locations such as 110tel 

rooms or rented houses, and u8\lally in quite a abort period of 

time. Of ten · not only the preai .. s, but the photographic 

equipment as well, is rented for only the limited ti .. necessary 

to make the fila. It is not uncoaaon for produetfr, director, and 

scriptwriter to b& the aal!I& person. In aany cases the P9rforaera 

are secured through one of a nuaber of agents who specialize in 

securing perfor•ers for highly sexually explicit fil•a. Although 

there is virtually no overlap between this industry and th& 

mainstrea• f 11• industry, the method of securing perforaers for 
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films is largely similar, with agents providing producers with 

books de~cribing various performers, and with ~reducers often 

interviewing a number of possible performers before selecting the 

ones to be used. 

As this Report is being written, the technological nature of 

the industry is in the aidst of transition fro• photographic 

·acti on pictures to videotape. The proliferation of the ~ome 

videotape recorder is in aany respects tranafor•ing the industry, 

and in addition the process of producipg a videotape tends to be 

more efficient and leas expensive than the process of producing a 

photographic 110tion picture. With respect to aspect• of 

production that are not technical, however, this technological 

devel opment baa bad little effect on the productioa side of the 

industry. 

The production of the standard variety of pol'tl~raphic 

magaz~ne, the kind likely to be sold in an •adults only• 

establishment for a rather bigh price, is in •~Y respects 

similar to the production of pornographic 110tion pictures and 

videotapes. The process again op.rates in e partially 

clandestine manner, although it is •uch aore likely h•r• that the 

production and distribution proceaaee will b& co•bin&d. When 

th~s is the c .. e, taking the photographs, aaaeabling the• with 

aoae a•ount of t9xtual aaterial, and physically •anu!acturing the 

aagazine will all take place at the aaa. location. 

With respect to the business 

paperback books containing nothing 
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production, and distribution processes are again likely to be 

combined. Although independent authors are occasionally used, 

•ore common is the use of a full-time ~aff of authors, employed 

by the producer to write this kind of book at a rapid rate. 

The process of distribution of ~ilms is rapidly in the process 

of becoming history. The photographic motion picture :film 

typically shown in adult theaters is rapidly decreasing in 

popularity, along with the theaters themselves, as the videotape 

cassette becomes the doainant mode of presentation of non-still 

material. !any of these videotapes are aold or rented for hoae 

consu•ption, and aany are shown in 8 ptNtp show• lttlt.abliah .. nts. 

The effect of this ia that the adµlt theater, in any event an 

expensive operation, and one that . is acre visible than aany 

patrons would like, is becoaing an 1ncr•aa1ng rarity. Siailar 

trends are apparent with respect to aainatrea• 110tion pictures 

and the theaters in which they are shown as well, although the 

effect of videotape on the pornographic . f il• industry is auch 

•ore dramatic, probably owing in large Pai:t to the fact that a 

night out at the liilOvies remains subatantially 110re socially 

acceptable in conteeporary A .. rica than a night out at the ptPep 

show. 

The fil .. that are shown in tbeat•r•, or that are shoYft by use 

of traditional projection &quipaent in peep abowa, tend to t. 

distributed nationally by use of complex and sophisticated 

distribution networks concentrating exclusively on highly ······· 
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sexually explicit material. There are exceptions to this 

generalization, and one reason for the attention that focused in 

the early 1970s on films such as •Deep Throat, • •The Devil in 

"iss Jones, • and •Behind the Green Door• was that tbe standard 

methods of distribution and exhibition were changed so that fil•s 

such as these were shown in theaters usually showing 110re 

aainstream films. But apart froa exceptions such as these, 11est 

of the chain of distribution involves producers who deal only in 

this kind of ~aterial, distributors IUld wholesalers whose entire 

business is devoted to highly aexual1y explicit materials; and 

theaters or peep shows catering exclusively to adults d.siring 

access to very sexually explicit •aterial. 

With respect to videotapes, J1C9t of the distribution is on a 

national scale, and 110at o1 that national distribution is 

controlled by a relatively liaited nullber of enterpri.... These 

distributors duplicate in large quantiti.. th• tapeaa they have 

purchased f roa producers, and then sell them to wholesalers, 

frequently with some promotional materials, who in turn sell them 

to retailers specializing in this type of aaterial, or to 110re. 

generally oriented video ·retailers who will include ao .. of this 

material along with their aare aainatrea• offerings. Based on 

the evidenC4t provided to us, it appears as if JMtrhapa aa .. ny aa 

half of all of the general video retailers in the country include 

within their offerings at least soa& material that, by itself, 

would co••only btt conceded to be pornographic. 

ftagazinea are also distributed nationally, and again are 
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likely first to be sold to wholesalers who •ill then sell to 

retailers. Thie process, ho••ver, likely culminating in a sale 

at an •adults only• outlet, does not account for as high a 

proportion of the total sales aa it does for films or 

videotapes. ftoreso than for filas or tapes, •any ~ the 

aagazines are sold by mail, us~ally as a result of advertiae111enta 

placed in similar eagazines, in pornographic books containing 

text, and even in more aainstreaa but sexually orientltd 

publications. There is some indication that the videotape has 

hurt the pornographic magazine industry as •ell as the 

pornographic motion picture industry. The retail price• for aucb 

•agazines, •ithin the recent past co•aonly in the range of fro• 

ten to t•enty-five dollars per aagazine, are in so .. g.agraphical 

areas likely to be substantially discounted, and adult 

establishaents appear to be offering an increasing percentage of 

videotapes and a decreasing pttrcentage of books and .. gazin1tt1. 

Apart fro• aail order, and apart fro• the rental of 

pornographic videotapes in general use video r•tail outlets, aost 

pornographic .. terial reaches the conauaer through r•tail 

4Hltabliah11ents specializing in this aaterial. These outlets, 

•hich •• refer to as •adults only• outlets or ..tablish11&nts, 

usually li•it entry to tho .. eighteen years of age or older, but 

the strictneaa ~ the enforce~nt ~ the limitation to adults 

vari .. considerably froa outlet to outlet. At times these retail 

outlets •ill take the fora of theaters in which only material ~ 
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this variety is shown, and at tiaes they •ill be •adults only• 

outlets specializing in books and aagazinea. Increasingly, 

however, the peep show, often combined with an outlet for the 

sale of pornographic books and aagazines, 1a a aajor for• of 

.eeting consumer demand. 

The typical peep show is located on the preaises of an •adults 

only • establishment selling large numbers . of pornographic 

magazines, along with some other iteaa, such as pornographic 

text-only books, sexual paraphern~lia, sexually oriented 

nevapapers, and videotapes. The peep show is of ten separated by 

a doorway or ac:reen fro• the rest of the &Stablisbaient, and 

consists of a number of booths in which a fil•, or, 80re likely 

now, a videotape, can i,. •ie•ed: Tbe patron in .. rta tokens into 
. 

a slot for a certain a110unt of viewing tia&, and the patron is 

usually alone or with one other person within the particu~ar 

booth. The peep show serves tbe purpose of allowing patrons to 

masturbate or to engage in sexual activity with others in aome 

degree of privacy, at least co•pared to an adult theater, while 

watching the pornographic 11aterial. In our appendix describing 

I 

these establish .. nts we note in detail the generally unsanitary 

conditions in such establisbaents. The booths .... rarely to be 

cleaned, and the evidence of frequent .. xual activity is 

apparent. P&ep shows are a particularly co•eon location for •ale 

homosexual activity within and between the booths, and the 

•aterial available for viewing in tbe booths is frequently 

orient ed towards the male homosexual. 
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There are, of course, establishments offering adult aaterial 

that do not contain peep shows. Although videotapes and various 

items of sexual paraphernalia are likely to be sold, the bulk of 
\ 

the stock of these establishments consists of pornographic 

•agazines, frequently arranged by s•xual preference. There can 

be little doubt that the range of sexual preferences catered to 

by magazines is wider than that of any other for• of 

pornography. As the listing of titles in the appendix aakes 

clear, virtually any conceivable, and quite a few inconceivable, 

sexual preferences are featured in the varioWI specialty 

magazines, and aaterials featuring sado-aaeocbi .. , ta.stiality, 

urination and defecation in a sexual context, and substantially 

•ore unusual practices even than tho.. artP a aignif icant portion 

of what is available. 

We have spent a considerable a11aunt of our time atte•pting to 

determine whether there is a connection betw ... n the pornography 

industry and what is co•110nly taken to be •organized crime. • 

After hearing fro• a large nuaber of witne98es, aastly law 

enf orce•ent personnel, after reading a nuaber of reports prepared 

by various la• enforceaent agencies, and after consulting sources 

such as trial transcripts, published d1tacriptions, and th& like, 

we believe that such a connection does exist. 

We recognize that the statement that there ia a connection 

between the pornography industry and organized crime ia contrary 

to to the conclusion reached by the President's Commission an ·· ····· 
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Obscenity and Pornography in 1970. That Commission concluded 

that: 

~lthough many persons have 
alleged that organized crime works hand-in-glove with the 
distributors of adult materials, there is at present no concrete 
evidence to support these statements. The hypoth.ais that 
organized criminal elements either control or are 8 fi0ving in• on 
the distribution of ·sexually oriented materials will doubtless 
continue to be speculated upon. The panel finds th~t there is 
insufficient evidence at present to warrant any conclusion in 
this regard. 

Caution about jumping too easily to conclusions about 

organized crime involvement in the pornography industry was 

further induced by the evidence offered to us by Director William 

H. Webster of the Federal Bureau ·of Investigation. Director 

Webster surveyed the FBI field offices throughout the country, 

and reported to WI that •about three quarters of those 

Cfifty-ninel offices indicated that they · have no verifiable 

information that organized criae was involvttd either directly or 

through extortion in the manufacture of pornography. Several 

offices, did, however, report some involve1114Pnt by •embers and 

1 associates of organized crime.• 

We reach our conclusions in the fac• of a negative conclusion 

by the 1970 Commission, and in the face of the evidence provided 

by the FBI, not ao 11Uch becaua• we disagree, but because we feel 

that 110re careful an~laysis will reveal that th• discrepancies 

1. Ve note, however, that a report prepared by the 
whicfi is included in the eppendix portion of 
contains detailed inf oraation regarding various 
organized crime and the pornography industry. 
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are less than they may at first appear. 

One leading cause of conflicting views about organized cri·me 

involvement in pornography is that there are conflicting views 

about what organized crime is. To aany people organized criee 

consists of that organization or networ k of related organizations 

commonly referred to by law e~orcement personnel and others aa 

La Cosa Hoatra. This organization, which we describe in such 

more detail in our appendi~ on organized cri111&, is a highly 

struc:tur~d and elaborately subdivided . org·anization i~ some way 

involved in an enormous range of cri•inal activiti••· It has its 

own hierarchy, its own formalized aystea of ranks and 11ethods of 

advancement, and its own procedures . for settling disputes. 

Commonly, although in our view erroneoualy, La Coatra Nostra and 

•organized crime• are synony110ua. 

To other people organized cri.. consist.JI of any large and 

organized enterprise engaged in 

any connection with La Cosa 

cri•inal activity, regardless of 

Nostra. To the extent that 

enterprises have continuity and a definl'd aeabttrahip and engage -

in ~rime, then this ia considered to btP organized criae. 

Finally, to still others the •best• definition of organized 

For thea organized crimo 

consists of a large and organized c,nt1trpriae engaged ~n cri•inal 

activity, with a continuity, a atructure, and a defined 

•abersbip, !!!~ that is likely to un ~be!: crises and •thods of 

corruption, such as extortion, assault, murder, or bribery, in 

the service of its primary criminal enterprise. 
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These differences in definition are ·especially important with 

respect to identifying the connection between the pornography 

industry and organized crime, because such of the evidence 
. 

supports the conclusion that 1i8jor parts of the industry are 

controlled by organizations that fit the second or third but not 

the first of the foregoing definitions. In particular, there is 

strong evidence that a great deal of the pornographic film and 

videotape distribution, and some of the pornographic •agazine 

distribution, is controlled by one Reuben Sturman, operating out 
. 

of the Cleveland area, but with operations and controlled 

organizations throughout the country. Although •• inevitably 

must rely on secondary evidence, it appears to ua that Stur11an'a 

enterprise is highly organized and predoainantly devotttd to the 

vertically integrated production, distribution, and sale of 

materials that would most likely b& deterein9d to be legally 

obscene in 90st parts of the country. Of thia we are certain, 

and to that extent we could aay that aignif icant parts of the 

pornography industry are controlled by organized crime. Ve also 

have some but less clear evidence that organizations like 

Sturaan's, but not quite as large, play aiailar rol .. , and that 

all of these various organizations at tiaea have esployed other 

activities that theaaelvea violate the law in order to further 

the production, distribution, and sale of pornographic 

aateriala. In this sense these organizationa would fit the third 

aa well - the stte0nd definition of organized. cri•. 

Ve also have strong reason to believe, however, that neither 

Sturaan'a organization, nor some substantially smaller ones, are .···-
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themselves part of La Casa Hostra. 

the industry would not fit the first 

In that sense tbia part of 

of tbe above definitions of 

organized crime. Ve do not say that t~ere are no connections 

with La Casa Noatra. On the contrary, there a~.. to be 

evidence, frequently qi.aite strong evidence, of working 

arrangements, acccmodations, assistance, some sharing of funds, 

and the like, as well as evidence of eontrol by La Coatra loatra, 

but nothing that would . ~ustify saying that these organizations 

are La Cosa Nostra or are a part ~f La Cosa Hoatra. 

Huch the same could be said about the relation•bip between 

smaller pornography operators and La Co•a Noetra. Again there 

seems little evidence of direct ownership, operation, OJ" control, 

but there does see• to be a aignif icant a110unt of ••idenett that 

•protection• of these 8118ller operators by La Coaa loatra is both 

available and required. This applies in sea. areas to 

distribution, in soae to prod.:ction, and in so• to r.tail 

outlets themselves, in •uch the aawe way that it . applies 

frequently to •any more legitimate buain•aa... But we are not 

reluctant to conclude that in aany aspects ' of the porn0graphy 

business that La Casa Kostra is getting a piece of the action. 

This is not to say that La Cosa Noatra ia not 

in pornography. Th•r• also aeeaa atrcng 

itself engaged 

evidence that 

significant portions of the pornographic aagazine industry, the 

peep show industry, and the pornographic fil• industry are either 

directly operated or close~y controlled by La Cosa Rostra liMf&bers 

or very close associates. Rajor pqrtiona of these industri.a 
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seem to be as much a part of La Cosa Hostra as any other of their 

activities. At times there i.s direct involvement by La Cesa 

Nostra even with the day-to-day workings of business, and in aany 

cases there is clear control even when the everyday •anageaent is 

left to others. In ·~ny of the reports and other dOC\lmenta we 

have received there has been evidence to the effect that members 

of the Columbo, DeCavalcante, Gambino, and Lucheae •families• 

ha!e been actively in as well as merely associated with the 

production, distribution, and sale, of unquestionably 

pornographic materia~s. There is auch evidence that La Cosa 

Nostra members such as Robert OiS.rnardo and Loui• Peraino are or 

have in the recent past b9en aajor figurea in th• national 

distribution of such aaterials. Although •• cannot .. , that 

every piece of evidence we bave received to thi• effect is true, 

the possi bility that none of th_is cuaulative evidenc. is true is 

so reaote that we do not take it .. rioualy. 

As was the case with aany other topics within our aanbdate, 

our lack of investigative resources has •ad• it i•poaaible to 

investigate these matters directl.Y· llortt0ver, the qttera to be 

investigated with respect to organized criae are, as baa been 

well known · for deca($es, so clandestine that thorough 

investigation without conflicting ~nforaation i• virtually 

impossible to accoaplish. leverthelfHIS, there h88 been auch 

iavestigation by federal and state authorities, 3~~ we have found 

it iaportant to rely on those investigations. Ve include as an 

appe~dix to this Report a number of those r&ports pr&pared by 

other law enforcement agencies. Ve are indebted to all of thotie 
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who have worked on these reports, ·for without them our 

investigation would have been much leas complete. At times there 

is information in these reports that we are unsure of, but we 

have little doubt as to the general truth of the big picture 

painted by these reports, and we have little hesitancy in relying 

on them to the extent either of agreeing with the big picture, or 

of agreeing with specific facts where those facts recur in 

consistent form in information fro• a number af different 

sources. The general picture seems clear, and we invite recourse 

to those specific reports to fill out this general conclusion 

that seems moat appropriate as a state•ent from us. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE QUESTION OF HARft 

A central part of our mission has bee~ to examine the question 

whether pornography is harmful. In attempting to answer this 

question, we have made a conscious decision not to allow our 

examination of the barm question to be constricted by the 

existing legal/constitutional definition of the legally obscene. 

As expla~ned in Chapter III, we agree with that definition in 

principle, and we believe that in aost c ... a it allows cri•inal 

prosecution of what ought to be prosecuted and prohibits criminal 

prosecution of what most of us believe is aaterial properly 

protected by the First Amend .. nt. In light of this, our decision 

to look at the potential for hare in a range of material 

substantially broader than the legally obscene requires some 

explanation. One reason for this approach was the fact that in 

some respects existing constitutional decisions permit 

non-prohibitory restrictions of •aterial other than the legally 

obscene. With respect to zoning, broadcast regulation, and 

liquor licensing, existing Supreme Court case law peraits some 

place, and 

short of 

When these 

control, short of total prohibition, of the time, 

manner in which sexually explicit materials that are 

being legally obscene eay be distributed. 

non-prohibitory techniques are used, the form of regulation is 
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still constrained by constitutional considerations, but the 

regulation need not be limited only to that which has been or 

would be found legally obscene. To address fully the question of 

gover nment regulation, therefore, requires that an exa•ination of 

possible hara encompass a range of materials broader tban the 

legally obscene. 

Koreover, the range of techniques of social control is itself 

broader than the scope of any form of peraissible or desirable 

governmental regulation. We discusa · in Chapter VIII of this 

report •any of these techniques, including pervasiv• social 

condemnation, public protest, picketing, and boycotts. It is 

appropriate here, however, to e•phaaiztt that we do not see any 

necessary connection between ·what is prot1teted by law <and 

therefore protected fr!!! law>, on the one hand, and what citizens 

aay justifiably obj1tet to and take non-govern8ttntal action 

against, on the other. And if it is appropriate for citizens 

justifi ably to protest against SOllMt sexually explicit aaterials 

despite the fact that tbo~e •aterials are constitutionally 

protected, then it is appropriate for us to broaden the real• of 

1 our inquiry accordingly. 

1. With respect to the general issue of condemnation, and 
especially with r&apect to the condemnation of specific •aterials 
by naae, our role as a government co•aission is soaewhat more 
problematic. At some point 99!!tn!!n~!! condeanation ••Y act 
effectively as governmental restraint <see Banta• Books, Inc. 
v. Sullivan, 372 U.S. 58 <1963>, and we are therefore 110re 
cautious in conde•ning specific publications by naae than 
citii·ens need be. Thia caution, however, does not •ean that we 
feel that governaental age-ncies eay not properly condemn even .... : .. 
that which they cannot control. We feel that we have both the 
right and the duty to condemn, in some cases, that which is 
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Kost importantly, however, we categorically reject the idea 

that material cannot be constitutionally protected, and properly 

so, while still being harmful. All of us, for example, feel that 

the inflammatory utterances of Hazis, tbe Ku Klux .Klan, and 

racists .of other varieties are harmful botb to the individuals to 

whom their epithets are directed as well as to society as a 

whole. Yet all of us acknowledge and most of us support the fact 

that the harmful. speeches of these people are nevertheless 

constitutionally protected. That the same may hold true with 

respect to some sexually explicit materials was at least our 

wor·king assumption in deciding to look at a range of aaterials 

broader than the legally obscene. There is no reason whatsoever 

to suppose that such •aterial is necessarily harmless just 

because it is and should remain protected by the First 
I 

Amendment. As a result, we reject the notion that an 

investigation of the question of har111 must be rntricted to 

material unprotected by the Constitution. 

The converse of this is equally true. Just as there is no 

necessary connection between the constitutionally protected and 

the harmless, so t.oo is there no necessary connection between the 

constitutionally unprotected and the harmful. We examine the 

harm question • ·i th respect to material that is legally obscene 

because even if material is legally obscene, and even if eaterial 

is therefore unprotected by tbe First Amendment, it does not 

properly constitutionally protected, but we do so 
caution than is necessaary when ~he cond,mnation comes 
c·i tizenry and not the government. 
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follow that it is harmful. That some sexually explicit material 

is constitutionally regulable does not answer the question o! 

whether anything justifies its regulation. Accordingly, we do 

not take our acceptance of the current constitutional approach to 

obscenity as diminishing the need to examine the haras 

purportec1l'y associated with the distribution or use of such 

material. 

We thus take as substantially dissimilar the question o! 

const·i tutional protection and the question of hara. Even apart 

from constitutional issues, we also take to be separate the 

question of the advisability of governmental regulation, all 

things considered, and the question of the harmf ulnesa of some or 

all sexually explicit •aterials. The upshot of all of this is 

that we feel it entirely proper to identify har11& that aay 

accompany certain sexu~lly explicit aaterial before qnd 

independent of an inquiry into the desirability and 

constitutionality of regulating even that sexually explicit 

material that may be harmful. Aa a result, our inquiry into harm 

encompasses much material that aay not be legally obscene, and 

also encompasses much 11&terial that would not generally be 

considered •pornographic• as we use that term here. 

What is a harm? And why focus on harm at all? We do not wish 

in referring repeatedly to •bar~· to burden ourselves 

unduly narrow conception of harm. To emphasize in 

words what we said in the previous section, the 
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identifiable harms is broader than the scope of that with which 

government can or should deal. We ref use to truncate our 

consideration of the question of harm by defining haras in terms 

of possible government regulati on. And we certainly reject the 

view that the only noticeable harm is one that causes physical or 

financial harm to identifiable individuals. An environment, 

.Physical, cultur al, moral, or aesthetic, can be harmed, and so 

can a community, organization, or group be harmed independent of 

identifiable harms to members of that community. 

lfost importantly, although •e bav• •ephasizK in our 

discussion of har•s the kinds of baraa that can 110st easily be 

observed and mell9Ur1Pd, tbe idea of bar• is broad•r than that. To 

a number of us, the 11est impa~ant bar•• suet be ... n in moral 

terms, and the act of moral condeanation of that which is i••oral 

is not merely important but essential. Fro• this persJ>4tctive 

there are acts that need be seen not only aa causes of imaorality 

but as manifestations of it. Issues of human dignity and human 

decency, no less real for their lack of scientific measurability, 

are for many of us central to thinking about the question of 

harm. And when we think about harm in this way, there are acts 

that aust be condemned not because the evils of the world •ill 

thereby be eliminated, but because conscience demands it. 

Ve beli eve it useful in thinking about harms to note the 

distinction between harm and offense. Although the line between 

the two is hardly clear, .Ost people can nevertheless imagine 

things that offend them, or offend others, that still would be ·· ·· ~ 
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hard to describe as harms. In Chapter 'I .our discussion of laws 

and their enforcement will address the question of the place of 

governmental regulation in restricting things that some or •any 

people may find offensive, but which are less plainly harmful, 

but at this point it should be sufficient to point out that we 

take the offensive to be well within the scope of our concerns. 

In thinking about harms, it is useful to draw a rough 

distinction between primary and secondary harms. Primary harms 

are those in which the alleged harm· is commonly taken to be 

intr insically harmful, even though the precise way in which the 

harm is harmful •ight yet be further explorttd. Nevertheless, 

murder, rape, assault, and discrimination on the basis of race 

and gender are all exaaples of priaary baraa in this .. nse. We 

treat these acts as bar .. not. b&caWt& of where they •ill l•ad, 

but s i mply because of what they are. 

In other instances, however, the alleged harm is secondary, 

not in the sense that it is in any way less i•portant, but in the 

sense that the concern is not with what the act !!• b~t where it · 

will lead. Curfews are occasionally imposed not because there is 

anything wrong with pttaple being out at night, but because in 

some circumstances it is thought that being out at night in large 

groups may cause p90ple to commit other· cri .. s. Possession of 

•burglar tools• is often prohibited because of what those tools 

may be used for. Thus, when it is urged that pornography is 

bar•ful because it causes some people to c~mmit acts of sexual 

violence, because it causes pro•iscuity, because it encourages 
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sexual relations outside of •arriage, because it promotes 

so-called •unnatural• sexual . practices, or because it leads men 

to treat women as existing solely for the sexual aatisf action of 

men, the alleged harms are secondary, ~gain not in any sense 

suggesting that the har11S are less important. The bar1111 are 

secondary here because the allegation of harm presupposes a 

causal link between the act and the har11, a causal link that is 

superfluous if, as in the case of primary harms, the act quite 

simply is the harm. 

ihus we think it important, with respect to •very area of 

possible harm, to f ocua on whether the allegation relates to a 

harm that comes fro• the sexually explicit aaterial itself, or 

whether it occurs !! ! r!!!!!! of BOmtftbing the aaterial does. If 

it is the former, then the inquiry can focus directly on the 

nature of the alleged bar•. But if it is the latter, tben there 

must be a two-step inquiry. Fii-st 

if some hypothesized result is in 

it is n.ceasary to deteraine 

fact hara.ful. In so• cases, 

where the asserted consequent hara is unquestionably a harm, this 

step of the analysis is easy. With respect to clai11& that 

certain sexually explicit material increases the incidence of 

rape or other sexual violence, for example, no one could 

plausibly claim that such consequences were not harmful, and the 

inquiry can then turn to whether the causal link exists. In 

other cases, however, the barafulness of tbe alleg9d bar• is 

often debated. Vi~h respect to claims, for example, that some 

sexually explicit material causes promiscuity, encourages 

homosexuality, or legitimizes sexual practices other than vaginal 
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intercourse, there is serious societal debate about whether the 

consequences themselves are harmful. 

Thus, the analysis of the hypothesis that pornography causes 

harm must start with the identification of hypothesized harms, 

proceed to the determination of whether those hypothesized hanas 

are indeed harmful, and then conclude with the examination of 

whether a causal link exists between the material and the hara. 

When the consequences of exposure to sexually explicit material 

are not harmful, or when there is no causal relationship between 

•aterial and •o•• barmf ul exposure to sexually &xplicit 

consequence, then we cannot say that the sexually explicit 

material is harmful. But if sexually explicit aaterial of some 

variety is causally related to,· or increaslt8 the incidence of, 

some behavior that !! haraful, then it is safe to conclude that 

the material is harmful. 

In dealing with these questions, the standard of proof is a 

recurrent prob.lem. How much evidence is needed, or how convinced 

should we be, before reaching the conclusion that certain 

sexually explicit material ~!~!!! harm? The extremes of this 

question are easy. Whenever a causal question is even worth 

asking, there will never be ~~~!Y!!?!! proof that such a causal 

connection exists, if •conclusive• means that no other 

possibility 9Xists. Ve note that frequently, and all too often, 

the claim that there is no •conclusive• proof is a clai• aade by 

someone who disagrees with the implications of the conclusion. 
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Fe• if any judgments of causality or danger are ever conclusive, 

and a requirement of conclusiveness is much more rhetorical 

device than analytical aethod. We therefore reject the 

suggestion that a causal link •ust be proved •conclusively• 

before we can identify a harm. 

The opposite extreme is al~o easily dismissed. The fact that 

someone makes an assertion of . fact to us is not necessarily 

sufficient proof of that fact, even if the assertion remains 

uncontradicted. We do not operate as a judge sitting in a court 

of law, and ye require 110re evidence to reach an affirmative 

conclusion than does a judge •hoae sole function •igbt in some 

circumstances be to deteraine if there ·ia sufficient •vidence to 

send the case to tbe jury. That there is a bit of evidence for a 

proposition is not the same as saying that tbe proposition bas 

been established, and •e do not reach causal conclusions in every 

instance in •hich there has btten aoH evidence of that 

proposition. 

Between these extremes the issues are •ore difficult. The 

reason for this is that ho• much proof is required is largely a 

function of what is to be done with an affirmative finding, and 

what the consequences are of proceeding on the basis of an 

affirmative finding. As we deal •ith causal assertions short of 

conclusive but •ore than merely some trifle of ev •.~nce, we have 

felt free to rely on less proof merely to make assertions about 

har• then we have required to recommend legal restrictions, and 

similarly we have required greater confidence in our assertions 
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if the result was to recommend criminal penalties fer 

form cf behavior than we did to recommend other 'orms 

a given 

of legal 

restriction. Were we to have recommended criminal sanctions 

against material now covered by the First Amendment, we would 

have required proof sufficient to satisfy some variant of the 

•clear and present danger• standard that serves to protec:t the 

communication lyi ng at the center of the First Amendment's 

guarantees from government action resting on a less certain 

basis. 

Ho government could survive, however, if all of its actions 

were required to satisfy a •clear and present danger• •tandard, 

and we openly acknowledge that in aany areas we have reached 

conclusions that satiaf y us ~or the purposes for which we draw 

them, but which would not satisfy us it they w•r• to be used for 

other purposes. That we are satisfied that th• vast aajority of 

depictions of violence in a sexually explicit manner are likely 

to increase .the incidence of sexual violence in thi• country, for 

example, does not mean that we have concludltd that the evidence 

is sufficient to justify governaental prohibition of materials 

that both meet that description and are Qg! legally obscene. 

' 

It would be ideal if we could put our evidentiary standards 

into simple for111ulas, but that has not been possible. The · 

standards of · proof applicable to the legal process 

preponderance of the evidence, clear and convincing evidence, and 

proof beyond a reasonable doubt - are not easily transferred into 

a non-judicial context. And the standards of justification of .. -.. ~ 
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constitutional law - rational basis, compelling interest, and 

cl~ar and present danger, for example - relate only to the 

constitutionality of governmental action, not to its 

advisability, nor to the standards necessary for mere warnings 

about harm. Thus we have felt it best to rely on the language 

that people ordinarily use, words like •convinced,• •satisfied,• 

and •concluded,• but those words should be interpreted in light 

of the discussion in this section. 

The world is complex, and most consequenc•s are •caused• by 

numerous factors. Are highway deaths caus•d by failure to wear 

seat belts, failure of the automobile companies to install 

airbags, failure of the govern .. nt to rttquire auto110bile 

companies to install airbags, alcohol, judicial leniency towards 

drunk drivers, speeding, and so on and on? Is heart disease 

caused by cigarette smoking, obesity, strwaa, or excess animal 

fat in our diets? As with most other questions of tbia type, the 

answers can only be •all of the above,• and so too with the · 

problem of pornography. We have concluded, for example, that 

!9!~ forms of sexually explicit eaterial bear a causal 

relationship both to sexual violence and to sex discrimination, 

but we are hardly so naive as to suppose that were these for99 of 

pornography to disappear the problems of sex discrimination and 

sexual violence would come to an end. 

If this is so, then what does it mean to identify a causal 

relationship? It means that the evidence supports the conclusion 
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that if there were none of the saterial being tested, then the 

incidence of the consequences would be less. Ve live in a world 

of multiple causation, and to identify a factor as a ~!Y!~ in 

such a world means only that if this factor were eliminated while 

everything else stayed the same then the problem would at least 

be lessened. In most cases it is impossible to say any more than 

this, although to say this is to say quite a great deal. B~t 

when we identify something as a cause, we do not deny that there 

are other causes, and we do not deny that some of these other 

causes might bear an even g~!i!r causal connect.ion than does 

some form of pornography. That is, it .. y be, for example, and 

there is some evidence that points in this dir•ction, that 

certain magazines f ocuaing on guns, aartial arts, and related . 
topics bear a closer causal relationship to sexual violence than 

do some •agazines that are, in a term we will explain shortly, 

•degrading.• If this is true, then the amount of sexual violence 

would be reduced aore by eliminating the weaponry magazines and 

keeping the degrading magazines than it would be r.cfuced by 

eliminating the degrading magazines and keeping the weaponry 

magazines. 

Why, then, do we concentrate on pornography? For one thing, 

that is our •1aaion, and we have been asked to look at this 

problem rather than every problem in the world. We do not think 

that there is something less important in what we do .. rely 

because some of tht consequences that concern us here are caused 

as well, and perhaps to a greater extent, by other stimuli. If 

the stark implications of the problem of multiple causation were 
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followed to the ultimate conclusion of casting doubt on efforts 

relating to anything other than the •largest• cause of the 

largest problem, few of us could justify doing anything in our 

lives that was not directly related to feeding the hungry. But 

the world does not operate this way, and we are coafortabl• with 

the fact that we have been asked to look at some problems while 

others look at other proble•s. And .we are equally coafortable 

with the knowledge that to say that something is one of many 

causes is D9i to say that it is not a cause. Nor is it to say 

that the world would not be better off if •ven this one cause 

were eliminated. 

When faced with the pheno .. non of •ultipl• cau.ation, cause is 

likely to be attributed to those factors that ar• within our 

power to change. Often we ignore larger causes precisely because 

of their size. When a cause is pervasive and intractable, we 

look elsewhere .for remedies, and this is quite often the rational 

course. A careful look at the available evidence can give us 

some idea of where the problems are, what different f actora are 

causing them, . which remedies directed at which causes are 

feasible, and which remedies directed at which causes are futile, 

unconstitutional, or beyond available IMtans. We acknowledge that 

all of the bares we identified have causes in addition to the 

ones we identify. But if we are correct with respect to the 

causes we b!!! identified, then we can take confidence in the 

fact that lessening tho&• causes will help alleviate the probl••· 

even if lessening other causes might very w•ll alleviate the 

problem to a greater extent. 
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We have looked at a wide range of types of evidence. Some has 

come from personal experience of witnesses, some from 

professionals whose orientation is primarily clinical, some from 

experimental social scientists, and some from other for.a of 

empirical science. We have not cat1Pgorically refused to consider 

any· type of evidence, choosing instead to hear it all, consider 

it all, and give it the weight we believe in the final analysis 

it deserves. No form of evidence bas· been useless to us, and no 

form is without flaws. A few wards about the advantages and 

disadvantages of various types of evid•nce may help to put into 

perspective the conclusions we reach and the baai• on which we 

reach them. 

Host controversial bas been the evidence we . have rec•ived from 

numerous people claiming to be victi.. of pornography, and 

repor~ing in some way an personal ex~riencas relating to 

pornography. In supplementary portions of this Report concerned 

with victimization and with the performers in pornographic 

material we discuss this evidence in 110re detail. We have 

considered this first-hand testimony, much of it provided at 

great personal sacrifice, quite useful, but it is important to 

note that not all of the first-hand testimony has been of the 

same type. 

Some of tbe first-hand testimony has come from users of 
pornography, and a number of witnesses have told 

became •addicted• to pornography, or how they were 
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sex crimes as • result of exposure to pornographic materials. 

Although we have not totally disregarded the evi~ence that has 

come from offenders. in many respects it was less valuable than 

other victim evidence and other evidence in general. Kuch 

research supports the tendency of people to externalize their own 

problems by looking ·too easily for some external source beyond 

their own control. As with aore extensive studies based on 

self-repor'ts of sex offenders, evidence relying on what an 

of fender thought caused his problem is likely to so overstate the 

external and so understate tbe internal as to be of less value to 

us than other evidence. 

Kost of the people wbo have t..titiftd about· personal 

experiences, however, have not been at any point ottendera, but 

rather bave been women reporting on wbat een in their lives have 

done to the• or to their children as a result ot •xposure to 

certain sexually explicit •ateriala. As we explained i~ the 

introduction, we do not deceive ourselves into thinking that the 

sample before us is an accurate statistical reflection of the 

state of the world. Too many factors tended to place before us 

testimony that was by and large in the same direction a~d 

concentrated on those who testified about the presence rather 

than the absence of consequences. Heverthelesa, as long as one 

does not draw statistical or percentage conclusions from this 

evidence, and we have not, it can still be important with respect 

to identification and description of a pheno•efton. Plaiftly ao•e 

of these witnesses were less credible or less helpful than 

others, but many of the stories these witnesses told were highly 
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believable and extremely informative, leading ua to think about 

possible harms of which some of us had previotLSly been unaware. 

Hany witnesses have urged us to draw conclusions about prevalence 

exclusively from anecdotal evidence of this variety, but we have 

refused to do so. But that we have refused to make invalid 

statistical generali~ations does not mean that we cannot learn 

from the stories of those with personal experiences. II any of 

their statements are summarized in t.he victimization section of 

this Report, and we urge people to consider those statements as 

carefully as we did. We can and we have learned from many of 

these witnesses, and their testimony has provided part of the 

basis for our conclusions. As l.n •any other areas of huaan 

behavior, the most complete \&Jlderstanding e..,rg.. •hen • 
phenomenon is viewed fro• multiple perspec'tiv... One important 

perspective is the subjective meaning that individuals attribute 

to their own experiences. This p.trapective and the unique 

experiences of individuals are less aaenable to objective or 

statistical inquiry than certain other perspectives, and thus can 

be valuably examined through the kinds of witnesses whose -

statements we summarize in the appendix. 

The evidence provided by clinical professionals carries with 

it soae of the same problems. Although filtering the evidence 

through a trained professional, especially one •bo desc:ribed to 

us the experience of numerous cases, eliminates some of the 

credibility problems. the proble• of statistical generalization 

re•ai~a. Because people without problems are not the foc:us of 

the clinician's efforts, evidence fro• clinical professionals 
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focuses on the abberational. Consequently, clinical evidence 

does not help very much in answering questions about the overall 

extent of a phenomenon, because it too is anecdotal, albeit in a 

•ore sophisticated way and based on a larger sample. Still, 

clinical evidence should not be faulted for not being what it 

does not purport to be. What it does purport to be is sensitive 

professional evaluation of how !!2!~ people behave, what causes 

them to behave in that manner, and what, if anything, might 

change their behavior. Clinical evidence helps us to identify 

whether a problem exists, although it does not address the 

prevalence of the problem. Ve have looked at the clinical 

evidence in this light, and have frequently found it useful. 

The problems of stati'Stical g'neralization di•inish 

drastically when we look to the findings of ••pirical social 

science. Here the atte•pt is to identify factors across a larger 

population, and thus many of the difficultitffl associated with any 

form of anecdotal evidence drop out when the field of inquiry is 

either an entire population, some large but relevant subset of a 

population, or an experimental group selected under acme reliable 

sampling method. 

Some of the evidence of this variety is correlational. If 

there is some positive statistical correlation between the 

prevalence of some type of material and so•e harmful act, then it 

is at least established that the two occur together •ore than one 

would expect merely from rando• intersection of totally 

independent variables. Some of the correlational evidence is ·· ··· · 
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less •scientific• than others, but we refuse to discount evidence 

merely because the researcher did not have some set of academic 

qualifi cations. For example, w~ have heard much evidence from 

law enforcement personnel that a disproportionate number· of sex 

offenders were found to have large quantities of pornographic 

material in their residences. Pornographic material was found on 

the premises more, in the opinion of the witnesses, than one 

would expect to find it in the residences of a random sample of 

the population as a whole, in the residences of a random sample 

of non-offenders of the same sex, age, and socioeconomic status, 

or in the residences of a random sample of off enders whose 

offenses were not sex offenses. To the extent that we believe 

these witnesses, .then there is a correlation between pornographic 

· material and sex offenses. Ve have also read and heard evidence 

that is more scientific. Some of this evidence bas related to 

entire countries, where researchers have looked for correlatio~s 

between sex offenses a~d changes in a country's laws controlling 

pornography or changes in the actual prevalence of pornographic 

materials. Other evidence ct this variety has been conducted 

with respect to states or regions of the United States, with 

attempts again being sade to demonstrate correlations between use 

or non-use of certain sexually explicit Gaterials and the 

incidence of sex crimes or other anti-social acts. 

Correlational evidence suffers from its inability to establish 

a causal connection between the correlated phenomena. It is 

frequently the case that two phenomena are positive correlated 

precisely because they are both caused by some third phenomena . .... . " 
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We recognize, therefore, that a positive · correlation between 

pornography and sex offenses does not itself establish a causal 

connection between the two. It may be that some other factor, 

some sexual or emotional imbalance, for example, might produce 

both excess use of pornographic materials as well as a tendency 

to commit sex offenses. But the fac:t that correlational evidence 

cannot definitively esta}?lish causality does not mean that it may 

not be some evidence of causality, and we have treated it as 

such. The plausibility of hypothesized independent variables 

causing both use of pornography and sex offenses is one factor in 

determining the extent to which .causation can be suggested by 

correlational evidence. So too is the extent to which research 

design has attempted to exclude exactly these possible 

independent variables. The more this has b.en done, the safer it 

is to inf er causation fro• correlation, but in no area bas this 

inference been strong enough to justify reliance on correlational 

evidence standing alone. 

The problem of the independent variable drops out 

under control group conditions. 

when 

If a experiments are conducted 

group of people are divided into two subgroups rando~ly, if one 

group is then exposed to a stimulus while the other is not, then 

a difference in result between the stimulus group and the control 

group •ill itself establish !=8usation. As long as the two groups 

are divided randomly, and as long as the samples are large enough 

that randomness can be established, then any variable that •ight 

be hypothesized other than the one being tested will be present 

in both the stimulus group and the control group. As a result, 
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the stimulus being tested is completely isol~ted, and positive 

results are very strong evidence of causation. 

The .difficulty with experimental evidence of this variety, 

however, is that it is virtually impassible to conduct control 

group experiments outside of a laboratory setting. As a result, 

most of the experiments are conducted on those who can be induced 

to be subjects in such experiments, usually college age males 

taking psychology courses. Even a positive result, therefore, is 

a positive result only, in the narrowest sense, far a population 

like the experimental group. Extrapolating fro• th• experimental 

group to the population at large involves many of the same 

problems as medical r&searchers encounter in •xtrapolating from 

tests on laboratory animals to conclusions about human tNPings. 

The extrapolation is frequently justified, but some caution here 

must be exercised in at least noting that the extrapolation 

requires assumptions of relevant similarity between college age 

males and larger populations, as well as, in some cases, 

assumptions of causality between the effects measured in the 

experiment and the effects with which people are ultimately 

concerned. 

Perhaps more significantly, enormous ethical problems surround 

control group experiments involving actual anti-social conduct. 

If the hypot~esis is that exposure to certain •aterials has a 

causal relationship with rape, for example, then the •ideal• 

experime~t would start with a relatively large group of men as 

subjects, would then divide the large group randomly into two .. · .. -. 
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gr,oups, and would then expose one of the two groups to the 

pornographic materials and the other to control materials. Then 

the experimenter would see if the stimulus groups committed more 

rapes than the control group. Of course such an experiment is 

inconceivable, and as a result most experiments of -this variety 

have bad to find a substitute for counting sexual offenses. Some 

have used scientific measures of aggression or sexual arousal, 

some have used questionaires reflecting self-reported tendency to 

commit rape or other sex offenses, some have used experiments 

measuring people's willingness to punish rapists, and some have 

used other substitutes. With respect to any •xperi••nt of this 

variety, drawing conclusions requires making aaau•ptiona between, 

for example; aeasured aggression and an actual increased . 
likelihood of co••itting offenses. Sometiaes these aaaumptions 

are justified, and sometimes they are not, but it is always an 

issue to be examined carefully. 

One final point about the experimental evidence presented to 

us is in order. Even with control group experiments, the 

ultimate conclusions will depend on the ability of the reasecrher 

to isolate single variables. For example, where there is 

evidence showing a causal relationship between exposure to 

violent pornography and aggressive behhavior, the stimulus as 

just described contains two elements, the violence and the sex. 

It may be that the cause is attributable solely to the violence, 

or it may be that the cause is attributable solely to the sex. 

Good research attempts to examine these possibilities, and we 
.· -- · ~ 

have been conscious of it as ve evaluated the research presented 
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to us. 

Taking into account all of the foregoing methodological 

factors, it has become clear to all of us that excessively broad 

terms like •pornography• or •sexually explicit •aterials• are 

just too encompassing to reflect the results of our inquiry. 

That should come as no surprise. There are different varieties 

of sexually explicit materials, and it is hardly astonishing that. 

some varieties may cause consequences different from those caused 

by other varieties. 

Our views about subdivision as a process, if not about the 

actual divisions theaaelves, • reflect •ucb of the scientific 

evidence, and we consider the willingness of scientists to 

subdivide to be an i•portant methodological advance over the 

efforts of earlier eras. So too with our own subdivision. We 

have unanimously agreed that looking at all sexually explicit 

materials, or even all 

undifferentiated whole is 

unwarranted on the evidence, 

way of looking at a complex 

consider this one of our 

pornographic 

unjustified 

materials, 

by common 

as one 

sense, 

and an altogether oversimplifying 

phenomenon. In many respects we 

most important conclusions. Our 

subdivisions are not intended to be definitive, and particularly 

with respect to the subdivision between non-violent but degrading 

•aterials and mate~ials that are neither violent nor degrading, 

we r~cognize that some researchers and others have usually 

employed broader or different groupings. Further research or 
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thinking, or just changes in the world, may suggest finer or 

different divisions. To us it is embarking on the process of 

subdivision that is most important, and we strongly urge that 

further research and thinking about the question of pornography 

recognize initially the way in which different varieties of 

material may produce different consequences. 

We cannot stress strongly enough that our conclusions 

regarding the consequences of material within a given subdivision 

is not a statement about !!! of the material within a 

subdivision. We are talking about classes, or categorie•, and 

our statements about categories are general statement• designed 

to cover moat but not all of what •ight be within • given 

category. Some items within a category aight produce no effects, 

or even the opposite effects from those identifi&d. Were we 

drafting laws or legal distinctions, this might be a problem, but 

we are not engaged in such a process here. We are identifying 

characteristics of classes, and looking for harms by classes, 

without saying that everything that i• harmful should be 

regulated, and. without saying that everything that is harmful !!I 

be regulated consistent with the Constitution. 

We present in the following sections our conclusions regarding 

the harms we have investigated with respect to the various 

subdividing categories we have found most useful. To the extent 

that these conclusions rest on findings from the social sciences, 

as they do to a aignif icant extent, we do not in the body of this 
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report describe and analyze the individual studies or deal in 

specifics with their methodologies. For that we rely on the 

report on the social science research prepared by the co .. ission 

staff, which is included in this report as an appendix. Each of 

us has relied on different evidence from among the different 

categories of evidence, and specific stu~ies that some of us have 

found persuasive have been less persuasive to others of us. 

Similarly, some of us have found evidence of a certain type 

particularly valuable, while others of us have found other 

varieties of evidence more enlightening. And in many instances 

we have relied on certain evidence despite some flaws it aay have 

contained, for it is the case that all of us have r•achttd our 

conclusions about haras by assimilating and amalgamating a large 

amount of evidence. ftany studies and stateaents of witnesses 

' have both advantages and disadvantages, and of ten the 

disadvantages of one study or piece of testi110ny has been 

remedied by another. Thus, the conclusions we reach cannot be 

identified with complete acceptance or complete rejection by all 

of us of any particular item of evidence. As a result, we 

consider the staff social science analysis, which is much more 

specific than what we say in this section, to be an integral part 

of this Report, and we urge that it be read as such. Ve have not 

relied totally on that analysis, as all of us have gone beyond it 

in our reading. And we cannot say that each of .us agrees with 

every sentence and word in it. Nevertheless, ·it seems to us a 

sensitive, balanced, comprehensive, accurate, and current report 

on the state of the research. Ve have relied on it. extensively, ·· ····: 
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and ve are proud to include it here. 

The category cf material on which meat of the evidence has 

focused is 

unmistakably 

the category 

simulated or 

of ma.terial featuring actual or 

unmistakably ~hreatened violence 

presented in sexually explicit fashion with a predominant focus 

on the sexually explicit violence. Increasingly, the most 

prevalent forms of pornography, as well as an increasingly 

prevalent body of less sexually explicit material, fit this 

description. So .. of this material involves &ado-masochistic 

themes, with the standard accoutrements of the genre, including 

whips, chains, devices of torture, and so on. But another theme 

of some of this aaterial is not sado-•asochistic, but involves 

instead the rec:~rrent theae of a •an aaking some sort of sexual 

advance to a woman, ~eing rebuffed, and then raping the woman or 

in some other way violently forcing himself on the woman. In 

almost all cf this material, whether in magazine or mation 

pictire form, the woman eventually becomes aroused and ecstatic 

about the initially forced sexua.l activity, and usually is 

portrayed as begging for more. There is also a large body of 

material, more •mainstreaa• in its availability, that portrays 

sexual activity or sexually suggestiv• nudity coupled with 

extreme violenc~, such as disfigurement or murder. The so-called 

0 slasher• films fit this description, as does same material, both 

in films and in magazines, that is less or more sexually explicit 

than the prototypical •slasher• film. 
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It is with respect to material of this variety that the 

scientific findings and ultimate conclusions of the 1970 

Commission are least reliable for today, precisely because 

material of this variety was largely absent from that 

Commission's inquiries. It is not, however, absent from the 

contemporary world, and it is hardly surprising that conclusions 

about this material differ from conclusions. about material not 

including vi olent themes. 

When clinical and experimental ' research has focused 

particularly on sexually violent material, the conclusions have 

been virtually unanimous. In both clinical and experimental 

settings, exposure to sexually violent materials has indicated an 

increase in the likelihood of aggression. !ore specifically, the 

research, which is described in much detail in the appendix, 

shows a causal relationship between exposure to material of this 

type and aggressive behavior towards women. 

Finding a link between aggressive behavior towards women and 

sexual violence, whether lawful or unlawful, requires assumptions 

not found exclusively in the experim~ntal evidence. We see no 

reason, however, not to make these assumptions. The assumption 

that increased aggressive behavior towards women is causally 

related, for an aggregate population, to increased sexual 

violence is significantly supported by the clinical evidence, as 

Yell as by much of the less scientific evidence. 2 They are also 

2. For example, the evidence from formal or informal studies of 
self-reports of offenders themselves supports the conclusion that 
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to all of us assumptions that are plainly justified by our own 

common sense. This is nut to say that all people with heightened 

levels of aggression will commit acts of sexual violence. But it 

is to say that over a sufficiently large number of cases •e are 

confident in asserting that an increase in aggressive behavior 

directed at vomen will .cause an increase in the level of sexual 

violence directed at women. 

Thus ve reach our conclusions by combining the results of the 

research with highly justifiable · assumptions about the 

generalizability of more limited research results. Since the 

·clinical and experimental evidence s~pports the conclusion that 

there is a causal relationship between exposure to sexually 

violent materials and an increase in aggressive behavior directed 

towards women, and since we believe that an increase in 

aggressive behavior towards women will in a population increrase 

the incidence of sexual violence in that population, we have 

reached the conclusion, unanimously and confidently, that the 

available evidence strongly supports the hypothesis that 

substantial exposure to sexually violent materials as described 

here bears a causal relationship to antisocial acts of sexual 

violence and, for some subgroups, possibly to unlawful acts of 

sexual violence. 

--------.--
the causal conne~tion we identify relates to actual sexual 
offenses rather than merely to aggressive behavior. For .reasons 
we have explained in Section 5.1.5, the tendency to externalize 
leads us to give evidence of this variety rather little weight. 
But at the very least it does not point in the opposite direction ·· ··.· 
from the conclusions reached here. 
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Although ve rely for this conclusion on significant scientific 

empirical evidence, we feel it worthwhile ~o note the underlying 

logic of the conclusion. The. evidence says simply that the 

images that people are exposed to bears a causa~ relationship to 

their behavior. This is hardly surprising. What would be 

surprising would be to find otherwise, and we have not so found. 

We have not, of course, found that the images people are exposed 

to are a greater cause of sexual violence than all or even many 

other possible causes the investigation o' which has been beyond 

our mandate. Nevertheless, it would be strange indeed if graphic 

representations of a form of behavior, especially in a form that 

almost exclusively portrays such behavior as desirable, did not 

have at least some effect on patterns of .behavior. 

Sexual violence is not the only negative effect reported in 

the research to result from substantial e~posure to sexually 

violent materials~ The evidence is also strongly supportive of 

significant attitudinal changes on the part of those with 

substantial exposure to violent pornography. These attitudinal 

changes are nu~erous. Victims of rape and other forms of sexual 

· violence are likely to be perceived by people so exposed as more 

responsible for the assault, as having suffered less injujry, and 

as having b~en less degraded as a result of the experience. 

Similarly, people with a substantial exposure to violent 

pornography are likely to see the rapist or other sexual offender 

as less responsible for the act and as ·deservi-ng of less 

stringent punishment. 
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These attitudinal changeg have been 

include a larger range of attitudes than 

The evidence also strongly supports 

shown experimentally to 

those just discussed. 

the conclusion that 

substantial exposure to violent sexually explicit material leads 

to a greater acceptance of the •rape myth• in its broader sense -

that women enjoy being coerced into sexual activity, that they 

enjoy being physically hurt in sexual context, and that as a 

result a man who forces himself on a woman sexually is in fact 

merely acceding to the •real• wishes of the woman, regardless of 

the extent to which she seems to be resisting. The myth is that 

a woman who says •no• really means •yes,• and that men are 

justified in acting on the assumption that the •no• answer is 

indeed the •yes• answer. We h~ve little trouble concluding that . 

this attitude is both pervasive and profoundly har•ful, and that 

any stimulus reinforcing or increasing· the incidence of this 

attitude is for that reason alone properly dlHlignated as 

har111f1.Jl. 

Two vitally important features of th• evidence supporting the 

above conclusions must be mentioned here. The first is that all 

cf the harms discussed here, including acceptance of the 

legitimacy of sexual violence against women but not limited to 

it. are more pronounced when the sexually violent materials 

depict the woman as experiencing arousal, orgasm, or other form 

of enjoyment as the ultimate result of the sexual assault. This 

theme, un!ortunately very common in the materials we have 

examiped, is likely to be the major, albeit not the only, 

component of what it is in the materials in this category that 
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causes the consequences that have been identified. 

The second important clarification of all of the above is that 

~hat evidence ~ends some support to the conclusion that the 

consequences ve have identified here ~g ne~ !!tI !!!h !b! !!!!n! 

yn~!n!!~!I !!!Y!! gen!!!!· Once a thres~old is passed at which 

sex and violence are plainly linked, increasing the ~exual 

explicitness of the material, or the bizarreness· of the sexual 

activity, seems to bear little relationship to the extent of the 

consequences discussed here. Although it is unclear whether 

sexually viol ent material makes a substantially greater causal 

contribution to sexual violence itself than does material 

containing violence alone, it ~ppears that increasing the amount 

of violence after the threshold of connecting sex with violence 

is more related to increase in the incidence or severity of 

harmful consequences than is increasing the amount of sex. As a 

result, the 'so-called •slasher• films, which depict a. great deal 

of violence connected with an undeniably s•xual theme but less 

sexual explicitness than materials that are truly pornogfaphic, 

are likely to produce ·the .consequ~nces discussed here to a 

greater extent than most of the materials available in •adults 

only• 

Although we ~ave based our findings about material in this 

category primarily on evidence presented by professionals in the 

behavioral sciences, Ye ~re confident that it is supported by the 
~ 

less scientific evidence Ye have consulted, and ve are each .. -... 
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personally confident on the basis of our own knowledge and 

experiences that the conclusions are justified. None of us has 

the least doubt that sexual violence is harmful, and that general 

acceptance of the view that •no• means •yes• is a consequence of 

the most serious proportions. We have found a causal 

relationship between sexually explicit materials featuring 

violence and these consequences, and thus conclude that the class 

o! such materials. although not necessarily every individual 

member of that class, is on the whole harmful to society. 

S.2.2 HeD!!9!!D1 n1!!r!!!! Q!l!!g!!ng Q!Qr!da!!en. Qe!!n!!!e!!t 

~y~gr~!n!!!en. er HY!!!!1tien 

Current reasearch has rather consistently separated out 

violent pornography, the class of aaterials we have just 

discussed, from other sexually explicit aaterials. With respect 

to further subdivision the process has been less consistent. 

Some researchers have made further distinctions, while others 

have merely classed everything else as •non-violent.• We have 

concluded that more subdivision than that is necessary. Our -

examination of the variety of sexually explicit materials 

convinces us that once again the category of •non-violent• 

ignores significant distinctions within this category, and thus 

combines classes of aaterial that ate in fact substantially 

different. 

The subdivision we 

the research. And it 

adopt is one that has surfaced in soae of 

is also one that might explain a 

significant amount of what would otherwise seem to be conflicting 
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research results. Some researchers have found negative effects 

from non-vioient material, while others report no such negative 

effects. But •hen the stimulus material these researchers have 

used is considered, there is some suggestion that the presence or 

absence of negative effects from non-violent material might turn 

on the non-violent material being considered •degrading,• a term 

3 we shall explain shortly. It appears that effects similar to 

although not as extensive as that involved with violent material 

can be identified with respect to such. degrading material, but 

that these effects are likely absent when neither degradation nor 

violence is present. 

An enormous amount of the most sexually explicit material 

available, as well as •uch of tbe material that is somewhat less 

sexually explicit, is aaterial that we would characterize as 

•degrading,• the term we use to encompass the undeniably linked 

characteristics of degradation, dominstaion, subordination, and 

humiliation. The degradation we ref er to is degradation of 

people, most often women, and here we are referring to material 

3. For exa~ple, the studies of Dr. Zillman regarding non-violent 
material, studies that have been particularly influential for 
some of us, use material that contain the following themes : •He 
is ready to take. She is ready to be taken. This active/passive 
di fferentiation t~at coincides with gender is stated on 
purpose. • Women are portrayed as •masochistic, subservient, 
socially nondiscriminating nymphomaniacs. • Dr. Zillman goes on 
to characterize this material as involving mutual consent and no 
coercion, but also describes the films as ones in which •women 
tend to overrespond in serving the male interest.• 
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that, although not violent, depicts4 people, usually women, as 

existing solely for the sexual satisfaction of others, usually 

men, or that depicts people, usually women, in dec:idedly 

subordinate roles in their sexual relations with others, or that 

depicts people engaged in sexual practices that would to aost 

people be considered humiliating. To give an admittedly extreme 

example, we would all consider a photograph of an upright male 

urinating into the mouth of a kneeling woman to be degrading. 

There are other •xamples as vell of. the type of images that we 

consider degrading and which we have a.en in enormous prevalence 

in most •adults only• establishments. These would include 

depictions of a voman lying on the ground vhile two standing .. n 

ejaculate on her; two women engaged in sexual activity with each 

othjer while a aan looks on and masturbates; a woaan 

non-physically coerced into engaging in sexual activity •itb a 

male authority figure, such aa a boas, teacher, or prie~t, and 

then begs for more; a woman in a role aa nurse or secretary 

4. We restrict. our analysis in large part to degradation that is 
in fact depicted in the material. It may very well be that 
degradation led to a woman being willing to pose for a picture of 
a certain variety, or to engage in what appears to be a 
non-degrading sexual act. It may be that coercion caused the 
picture to exist. And it may very •ell be that the existing 
disparity in the economic status of men and women is such that 
any sexually explicit d~piction of a voman is at least suspect on 
account of the possibility that the economic disparity is what 
caused the woman to pose for a picture that •est people in this 
society would find eebarrasing. We do not deny any of these 
possibilities, and we do not deny the importance of considering 
as pervasively as possible the status of women in contemporary 
America, including the effects of their current status and vhat 
might .be done to change some of the detrimental consequences of 
that status. But without engaging in an inquiry of that breadth, ..... . .. 
we must generally, absent more specific evidence to the contrary, 
assume that a picture represents vbat it depicts. 
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portrayed as required by the job to provide sexual satisfaction 

to a · male physician or boss; a woman with legs spread wide open 

holding her labia open with her fingers; a man shaving the hair 

from the public area of a woman; a woman dressed in a dog costume 

being penetrated from the rear by a man ; and a woman lying on a 

bed begg-ing for sexual activity with a large number of different 

men who approach her one after another. Although these examples 

are extreme, forms ~f degradation not totally different from 

these represent the largely predominant proportion of 

commercially available pornography. 

With respect to material of this variety, our conclusions are 

· substantially similar to those with respect to violent material, 

although ve make them with samewhat leas confidence and our 

making of them requires more in the way 

the case wi~h respect to . violent 

of assumpti~n 

material. The 

than was 

evidence, 

sc;ientific and otherwise, is m.ore tentative, but supports the 

conclusion that the material we describe as degrading bears some 

causal relationship to the attitudinal changes we have previously 

identified. That is, substantial exposure to material of this 

variety is likely to increase the extent to which those exposed 

will view rape or other forms of sexual violence as less serious 

than they otherwise would have, will view t~e victims of r~pe and 

other forms of sexual violence as significantly more responsible, 

and will view the offenders as significantly l~ss responsible. 

We also conclu4e that the evidence supports the conclusion that 

subst~ntial exposure to material of this type will increase 

acceptance of the proposition that women like to be forced into 
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sexual practices, and, once again, that the woman who says •no• 

. really means •yes.• 

With respect to material of this type, there is less evidence 

causally linking the material with sexual aggression, but this 

may be because this is a category that has been isolated in only 

a few studies, albeit an increasing number. The absence of 

evidence should by no means be taken to deny the existence of the 

causal link. But because the causal link is less the subject of 

experimental studies, we have been· required to think more 

carefully here about the assumptions .necessary to causally 

connect increased acceptance of rape myths and other attitudinal 

changes with increased sexual aggression and sexual violence. 

And on the basis of all the evi~ence we have considered, from all 

sources, and on the basis of our own insights and experiences, we 

believe ve are justified in drawing the follow~ng conclusion: 

Over a large enough sample a population that believes that many 

women like to be raped, that believes that sexual violence or 

sexual coercion is often desired or appropriate, and that 

believes that sex off enders are less re~ponsible for their acts, 

will commit more acts of sexual violence or s•xual coercion than 

would a population holding these beliefs to a lesser extent. 

We should make clear what we have concluded here. Ve are not 

saying that e~eryone exposed to material of this type has his 

attitude about sexual violence changed. Ve are saying only that 

the evidence supports the conclusion that substantial exposure to 

degrading material increases the likelihood for an individual and . -.. -: 
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the incidence over a large population that these attitudinal 

changes will occur. And we are not saying that everyone with 

these attitudes will commit an act of sexual violence or sexual 

coercion. We are saying that such attitudes will increase the 

likelihood for an individual and the incidence for a population 

that acts of sexual violence, sexual coerci on, or unwanted sexual 

aggression will occur. Thus, we conclude that substantial 

exposure to materials of this type bears some causal relationship 

to the level of sexual violence, sexual coercion, or unwanted 

sexual aggression in the population so exposed. 

Ve need mention as well that our focus on these •ore violent 

or more coercive forms of actual subordination of women should 

not diminish what we take ta be a necessarily incorporated 

conclusion : Substantial exposure to aateriala of this type bears 

some causal relationship to the incidence of various non-violent 

forms of discrimination against or subordination of wo•en in our 

society. To the extent that these materials create or reinforce 

the view that women ' s function is disproportionately to satisfy 

the sexual needs of men, then the materials will have pervasive 

effects on the treatment of women in society far beyond the 

incidence of identifiable acts.of rape or other sexual violence. 

We obviously cannot here explore fully all of the forms in which 

women are discriminated against in contemporary society. Nor can 

we explore all of the causes of that di scrimination against 

women. But we fee: confident in concluding that the view of 

women as available for sexual domination is one cause of that 

discrimination, and we feel confident as well in concluding that 
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degrading material bears a causal relationship to the view that 

women ought to subordinate their own desires and beings t9 the 

sexual satisfaction of ·men. · 

Although the category of the degrading is one that bas only 

recently been isolated in some research, in the literature 

generally, and in 

smal+ category. 

public discussion of the issue, it is not a 

If anything, it constitutes somewhere between 

the predominant and the overwhelming portion of what is currently 

standard fare heterosexual pornography, and is a significant 

theme in a broader range of materials not commonly tak•n to be 

sexually explicit enough to be pornographic. But as with 

sexually violent materials, the extent of the effect of these 

degrading materials aay not turn substantially on the · a110u~t of 

.sexual explicitness once a threshold of undeniable sexual content 

is surpassed. The category therefore includes a great deal of 

what would now be considered to be pornographic, and includes a 

great deal of what would now be held to be legally obscene, but 

it includes. much more than that. Since we are here identifying 

harms for a cl~ss, rather than identifying harms caused by every 

member of that class, and since ve are here talking about the 

identification of harm rather than making r.commendationa for 

legal control, ve are not reluctant to identify harms for a class 

of material consi~erably wider than what is or even should be 

regulated by law. 

Our most controversial category has been the category of 
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sexually explicit materials that are not violent and are not 

degrading as we have used that term. They are materials in which 

the participants appear to be fully willing participants 

occupying substantially equal roles in a setting devoid of actual 

or apparent violence or pain. Examples would include a sexually 

explicit depiction of a man and woman meeting and then engaging 

in consensual and equal vaginal intercourse; a depiction of a 

couple engaging in oral-genital sexual activity under conditions 

of consent and equality; and two couples simultaneously engaging 

in the same activity. Our list of examples of materials in this 

category is smaller than for the category of the degrading in 

large part because this category is in fact quite saall in terms 

of currently available aaterials. There is some, to be sure, and 

the amount may increase as the division b•tw•en the d•grading and 

the non-degrading becomes more accepted, but we are convinced 

that only a small amount of currently available highly sexually 

explicit material is neither violent nor degrading. We thus talk 

about a small category, but one that should not be ignored. 

We have disagreed substantially about the effects of such 

materials, and that should come as no surprise. We are dealing 

in ~his category with •pure• sex, as to which there are widely 

divergent views in this society. That we have disagreed a•ong 

ourselves does little •ore than reflect the •xtent to which we 

are representative of the population as a whole. In light .of 

that disagreement, it is perhaps more appropriate to explain the 

various views rather than indicate a unanimity that does not 

exist, within this Commission or within society, or attempt the 
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preposterous task of saying that some fundamental view about the 

role of sexuality and portrayals of sexuality was accepted or 

defeated by such-and-such vote. We do not wish to give easy 

answers to hard questions, and thus feel better with describing 

the diversity of opinion rather than suppressing part of it. 

In examining the material in this category, we have not bad 

the benefit of extensive evidence. Research has only recently 

begun to distinguish the non-violent but degrading from material 

that is neither violent nor degrading,·and we have all relied on 

a combination of interpretation of existing studies that may not 

have drawn the same divisions, studies that did draw these 

distinctions, clinical evidence, interpretation of victim 

testimony, and our D•n percep\i~ns of the effect of images on 

human behavior. Although the social science evidence is far from 

conclusive, we are on the current state of the ~vidence persuaded 

that material of this type does not bear a causal relationship to 

rape and other acts of sexual violence. We rely once again not 

only on scientific ~tudies outlined in the Commission staf!'s 

report, and examined by each of us, but on the fact that the 

conclusions cf these studies seem to most of us fully consistent 

with common sense. Just as materials depicting sexual violence 

seem intuitively likely to bear a causal relationship to sexual 

violence, materials containing no depictions or suggestions of 

sexual violence or sexual dominance seem to most of us 

intuitively unlikely to bear a causal relationship to sexual 

violence. The studies and clinical evidence to date are less 

persuasive on this lack of negative effect than they are 
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persuasive for the presence of negative effect for the sexually 

violent material, but they seem to us of equal persuasive power 

as the studies and clinical evidence showing negative effects for 

the degrading materials. The fairest conclusion from the social 

science evidence is that there is no persuasive evidence to date 

supporting the c.onnection between non-violent and non-degrading 

materials and acts of sexual violence, and that there is some but 

very limited evidence indicating that the connection does not 

exist. The totality of the social science evidence, therefore, 

is slightly against the hypothesis that non-violent and 

non-degrading materials bear a causal relationship to acts of 

sexual violence. 

That there does not appear from the social science evidence to 

be a causal link with sexual violence, however, does not answer 

the q~est1on of whether such materials might not themselves 

simply for some other reason constitute a harm in themselves, or 

bear a causal link to consequences other than sexual violence but 

sti ll taken to be harmful. And it is here that ve and society at 

large have the greatest differences of opinion. 

One issue relates to materials that, although undoubtedly 

consensual and equal, depict sexual practices frequently 

condemned in this and other societies: Examples include the 

large amount of material depicting homosexual activity ; material 

depicting anal intercourse ; material depicting sexual activity 

with animals; matterial depicting oral-genital sexual activity; 1 :) 
( 

I : 
, I ; 

.J:.>1 .. .' ·. "" I 

mater.ial depicting more than tvo people engaged in sexual .. .. ." . 
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activity; and material depicting sexual activity with priests or 

nuns. There are many other varieties than these, but this should 

give an example of the genre as well as effectively state the 

problem. For it is clear that the level of societal condemnation 

of these activities varies, and it is equally clear that the 

activities depicted are ones that some people condemn and others 

do not. We have discovered that to some significant extent the 

assessment of the harmfulness of materials depicting these 

activities correlates directly with the assessment · of the 

harm.fulness o.f the act·ivities themselves. · Intuitively and not 

experimentally, we can hypothesize that aate"ria·ls portraying, for 

example, homosexual activity or anal intercourse or oral-genital 

sexual contact, will either help to legitimize or will bear some 

causal relationship to bo110sexual activity it•elf, anal 

intercourse itself, or oral-genital contact itself. With respect 

to these materials, therefore, it appears that a conclusion about 

the harmfulness of these materials turns on a conclusion about 

the harmfulness of the activity itself. As to this, we are 

unable to agree with respect to many of these activities. Some 

of us believe that homosexuality, for example, is inherently 

wrong, while others of us believe that homosexuality is a matter 

of sexual preference as to which condemnation is inappropriate. 

Our differences re!lect di!ferences now extant in society at 

large, and actively debated, a.nd we can hardly resolve them 

here. The same can be said for oral-genital sexual activity, 

anal intercourse, and a number of other such activities, although 

it should be mentioned that none of us is willing to include .. -.. ~ 
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sexual intercourse with animals in the category of mere sexual 

preference, and all of us are willing therefore to condemn it. 

A larger issue is the very question of promiscuity. Even to 

the extent that the behavior depicted is not inherently condemned 

by some or any of us, the manner of presentation almost 

necessarily suggests that the activities are taking place outside 

of the context of marriage, love, commitment, or even affection. 

Again, it is far from implausible to hypothesize that materials 

depicting sexual activity without marriage, love, commitment, or 

affection bear some causal relationship to ••xual activity 

without marriage, love, commitment, or affection. There are 

undoubtedly many causes for what used to be callltd the •sexual 

revolution,• but it is absurd· to suppose that depictions or 

descriptions of uncommitted sexuality were not s aaong them. 

Thus, once again our diagreements refltK:t disagr~ments in 

society at large, although not to as great an extent. Although 

there are many members of this society who can and have made 

affirmative cases for uncommitted sexuality, none of us believes 

it to be a good t~ing. ~ number of us, however, believe that the 

level of commitment in sexuality is a matter of choice among 

those who voluntarily engage in the activity. Others of us 

believe that uncommitted sexual activity is wrong for the 

individuals involved and harmful to society to the extent of its 

prevalence. Our view of the ultimate harmfulness of much of this 

-S. Nor, of course. do we deny the extent that the phenomenon, in 
part, also goes the other vay. Sexually explicit materials in 
most cases seem both to reflect and to cause demand. 
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material, therefore, is reflective of our individual views about 

the extent to whether sexual commitment is purely a matter of 

indivi dual choice. 

Even insofar as sexua·lly explicit material of the variety 

being discussed here is not perceived as harmful for the messages 

it ca·rries or the symbols it represents, the very publicness of 

vhat is commonly taken to be private is cause for concern. 6 Even 

if ve hypothesize a sexually explicit motion picture of a loving 

married couple engaged in mutually pleasurable and procreative 

vagi~al intercourse, the depiction of that act on a screen or in 

a magazi ne may constitute a harm in its own right <a •primary 

harm• in the ~erminology introduced earlier in this Chapter> 

solely by vi rtue of being shown. Here the concern is with the 

preservation of sex as an essentially private act, in conformity 

with the basic privateness of sex long recognized by this and all 

other societies. The alleged harm here, therefore, is that as 

soon as sex is put on a scre,n or put in a magazine it changes 
J 

its character, regardless of what variety of sex is portrayed. 

And to the extent that the character of sex as public rather than 

private is the consequence here, then that to many would 

constitute a harm. 

In considering the way ~n which making sex public •ay 

fundamentally transform the character of sex in a l ~ settings, it 

-
6. The concerns summarized here are articulated more fully in a .. ... · .. 
statement, contai ned in the appendix, that expresses the views of 
a number of individual members of this Commission. 
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seems important to emphasize that the act of making sex public is 

as an empirical matter almost always coincident with the act of 

making sex a commercial enterprise. Vhether the act of making 

sex public if done by a charitable institution would be harm£ul 

is an interesting academic exercise, but it is little more than 

that. For in the context we are discussing, taking the act of 

sex out of a private setting and making it public is invariably 

done for someone's commercial gain. To many of us, this fact of 

commercialization is vital to understa~ding the concern about sex 

and privacy. 

We are agai n, along with the rest of society, unable to agree 

as to the extent to which making sex public and commercial should 

constitute a harm. We all agree for ourselves on the fundamental 

privat eness of sex, but we disagree about the extent to which the 

privateness of sex is more than a manner of individual choice. 

And although we all to some extent think that sexuality aay have 

in today ' s society become a bit too public, many of us are 

concerned that in the past it has been somewhat too private, 

being a subject that could not be talked about, could not 

constitute part of the discourse of society, and was treated in 

some way as •dirty.• To the extent that making sex more public 

has, while not without costs, alleviated some of these problems 

of the past, some of us would not take the increased publicness 

of sexuality as necessarily harmful, but here again we are quite 

understandably unable to agree. · 

The discussion of publicness in the previous paragraph was ·· ··-~ 
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limited to the necessary publicness. consequent in making a 

picture of a sexual ~ct, regardless of whether the picture is 

made public in the broader sense. But to the extent that this 

occurs, ve are once again in agreement. While some might argue 

that it is desirable for sexual explicitness to be publicly 

displayed to both willing and unwilling viewers, and while some 

might argue that this is ~ith~r a positive advantage for the 

terrain of society or of no effect, we unanimously reject that 

conclusion. We all agree that some large part of the privateness 

of sex is essential, and we would, for example, unanimously take 

to be harmful to ~ociety a proliferation of billboards displaying 

even the hypothesized highly explicit photograph of a loving 

married couple engaged in mutually pleasureable and procreative 

vaginal intercourse. Thu&, to the extent that materials in t~is 

category are displayed t~uly publicly, we unanimous~y would take 

such a consequence to be b~rmful to society in addit~on to being 

harmful to individuals. Even if unwilling.viewers are offended 

rather than harmed in any stronger sense, we take the large scale 

offending of the legitimate sensibilities of a large portion of -

the population to be harmful to society. 

A number of witnesses have testified about the effects on 

their own sexual rela~ions, usually with their spouses, of the 

depiction o~ the screen and in magazines of sexual practices in 

which they bad not previously engaged. A number of these 

witnesses, all women, have testified that men in their lives .have 

used such material to strongly encourage, or coerce, the~ into 

engaging in sexual practices in which they do not choo~e to 
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engage. To the extent that such implicit or explicit coercion 

takes place as a result of .these materials, ve all agree that it 

is a harm. There has been other evidence, however, abou~ the 

extent to which such material might for some be a way o~ 

revitalizing their sex lives, or, more commonly, simply 

constituting a part of a mutually pleasurable sexual experience 

for both partners. On this ve could not agre~. For reasons 

relating largely to the question of publicness in the first sense 

discussed above, some saw t~is kind of use as prim~rily harmful. 

Others saw it as harmless •nd possibly beneficial in contexts 

such as this. Some professional testimony suppor~ed this latter 

view, but we have little doubt that professional opinion is also 

divided on the issue. 

Perhaps the most significant potential harm in this category 

exists with respect to children. We all agree that at least 

much, probably most, and maybe even all material in this 

category, regardless of whether it is harmful when used by adults 

only, is har~ful when it falls into the hands of children. 

Exposure to sexuality is commonly taken, and properly so, to be 

primarily the responsibility of the family. Even those who would 

disagree with this statement would still prefer to have early 

exposure to sexuality be in the hands of a responsible 

professional in. a controlled and guided setting. We have no 

hesitancy in concluding that learning about sexuality from most 

of the material in this category is not the best way for children 

to learn about the subject. There are harms both to the children 

themselves and to notions of family control over a child's 
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introduction to sexuality if children learn about sex from the 

kinds of sexually explicit materials that constitute the bulk of 

this category of materials. 

We have little doubt that much of this material does find its 

way into the hands of children, and to the extent that it does we 

all agree that it is harmful. Ve may disagree about the extent 

to which people should, as adults, be tolerated in . engaging in 

sexual practices that differ from the norm, but we all agree 

about the question of the desirability· of exposing children to 

most of this material, and on that our unanimous agreement is 

that it is undesirable. For children to be taught by these 

materials that sex is public, that sex is commercial, and that 

sex ·can be divorced from any degree of affection, love, 

commitment, or marriage is for us the wrong message at the wrong 

time. We may disagree among ourselves about the extent ta which 

the effect on children should justify large scale restrictions 

for that reason alone, but 

question is simply harm, 

law, that material in this 

again we all agree that if the 

and not the question of regulation by 

category is, with few exceptions, 

generally harmful to 

of children. Even 

the extent it finds its way into the hands 

those in society who would be least 

. restrictive of sexually explicit materials tend, by and large, to 

limit their views to adults. The near unanimity in society about 

the effects on children and on all of society in exposing 

children to explicit sexuality in the form of •ven non-violent 

and non-degrading pornographic materials makes a strong statement 

about the potential harms of this material, and we confidently 
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agree with that longstanding societal judgment. 

Perhaps the largest question, and for that reason the .question 

ve can hardly touch here, is the question of harm as it relates 

to the moral environment of a society. There is no doubt that 

numerous laws, taboos, and other social practices ail serve to 

enforce some forms of shared moral assessment. The extent to 

which. this enforcement should be enlarged, the extent to which 

sexual morality is a necessary component of a society ' s moral 

environment, and the appropriate balance between recognition of 

individual choice and the necessity of maintaining some sense of 

community in a society are questions that have been debated· for 

generations. The debates in the nineteenth century bet1feen John 
. 

Stuart Kill and James FitzJames Stephen, ·and in the twentieth 

century betveen Patrick Devlin and H.L.A. Hart, are merely among 

the more prominent examples of profound differences in opinion 

that c·an scarcely be the subject of a vote by this Commission. 

We all agree that some degree of individual choice is necessary 

~n any free society, and we all agree that a society with no 

shared values, including moral values, is no society at all. We 

have n~merous different views about the vay in which these 

undeniably competing values should best be accomodated in this 

society at this time, or in any society at any time. We also 

have numerous different views about the extent to which, if at 

all, sexual morality is an essential part of the social glue of 

this or any other society. We have talked about these issues, 

but •! have not even attempted to resolve our differences, 

because these differences are reflective of differences that are 
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both fundamental and widespread in all societies. That ve .have 

been able to talk about them has been important to us, and there 

is no doubt that our views on these issues bear heavily on the 

views ve hold about many of the more specific issues that have 

been within the scope of our mission. 

Thus, with respect to the materials in this category, there 

are areas of agreement and areas of disagreement. We unanimously 

agree that the ftaterial in this category in some settings and 

when used for some purposes can be·harmful. None of us think 

that the material in this category, individually or as a class, 

is in every instance harmless. And to the extent that some of 

the materials in this category are larg•ly educational or 

undeniably artistic, ve unanimously agr1te that they are little 

cause for concern if not made available to children are foisted 

on unwilling viewers. But 1D0st of the materials in this category 

would not now be taken to be explicitly educational or artistic, 

and as to this balance of materials our disagreements are 

substantial. Some of us think that some of the material at some 

times will be harmful, that some of the material at some times 

will be harmless, and that some of the material at times will be 

beneficial, especially when used for professional or 

nonprofessional therapeutic ~urposes. And so1114t of us, while 

recognizing the occasional possibility of a harmless or 

beneficial use, nevertheless, for reasons stated in this section, 

feel that on balance it is appropriate to identify the class as 

harmf~l as a whole, if not in every instance. Ve have recorded 

this disagreement, and stated the various concerns. Ve can do 
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little more except hope that the issues will continue to be 

discussed. But as it is discussed, we hope it will be recognized 

that the class of materials that are neither violent nor 

degrading is at it stands a small class, and many a~ these 

disagreements are more theoretical than real. Still, this class 

is not empty, and may at some point increase in size, and thus 

the theoretical disagreements may yet become germane to a larger 

class of materials actually available. 

We pause only briefly to mention the problem of mer• nudity. 

Hone of us think that the human body or its portrayal is 

harmful. But we all agree that this statement is somewhat of an 

oversimplifi cation. There may be instances in which portrayals 

of nudity in an undeniably sexual context, even if there is no 

suggestion of sexual activi~y, will generate eany of the same 

issues discussed in the previous section. · there are legitimate 

questions about vhen and how children should be exposed to 

nudity, legitimate questions about public portrayals of nudity, -

and legit~mate questions about when •mere• nudity stops being 

•mere• nudity and has such clear connotations of sexual activity 

that it ought at least to be analyzed according to the same 

factors that we discuss vitb respect to sexually explicit 

materials containing neither violence nor degradation. 

In this respect nudity without force, coercion, sexual 

activity, violence, or degradation, but with a definite 

provocative element, represents a vide category of materials. At 
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the least explicit end of the spectrum, we could envision 

aesthetically posed, air brushed photographs of beautiful men or 

women in a provocative context. The provocation derives from the 

power of sex to attract the attentions and sti r the passions of 

al l of us. Such materials may have, in most uses, little 

negative effect on individuals, families, or society. But at the 

other end of the continuum, we see materials specifically 

designed to maximize the sexual impact by the nature of the pose, 

the caption, the seductive appearance, and the setting in which 

the model is placed. For example, ·consider a 

reclining position with genitals displayed, 

feathers and high heeled shoes, holding a gun 

woman shown in a 

wearing only red 

and accompanilPd by 

a caption offering a direct invitation to sexual activity. With 

respect to such more explicit materials, ve were unable to reach 

complete agreement. We are all concern«td about the impact of 

such material on children, on attitudes towards women, on the 

relat i onship between the sexes, and on attitudes towards sex in 

general, but the extent of the harms vas the subject of some 

difference of opinion. 

None of us, of course, finds har11tful the use of nudity in art 

and for plainly educational purposes. Similarly, we all believe 

that in some circumstances the portrayal of nudity may be 

undesi rable. It is therefore impossible to draw universal 

conclusions about all depictions of nudity under all condi tions. 

But by and large vr do not find the nudity that does not fit 

withi~ any of the previous categories to be much cause for 

concern. 
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Although we have mentioned it throughout this report, it is 

appropriate here to emphasize specially the importance of further 

research by professionals into the potential and actual harms we 

have discussed in this chapter. Ve are confident that the 

quality and quantity of research far surpasses that available in 

1970, but ve also believe that the research remain~ in many 

respects unsystematic and unfocused. There is still a great deal 

to be done. In many respects research is still at a fairly 

rudimentary stage, with few atte~pts to standardize categories of 

analysis, self-reporting questionnaires, types of sti1DUlus 

materials, description of stimulus aaterials, .. aaurement of 

effects, and related probleu. • 

We recognize that the ethical problems discussed above will 

inevitably place some cap on the conclusions that can be drawn 

:from the research in this area. But apart from this inherent and 

incurable limitation, much can ~till be done. The research that 

has led to further subdivision of the large category of sexually 

explicit mater.ials has perhaps been the most important 

development in recent years, and ve strongly encourage research 

that will deal more precisely with different varieties of 

materials. We also believe that many other specificv questions 

are in need of further research. There needs to be more 

research, for example, about the effect of pornography on the 

marriage relationship, about the nature of appetites for 

pornographic material and how those appeti tea are developed, .... :·. 
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about the effect of depictions of particular sexual practices on 

the sexual preferences of those vho viev them, and about the 

effects of exposure to pornographic material on children. This 

list could be much longer, but the . point is only to shov that 

much more needs to be done. 

evidence to us 

about what the 

· So~e of the professionals who have provided 

have been quite outspoken in their views 

government in general or the legal system in particular ought to 

b•en about equally do about pornography. This phenomenon' ha• 

divided between those researchers who have advocated fewer legal 

controls and those vho have advocated more. While we do not deny 

to citizens the right to speak out on matters of public concern, 

ve ought to note that ve have tended to rely 110st on evidence 

provided by those who seem less committed to a particular point 

of view beyond their scientific expertise. We deal in an area in 

which a great deal must be taken on faith, including description 

of sti111ulus materials, description of experimental environments, 

questionnaire design, and description of what may or may not have 

been told to subjects. At no time have we susp•cted any 

scientist of deliberately or even negligently designing an 

experiment or reporting its results, but it remains nevertheless 

the case that there is room for judgment and room for 

discretion. Where a researcher has taken on the role as active 

crusader, one way or another, on the issue of govern•ental 

control of pornography, we are forced to question more than we 

would" otherwise have done the ~ay in which this judgment and 

discretion has been exercised. Ve will not suggest hov any 
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researcher shculd balance the issue cf his er her own credibility 

against his or her ovn strong feelings about an issue of 

i~portance. But ve ~ill note that the more that is expected to 

be taken on trust, the m~r~ likely it is that active involvement 

v~th respect to vhat is to be .done ~ith the results of the 

research will decrease the amou.nt of trust. 
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CHAPTER VI 

LAWS AlfD THEIR EHFORCEREIT 

In Chapter V we explored the various bar11S alleged to be 

cauatMS by certai~ kinda of sexu~lly explicit 88terials. Ve also 

indicated our conclusions vitb respect to questions of harm. But 

as we insiattMS throughout Chapter V, the fact that a certain kind 

of aaterial causes a certain kind o1·bara, although generally a 

factor in ••king dttc:isiona about law and law •ntorce91tnt, da.s 

not by itself entail the conclusion that the .. terial cauaing th• 

har• should be controllltd by the law. In 80.. cases private 

action aay be 110re appropriate ~ban govern .. ntal action. In 80 .. 

cases governaental action, even if ideally appropriate, 881 be 

inadvisable as a aatt•r of polic;y or unworkabl• ae a .. tter o1 

practi.ce. And in so• cases govern•ntal action •Y _ be 

unconstitutional. Still, the prev•nt~on and rltdreaa of haraa to 

individuals and bar .. to aociety have long .,._n a110ng the central 

functions of govern•nt in general and law in partic:ula.r. 

Although we are .. naitiv• to the"apac• b9tween wbat ia haraful 

and what har11& the govern .. nt ought to addre88, at least we at.art 

with the asau•ption tbat where there ia an id•~tified bare, then 

govern.,ntal action ought aeriously to be considered. In soae 

cases the result of that consideration will be the concluaion 

that gov&rn .. ntal action is inappropriat•, unworkabl•, or 

unconstitutional. But ao long as we have identified bar .. , we 

11Uat consider carefully the possible legal remedies for each bar• 
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·we have identified. 

We hav• tried to consider as broadly aa posaible th• kinds of 

legal remedies that •ight be appropriate to deal with various 

har11B. Although enforcement of the cri•inal law has long tMtttn 

considered the pri•ary legal tool for dealing with bar9ful 

aexually explicit ••t•rial, it bas not been the only such tool, 

and ought not to be considered the only possible on•. We have 

tried ta be aa open as we Cf?Uld be to various options in addition 

to or instead of enforcement of th• eri•inal law. Tbua in this 

Chapter we •ill .conaider the appropriaten .. a, aa exclusive or . 

supple•ental remedies, of zoning, adainistrative rvqulation, 

civil reaediea for daaages in the fora of a civil right• action, 

civil reaedi.,. to obtain an injunction, and other po88ible legal 

Ve do not 

clai• to btt exhaustiv• in our consideration of 1'9gUlatory 

options. Soae options that have btten suggested to ua •i•pl'y do 

not warrant discussion. And others that we .. ntion briefly could 

and should be explored 110re thoroughly by others. But it is 

iaportant to us to eaphasize that approaches other than the 

traditional criainal law sanctions do exist, and are an integral 

part of thinking carttfully about the issue of pornography. 
I 

Numerous witnesses at our public hearings, as well aa aany 

others in written evidence or in va.rious publications, have urged ·· ··· ··· 
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upon us the view that pornogr~pby should not be rtt;ulated by 

law. Because such argu•nts have been around for sou tiw, and 

because such argu•ents were substantially acceptttd by tbe 1970 

Commission, we have very seriously considered tbe•. To a 

significant, extent, however, the arguments reaain u.npersuasiv•. 

llany of the arguments against regulation, both those aade 

currently and those made earlier, rest on claiBll of b~lessn .. s 

that, as we have explained in Chapter V, are aiaply erroneous 

with respect to •uch of this -t•riai'. So• of these clai• of 

harmlessness tend either to ignore auch of tb• ••idence, or to 

extrapolate fro• plausible conclusions about th• llOl't innocuous 

•aterial to conclusions about an entir& cl888. others start with 

the assumption that no finding of bar• can .,. accepted u.nl ... it 

meets so•e extraordinarily high burden of proof, a burd•n of 

proof whose rigor often. •••1111 pre•ia.d on an ! priori assertion 

that the 98terial being discuall&d ought not to be rttgUlated. 

In addition to erroneous or skewed clai.. of barwileaaneaa, 

•any of the argu .. nta against regulation de1>9nd on clai.. of 

unconstitutionality that would requirtt for their acceptanett a 

view of the law strikingly different fro• that long accepted by 

the Supreee Court in its rulings on obscenity. A8 •• dieeuaa in 

Chapter III, we accept the Supre111t Court ' s basic approach to the 

constitutional question. To the eirt.ent that clailt8 for 

non-regulation thus rest on constitutional argu .. nta with which 

neither •• nor the Supre~ Court accept, we reject those 

argu•enta for non-regulation. 
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To th• •xtent that arguaents for non-regulation do not depend 

on implausible claim• of haraleasnese ~r rejttettld claiaa of 

unconstitutionality, however, they deserve to be taken even eore 

seriously. As questions of policy in particular are89 or the 

appropriateness of governaental action in general, .. rioua 

arguments have been ude that go to the 110st f unda•ntal 

questions of what governmental action is designtld to achieve. 

We have thought carefully about these issues explicitly, and 

in doing so we have found it necessary· to recast tbe question. 

The question as often presenttld to WI in •ffec:t aak9 •~ether, if 

we bad no laws dealing with pornography, we would want· thea. 

This question is not the .... as the question whether, given 180 

years of pornography J'9gl&lation" in th• United Stat .. , .. should 

repeal it. Although virtually ev•ry argu .. nt for d.regulation 

presented to us baa been i~ the fortMtr tone, it ia th• latter 

·that represents reality. Ve certainly do not take everything 

that ia to be inevitable, and we d••• it iaportant to treat even 

that which has beitn assullttd for generatioru1 as open for llflrious 

and foundational r1PConsideration. leverthelne, it reaaine the 

case that there are vast r&al and sywbolic differences btttw .. n 

not doing what has not before been done and undoing what is 

currently in place. 

that aade by not 

To undo aakes a etateaent eucb stronger than 

doing. In lt8JlY cases it aay be fully 

appropriate to .. k• thia stronger state .. nt, but we presuppose 

here that the evidence. and our convictions aust be stronger to 

urge disaantling what is now in place than it would have to be to 

r ef use to put in place what did not now exist. lloreover, we 
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recognize that this is an area •arked by serious debate, 

involving plausible argu11&nts both ·for and against regulation. 

Vhere the issues are not all on one side, ve have given some 

weight to the considered judgeent of the past. In soae sense, 

therefore, the burden of proof is on those who would urge 

adoption of a variety of govern•ental regulation that da&S not 

now exist. In a nation founded on principles of limited 

government, those who would •ake it ltllls limited have the 

obligation to persuade. But where there mcista a present 

practic• and long history of r&gUlation of a certain vari•ty, the 

burden is on those who would have govern .. nt •ake the n&eesaarily 

•uch stronger state .. nt i•plied by an affir118tive act of 

deregulation. 

In light of this, we take the qu•ation of the governaental 

rttgulation of the legally obscene not to be whether if •• did not 

have obscenity laws would we want th••• but whether given that we 

have obscenity laws do we want to abandon thee. In •any areas 

the issues before us are not close; and how the question is put 

does not deteraine the outcoae. But in •any other areas the 

questions are indeed difficult, and how the qu.ationa are cast, 

and where the burden of proof lies, do .. ke a difference. With 

reference to criainal sanctions against the legally obscene, for 

example, the burden •ust b& on those who would have u• or society 

•ake the specially strong state•ent . iaplicit in the act of 

repeal. But with reference to certain foril8 of regulation that 

do not now exist, the burden is si•ilarly on those who would have 

us or society aake the specially strong statement implicit in 
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urging the totally new. 

As we have discussed in Chapter V, aost of the har98 that •• 

have identified are not caufil&d exclusively or even predoainantly 

by pornography. In Chap~er V we discussed this probl•• of 

1Nltiple causation in teras of relatively abstract questions- of 

harm. But when the pheno•&non of aultiple causation is applied 

to actual problems of laws and th~ir e~forceaent, the issue gets 

•ore difficult. Even if it is the case that a c.rtain for• of 

sexually explicit aaterial bears a causal relationship to har11, 

the question remains whether soae other sti11Ulua haa an even 

greater causal relationship. Ezc.pt peripherally, •• could not 

be expected to delve deeply into all po88ibl• other C8\&89tl of 

B&XUBl Violence, .. x discriaination, and excesa aexual 

aggression. To the extent that we Bake recoaaendatione about law 

enforcement, we make thea fro• a presupposition ~bat others fro• 

a larger perspective awst sake the ultiaate d.tert1inationa about 

allocation of scarce financial and other aocietal r .. ources. 

Thia task includes not only the allocation of resources eaong 

various causes of the baras •• have identified, but also involves 

the even aore difficult qu..tion of allocating r1t&oun::ea aaong 

these haras and others. These are difficult questions, ~d •• do 

not clai• that either siaple foraulas or easy platitud«tS can 

answer questions about, for exaeple, apportioning money among 

countermeasures against poverty, racisa, terroriaa, and .. xual 

violence. lone o~ ua would say that any of these is uniaportant, 
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but we recognize that in a world of scarce resources the long 

ter• comeiteent of resources to combat one evil inevitably draws 

resources away froa those available to collbat another evil. Even 

if one assu11eS t.hat there are currently underutilized nPaources 

that could be allocated to the haraa we discuss here, 8\lch an 
. . 

allocation still involves a decision to allocate the currently 

underutilized resources to combat these harms rather than aou 

others. We have no solutions to thttee intractable proble98 of 

priority in a world in which t.here is 110re to do than there are 

resources with which to do it. leverthel .. a, we t .. 1 it 

i•portant to note here that •• have not ignorltd these proble•, 

and we urge that ever~hing we say be consid•rttd in light of 

these considerations. 

Although we are sensitive to t.he difficulty of probleaa of 

priority, we .till feel confident in concluding that, at the very 

least, the proble.. of .. xual violence, .. xual aggression short 

of actual violence, and sex discriaination are .. rioua societal 

probleas that have traditionally received a 4isproportionately 

s•all allocation of 80Cietal resourc... To the extent that we 

would be asked the question whether resources should be expended 

on alleviating these probleaa rather than dealing with others, we 

assert strongly that t.hese problem. have r&eeiv9d less nPSources 

than we. think desirable, and t.hat rell&dying that i•balance by a 

possibly disproportionate allocation in the opposite direction is 

appropriate. 

Th• conclµsion in the previous paragraph does not address th• _ .... ., 
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question of priorities of approach once we have decided to treat 

these proble•a as high priority matters. With r•spect to 

priorities in dealing vit.h the probleas of &&xual violence, 

sexual aggression not involving violence, and sex discrimination, 

people disagree about the optimal priority that dealing in aoae 

v.ay with sexually violent pornography and sexually degrading 

But iaagea are significant 

deter•inants of attitudes, and attitudes are significant 

determinants of hu•an behavior. To the ertent constitutionally 

permissible, dealing with the usaages all around us ••• an 

important way of dealing with the behavior. Ve bave concluded 

that the images •• deal with bere see• to be at the least a 

substantial cause of the har•a •• have id•ntif ied. But coeacn . 
sense leads us to go furth•r, and to suppose that tbe iaagea ar• 

a significant cause even vben coepared with all of th• other 

likely causes of these aaee harms. 

subatantial causal relationship bu not been reflected in tb• 

re~lities of law enforc• .. nt, •• have little hesitation in aaking 

recommendations about increased prioritl• 

The problem of aultiple causation is addressed to those causes 

of certain baru · other than so• varieties of pornographic 

•ateriala. The problea baa another aspect, best ref erred to as 

the problea of underincluaiv•ness. Far even if we r•strict our 

consideration to sexually oriented i•ages, to th& various kinds 

of sexually explicit materials discuased in Chapter V, · it is · ·., .. 
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certainly the case that many of those aaterials are 

constitutionally immune from govern111ttntal r~ulation. And to the 

extent that the material involved becomes less explicit, the 

i•munity from regulation, as a eatter of current law, increases. 

A great deal of sexual violence, for exaaple, is part of i .. s 

sexually explicit and generally available films and aagazines, 

and because it is presented in less •xplicit fashion in the 

context of so•e plot or theme it re•ains b&yond the realm of 

govern•ental control, although non-governantal ulf-restraint or 

citizen action seeas highly appropriate. And when we include 

various other sources of sexually oriented .. asagea and i•ages in 

contemporary society, fro• pri .. ti .. tel•viaion to tbe lyrics of 

conteaporary •usic to advertiaeaenta for blue jeana, it is even 

aore apparent that 11Uch of what people are conestrnttd with in 

ter1111 of truly pornographic aaterials wight also be a concern 

with respect to an i•11ense range and quantity of aateriala tbet 

are unquestionably prot.cted by the First Aaend .. nt. !any of 

these materials •ay pres•nt the 11&ssage in a 110r• dilutttd for•, 

but certainly th•ir prevalence more than compensates for any 

possible dilution. As a result, even th• 110lrt stringent legal 

strategies wi t ·hin current or ev•n in any way plausible 

constitutional li•itations would likely addr•s• little wore than 

the tip of the iceberg. 

We thus confront a society in which the Const~t~tion properly 

requires governments to arr on the sid& of und&rregulation rather 

than overregulation, and in which th• First Aaendaent leaves 110st 

of the rejection of unacceptable and dangerous ideas to citizens 
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rather than to government. Faced with this reality, it w9uld be 

easy to note the irremediable futility of being liaited only to a 

thin slice of the full problem, and as a consequence rtte011and 

deregulation even as to the 11aterial we dee• herllful and 

constitutionally unprot.cted. But this would be 122 easy. 

First, it ignores the extent to which the aateriala that S!!! be 

regulated consistent with the Constitution aay, because they 

present their messages ·in a fora undiluted by any app&al to the 

intellect, bear a causal relationship to the har11& we have 

identified to a disproportionate degree. A.nd with respect to 

sexual violence, tbe~e 11aterials .. y disproportionately be ailled 

at and influence people aore predispoa&d to this f OT11 of 

behavior. For both of tb.ae reasons, aost of WI beli••• that in 

aany cases the harm-causing capacities of so .... xually •xplicit 

aaterial aay btt 110re conc&ntratltd in that which ia 

constitutionally regulable and l&g~lly obscene than in that wbic~ 

is plainly protected by tbe Con&titution. Tbia factor of 

concentration of ha~ aay itself jUBtify .. intaining a strat.gy 

of law enforcement in the face of aaaaiv• underincluaiv•n..a. 

!ore signi~icantly, hovever, law serves an iaportant sya!lolic 

function, and in l!any areas of life that which th• law conde11ns 

serves as a aodel for the conde11J1atory attitudes and actions of 

private citizens. Obvious~y this eyaholic function, th• wey in 

which the law t•acbes u tr•ll as controls, is prel!iSed on a 

general assuaption of legiti•acy with respect to th• law 1n 

general that generates to aany people a presuaption that th• 

law's judgments are aorally, politically, and scientifically 
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correct in addition to being r-ely authoritative. In Icing 

recommendations about what the law should do, •• artt cognizant of 

the responsibilities that acco11pany law's tiylibolic function. Ve 

are aware as well of its opportunities, and of the .,.UOlic 

function that aay be served by even strikingly underincluaive 

regulation. Conversely, we are aware of the 11esaage conveyed by 

repeal or non-enforceaent of existing laws with reapec:t to 

certain kinda of aateriala. To the extent that •• t.lieve, as we 

do, that in a nullber of cases the eeasage that is or would be 

conveyed by repeal or non-enforce .. nt is exactly the oppoeite 

•eaaage fro• what we have concluded and what the evidence 

supports, we are unwilling to have th• law .. nd out th• wrong 

signal. Especially on an iBSUe as publicly noted and debated as 

this, the law will inevitably aend out a signal. Ve would pr9fer 

that it be the signal consistent with the nidene& and consiet•nt 

with our conclusions. 

In light of our conclusions regarding bar•, and in light of · 

the factors discuaaltd above in s.c:tion 6.2, we rejlK:t the 

argu•ent that all distribution of legally obscene pornography 

should be decriainalized. Even with that concluaion, however, 

sany issues re•ain, and it ia to these that •• now turn. 

The laws of the United States and of al11ast every state aake 

criminal the sale, distribution, or exhibition of aaterial -----
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defined as obscene pursuant to the definition aet forth by the 

Supre•e . Court in l!lli!!: !• Tbe enormous 

differences among states and a90ng other geographic areas in 

obscenity la• enforcement are due not to differences in the laws 

as written, 2 but to differences in bow, bow vigorously, and bow 

of ten these laws are enforced. 

Some witnesses have urged us to recoa11end changes in tbe 

criminal law resulting in laws that are significantly different 

in acope or in 11ethod of operation fro• tb08tt now in force. W• 

have, for example, bGten urged to recoa .. nd a •per ae• approach to 

obscenity la• that would .. ke the display of certain activiti•a 

automatically obscene and we · ~ave been urg9d ·to rtteo••nd a 

definition of the legally obscen• that is broader than that of 

We bave thought carefully about th•s• and •i•ilar 

suggestions, but we have rej9Ct.9d the•. V• bave rejected tbese 

suggestions for a nuaber of reason11, tbe 110llt. iaportant of wbicb 

is that it has not been shown that the basic definition• or broad 

•e.thods of operation of existing laws are in any way insufficient 

legal toola for those who care to Wl9 th••· So .. witnessas have 

co~plained about the uncartainty of the existing legal definition 

·of obscenity, but it bas appeared to WI that thttse uncertainty 

1. 413 U.S. 15 <1973>. We discuss Ki!!!! and other applicable 
cases in detail in Chapter III of thie Report. 

2. There are exceptions to this, however. For exaapl•, 
Califernia baa until recently e11ployed as a definition of 
obscenity not the teat 1,D n!!!!!:• but the •utterly without ....... . 
redeeming social value• teat fro• Beaoirs v. Bassachusetts, 383 
u. s. 413 <1966>. 
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clai~s have usually been the scapegoat fo~ relatively low 

proaecutorial initiatives. A 8\lbstantially larger nuab&r of 

witnesses involved in law enforce•ent have testified that they do 

no~ find excess uncertainty in the ~ill•r standard as applied and 

interpreted, and consequently believe that th• existing laws are 

sufficient for their needs. The 8\lccesa of prosecutorial efforts 

i~ Atlanta, Cincinnati, and several other localities, in which 

vigorous investigation, vigorous prosecution, and stringent 

sentencing have substan~ially di•ini~hed the availability of 

al•ost all legally 0~1,1e•n• aateriala, plainly indicatea that the 

laws are there for those areas that choo.. the courae of vigorous 

enforceaent. Ve r.cognize that not all localities will wish to 

·•ake the co••it .. nta of rttSOurc,.• that Atlanta and Cincinnati 

have, but the experienc.a in' such localiti.. p.rsuad.. WI that 

the desire to have new or eore laws, while always appealing as 

political strat&gy, is in fact unjustified on the r.cord. 

"oreover, a new law incorporating a definition of its coverage · 

different f roM that in Hiller would be sur9 to be challenged in 

the courts on constitutional grounds. At tba llO .. nt, the 

conclusion aust be that thea~ proposals are constitutionally 

dubious in light of !!~. that they would re•ain so until there 

was a Supre11e Court decision validating the• and in •f fec:t 

overruling n!ll!£, and that there is no indication at the pr&sent 

ti•• that the SuprelNt Court is inclinttd in this dir.ction. Even. 

assu•ing a desire to rft8trict saterials not currently eubj&et to 

restriction under ~!l•£, a desire that eost of ua do not ahar•, 

w• find a strat&gy of ••barking on years of constitutional 
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litigation with little likelihood of success to be highly 

counterproductive unless the current state of the law is 

distinctly unsatisfactory in light of the desire to pursue 

legitimate goals. Because we do not find the exiating state of 

the law unsatisfactory to pur~~ the goals we have urged, we 

reject the view that laws incorporating • different and 

constitutionally suspect definition of coverage are needed or are 

in any way desireable. 

If the lava on the books are sutf icient, then what explains 

the lack of eff~ive enforce .. nt of obscenity laws throughout 

110st parts of th• country? The evidence is unquestionable that 

with few •xceptions the obscenity laws that are on tbe books go 

unenforced. A• of the dates when th~ testiaony was presented to 

us, cities as large as Biaai, Florida and Buffalo, law York had 

but one police officer assigned to enforce .. nt of th• obscenity 

laws. Chicago, Illinois had two. Laa Angeles, California had 

fewer than ten. The City of Rew York will not take acti~n 

against .atabliahaents violating the lew York obacenity lava 

unless there is a ~if ic co•plaint, and even then prosecution 

is virtually non-existent. Federal law enforee .. nt i• liaitlld 

al11aat exclusively to child pornography and to a few aajor 

operations against large pornography production an~ distribution 

networks linked to organized cri... Fro• January 1, 1978 to 

February 27, 1986, a total of only 100 individuals were indictlld 

for violation of the federal obscenity laws, and of the 100 ····-· 
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indicted 71 were convicted. 

Fro• tbia and auch aore evidence just like it, the concl"8ion 

is un•iatakabl• that with respect to th• cri•inal laws relating 

to obscenity, there is a &'triking underenforceaent, and that this 

underenf orcement conaists of underco11plaining, 

underinvestigation, underproStH:ution, and under sttntencing. Tlut 

reasons for this are co•plex, end we r&gr&t tbat we beve not ~n 

able to explore nearly as •ucb •• we would have lik&d the reasons 

for this coaplex pbeno .. non. We of fer bere only a few 

hypothestta, and boptP tbat f urth•r resttarcb by cri•inologist• and 

other• will continue wlutre we leav• .off. 

Vith re8J)4tCt to .. ntencing, the •vid•nce was alaoart unanimous 

that nall fines and UDSUJMtrvi89d .probation are tb• non, witb 

larg• fin•• or a.ntenc.. of incarc4tration quit• rar• throughout 

tb• country. In exa11ining tb.18 pheno-non, •• can apeculate on a 

number of proble98. Vben tbe prosecution i~volv .. •• defendants 

those with significant control over the •nterprise, the defendant 

ia likely to appear •• very auch like the typical •white collar• 

cri•inal - nicely dreaaed, well-apok•n, and a rtt•idence in the 

suburbs. A person fitting thi• d•ecription i• l•aat likely in 

conteaporary A••rica to r.c.iv• jail ti-., 

cri-. In tbie respect we suspect tbat 

rttgardl•88 of tb• 

the problea of 

under-ntencing is trae4table to tb• •• cauaea that hav• 

produced th• aa• pbeno•non with regard to other cri.... P.aple 

who have control over the sale of ill&gally obscene •aterial• do 

not go to jail for aany of the same reasons that price fixers, .. -.. ~ 
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odometer adjusters, and aecurititta •anipulators do not go to 

jail, and if they do it is still less often and for less ti1Mt 

than do people co••itting other cri .. a that allow ltqllivalent 

statutory sentences. !oreover, like these and other cri ... , 

obscenity offenses often appear to both judges and probation 

officers as leas serious than violent criaes, and often as even 

leas serious than various cri11es egainat pro1>9rty. To a 

significant extent, those involved in the sentencing process tend 

not to perceive obscenity violations as serious cri .. s . Whether 

these judg99nts of seriousness 11ade by judges and probatio~ 

officers are or are not correct ia of course debatable, but the 

point re•ains that there 1HPeas to be a INbstantial interpoeition 

of judgment of .. riouaneaa betw .. n ~he 199ialativ• deteraination 

and the actual •ntenc.. 

involv .. only a fine and Wl811p&rviaed probation, and is often 

treated by the defendant as little 110re than a C09t of doing 

3 business. 

Vith reap.c:t to those without ownership or .an•g•rial control, -

usually ticket takers or clerks, lllllly judglt9 and probation 

officers aeea understandatlly reluctant to iapo8'i pttrioda of 

incarceration on people who are likely to tMt rttlatively short 

3. In this conn.ction, we should note our support <and our 
specific rtte:o•lllflndation in that section of thi• Report> for use 
of the RacketHr Influenced and Corrupt Organizations <RICO> Act 
as a .. thod of r9quiring •any of those convicted of 11Ultiple and 
substantial obscenity violationa to disgorge the profits fro• 
their.. enterprises. Whether in this for. or another, 89thods of 
attacking profits, or the assets purchased with those profit., ····· :· 
see• likely to be 110re effective financial deterrents than 
substantially smaller fines. 
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term employees earning little aore than th• •iniaua wage. 

Although in some cases ticket takers or clerks are involved with 

the business itself, sore often they are not. With some 

justification in fact, therefore, sotte judges pttrceive that 

people who would but for fortune be cl&rks in candy stores rather 

than clerks in pornography outl&ts should not receive jail tiB& 

for having taken tbe only job that •ay have been available to 

them. 

Whatever the causes of undersentencing, it is apparent that 

with the current state of sentencing the criainal laws have very 

little deterrent effect on the sale or distribution of legally 

obscene •aterials. Although we have recoa .. nded aandatory 
. 

~inimu• sentences for a&e0nd and further offell8&8, eoae Of us are 

not convinced that thia will actually serve a• a solution, for in 

aany areas eandatory aentencing aay r&&Ult in_ plea bargain• for 

lesser charges, or proaecutorial reluctance to proceed against 

so•eone the prosecutor is unwilling to s.- go to jail. Hone ~f 

us are certain about the eff 9C'ts of aandatory .. ntencing, and 

mandatory sentencing aar be appropriate if it coaporta with 

practices for cri1Mta of equivalent aeriouaness within a 

jurisdiction. But we fear that the proble• of 14ldersentencing is · 

acre complex than siaple, and to the extent that aandatory 

ainiau• sentencing aay in practice be only C081!!1&tic, it should 

not blunt efforts to look further for the roots of the proble• of 

undersentencing. 

The problem of underaentencing is likely to affect the level 
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of prosecution. When the end result of even a successful 

prosecution is a fine that 

profits of the operation, 

is insignificant compared to the 

or at 11ast a period of incarceration 

that is so aiaimal as to have in~ignif icant deterrent effect, the 

incentive to prosecute diainishes on the pert of both prosecutors 

and law enforcement personnel. Th• potentially light a.ntenc• 

aagnifies the fact that obscenity prosecutions are likely to be 

properly perceived as necessitating a high expenditure of tiae 

and resources as well as being, in ter&a of the likelihood ~ 

securing a conviction, high risk enterprises. Tbe defendants 

will usually be represented by sophisticated lawyers with a 

aandate to .engage in a vigorous and extensive defensa. It would 

be a rare prosecutor who di4 not understand tbe difference 

between prosecuting a augger represented by a young public 

defender with too aany cases and too little tiae and resources, 

on the one band, and, on the other, prosecuting a pornography 

distributor who baa a tea• of s&nior trial lawy•rs at bis 

disposal and who will probably receive only a •iniaal sentence 

even if convicted. 

In addition to tbe fact that obscenity prosttc:utio~a are seen 

as high risk and lov reward ventures for prosecutors and law 

enforceaent personnel, it is also the case that b9ing involved in 

obscenity investigation or obscenity prosecution is likely to be 

lower in the hierarchy of estlHPeed activities within a 

prosecutorial office or within a police department. Thia uy 

ate• in part fro• th! extent to which the personal views of any . -·-·· 

people within those departments are such as to treat these 
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matters as not especially serious. The extent to which this is 

so, and the extent to which there are other factors we have been 

unable to isolate, we cannot at this tiae deter11ine. But ., are 

confident that the phenomenon exists. 

The upshot of all of the above is that we are f orc:ttd to 

conclude that the problea of underprosecution cannot be remedied 

si•ply by saying that enforce .. nt of the obscenity laws ought to 

have a higher priority, or aiaply by providing 11are money for 

enforcement, or eimply by increasing tbe a110unt of co••unity and 

political pressure on all those involved in tb• law enforce•ent 

. effort. Ve do not discount any of these approacbee, as all have 

proved effective at ti .. a when used in conjunction with other 
. 

techniques of changing law enforce .. nt practictta, but it ia clear 

that the dyna•ica are auff iciently coaplex that no on• reaedy for 

the proble• will euffice. There is a aultiplicity of factors 

explaining the lack of enforcement, and changing that aituation 

will require a aultiplicity of re .. dies. We urge that aany of 

the apecif ic reco•mendationa we suggest be taken seriously. 

We operate in a nation with dual 8)'ste .. of crillinal law. The 

laws of aost states aak• th• sale, exhibition, or distribution of 

obscene aaterial a cri11&, but federal la• also •akea it a cria& 

to use the aaila or the facilities of interstate coa .. rce for 

such purposes. In thinking about law enforc••nt a · recurring 

issue is the proper sphere of operation for federal la• and the 

proper sphere of operation for state law. 
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Putting aside the enforcement of federal laws against child 

pornography, which we discuss in Chapter VII, 4 federal la• 

enforcement efforts are now direct&d almost exclusively against 

large nationwide obscenity distribution networks with known 

connections with organized crime. With few exceptions, there is 

little enforce•ent of federal obscenity laws in cas&e not 

involving aoae strong suspicion of organized criae involve•nt. 

For example, despite reasonably clear evidence that sophisticated 

aulti•atate operations dealing in ·large quantities of legally 

obscene material have substantial contacts with localities euch 

as Loa Angeles and Kew York City, . there bas been .. a•ntially no 

federal prosecution of the obscenity laws in the Central District 

of California and the Southern 'District ~ New York. Ve .. ntion 

these particular districts only because they are large and have 

within the• particular concentrations of either production or 

distribution of legally obscene materials. But the pattern of 

federal non-involve11&nt is not liaitfPd to theae· districta. The 

nationwide pattern a~ little ~ederal prosecution ae&llS to have 

changed aoaewhat within the past .ontha, .aat likely aa ·a result 

. . 
----------
4. In addition to trying to achieve aoae degr&e of analytic 
clarity, we put aside child pornography in this context because 
we note the extent to which prosecutors and other .law en1or.ceaent 
officials have frequently relied on the nuiaber of child 
pornography prCMecutiona to give a gen&ral i•preaaion of vigorous 
&nforceaent of the obscenity laws in tbeir jurisdiction. On 
closer examination, it bas usually appearttd that there waa a 
great. deal of activity with respect to child pornography, and 
virtually none with respect ~o the obscenity laws. Ve do not of 
courai deny the iaportance of allocating large amounts of . 
resources to child pornograpby. Ve do not believe, however, that ·· ···
any purpose is served by clouding the existing state of affair s 
with respect to the enforcement of the obscenity laws. 
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of the publicity associated with this Co••iseion, but it re•ains 

a safe conclusion that enforcement of f•deral law has btten 

ainimal. 

We note the extent to which it bas becoae common to asaume 

that whenever there is a large problea the solution ought to be a 

federal one. Witness after witness representing aoae branch of 

state law en!orceaent co•plain&d that th• r!!! problem was the 

lack of federal support. Although we sy•pethize with these 

witnesses in their atteapts to get 110re support for their 

efforts, 'e are dia•ayed at the unwillingne- of tbe states to 

assu.e the bulk of the responsibili~y for 9n1orceaent of the 

criainal law. Although we do not deny the extent of federal 
. 

responsibility, and although •• do not deny that soae statea have 

budgetary crises that approach in seriousness if not in aegnitude 

that of the federal govern .. nt, ther9 caa&a a point at which the 

ready solution o~ 110re federal 110ney for even the 110st worthy 

endeavors can no longer be the strategy of first resort. Ve are 

aware of our responsibilities, now a aatter of law aa well aa 

good sense, to look for alternatives other than sajor additional 

expendit\lrea o! :federal funds with respect to our own rat.her than 

someone else's agenda, and we urge that states consider their law 

· enforce•ent reaponaibiliti~ •indful of ~hes• considerations. We 

also note that in our federal syste• pri•ary responsibility for 

law enforcement has always btHtn with the states. The polic:e 

power of the states baa commonly been taken ta include priaary 

-
responsibility for dealing with the v&ry types of har11& at which ... -

the obscenity laws are addressed. And the constitutional 
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commitment to a federal system assultes that state involveanent is 

preferable to federal in areas, such as aost of the criainal law, 

in which local decisions aay vary. Ve see no reason not to aake, 

in general, the same assu•ptiona vitb respect to the enforceeent 

of obscenity lava. 

Despite our view that priury lav enforceaent ~esponsibilitiea 

rest vith the states, federal law and federal law enforcement 

have an essential role to play in the enf orceunt of the 
. 

obscenity laws. lost of the aaterial that wv find ll08t baraful 

is distributed throughout the country by .. ans of large and 

sophisticated distribution n•tvorka. It is precisaly with 

respect to this kind of •aasive and co•plex interstate <and 

international> operation that tb• 8JMH:ial skills and resources of 

fttderal investigative agencies are aolJt needed, and to which tbe 

nature of f&deral criainal proeecution is aoat. suitltd. 

Prosecutions can, as with th• KIPORN prosecutions in Miami, join 

in a single prosecution P9Qple f roa dif f er.nt •tat&s vho are 

integral and controlling parts of the saa. enterprise. And the 

fttderal judicial apparatua is often 90r• auited tban that of the 

states where evidenc• and witness.a suet b& ~ursd fro• 

throughout the country. 

Thus, ve do not ae th• scope of f ttd•ral proaec:ution u b&ing 

liaitttd to cases involving de110natrable conn.ctions with 

organized cri11tt. In any case in which the evidenc• indicat.a a 

aulti-state operation of substantial size and sophistication, 

federal rather than or in addl tion to state lav enforce•nt i• ·· ··· · 
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most appropriate. By concentrating vigorously on such 

operations, federal prosec:utoriel and investigative resources 

will be reserved for the cases in which federal involvement has 

the greatest co•parative advantage, while still reserving to the 

states that priaary role in 110re local la• enforcement that ia at 

the core of our syste• of f ederalisa. 

In Chapter V we discussed at l.n~th the increasing trend in 

the scientific research and in general discussions of this 

subject to rtteognize that not all pornographic ite.. are 

identical. There are substantial differences in the content of 

such aateriala, and •• bave tr~ed in tbe rough categorization of 

Chapter V to expre98 our &yllJNlthy with th ... effort• to advance 

the clarity of thinking about the issue of pornography. Ind8'1Pd, 

we hope that •• have contributed to those efforts. As the 

natural consequence of these eff orta to recognize the differences 

among pornographic aaterials, we urge that thinking in teraa of 

these or analogous categories b& a part of the ana~ysia of the 

total law enf orce .. nt effort. 

The categories •• diacussltd in Chapter V encoapasa a range of 

aaterials far broader than the legally obscene, and thua, in the 

context of this discussion of the c:ri•inal law, a range of 

aateriala far broader than ·•hat we know can be pro11eCUted 

consistent with the Constitution. levertheleas, the&tP 

categories, with the exception of nudity not involving the lewd 

exhi bition of the genitals, exist within a8 well 88 around the 
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category of the legally obscene. With~n the category of the 

legally obscene, material that bas been or could be criainally 

prosecuted consistent with t .be n~ll@I standard, tb•re •xiat · 

aateriala that are sexually violent; aaterials that are 

non-violent but degrading, and aaterials that, although bighly 

sexually explicit and offensive to aany, contain neither viol•nce 

nor degradation. 

In light af aui.. aanaluaiAna in Chapter V, we would urge that 

prosecution of obscene aaterials that'portray sexual violence be 

treated as a matter of special urgency. Vith rttSpect t~ sexually 

violent aateriala the evidenc. is strongest, societal consensus 

is greatest, and the consequent haras of rap& and other fol'98 of 
. 

sexual violence are hardly ontta that this or any other eociety 

can take lightly. In light of this, we would urgtt that th• 

prosecution of legally obscene aaterial that contain• violence be 

placed at the top of both state and fttderal priorities in 

enforcing the obscenity lawa. 5 

With respect to .aterials that are non-violent yet degrading, 

the evidence supporting our findings i• not as strong u it ia 

·with respect to viol•nt aaterials. And on the available evidence 

5. In discussing priorities here, we exclude fro• consideration 
child pornography. Aa we explain in Chapter VII, child 
pornography involves a different range of aateriaia, a different 
kind of •industry,• a different kind of offender, and a 
consequently different approach to the prcblea of law 
enforceaent. Ve treat it separately because it is so different. 
We do not in so doing wish to suggest that the probleas are any 
less: If anything they are greater, but they remain different, -····:· 
and little purpose is served by dealing with child pornography as 
part of the larger category of pornography. 
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we have required 110re in the way of assuEption to draw the 

connection between these aateriala and sexual violenc., sexual 

aggression, and sex discri•ination. Jlevertheless, these 

assumptions have significant support on the evidence and in our 

own logic and experiences, and the causal evidence reaains for us 

strong enough to support our conclusions. lone of WI hesitate to 

recommend prosecution of thoae aaterials that are both degrading 

and legally obscene. If choices •ust btt aade, however, 

prosecution of these eaterials •ight have to rtteeive slightly 

lower priority than .. xually viol•nt aateriala, but this is not 

to say that we view action agai~ degrading .. teriale as 

uni11portant. 

issues are 1tere difficult. There see .. to bQ no evidence in the 

social science data of a caWlal relationship with .. xual 

violence, sexual aggression, or a.x diecri•ination. Th984t thr .. 

bar•s do not exhaust th• possible hara&, however, and our 

disagreements regarding this cat&gory ref 1~ diaagree1Wtnts that 

abound in this society at this ti... Kany SMtOPl• believe that 

aaking sex into an essentially public act i• a bar• of aajor 

proportions, a baMI that ia c0•pound9d by its coa.wrcialization. 

To others legiti•izing through this aaterial either a wide range 
-

of traditionally prohibited sexual practiCfHI, or legitiaizing a.x 

without love, aarriage, coaaitaent, or even affttetion is the 

pri•a·ry bar• with which people should be concerned. So..- p.aple 
···· · ": 

have recognized the extent to which ••t~rial of this variety is 
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likely to wind up in the hands of children, and thus to frighten 

children or to •ncourage children to aodel th•ir behavior on what 

they have seen, and would take this to be a sufficient condition 

for serious concern. And soae people note the iaportance to any 

society of some set of shared aoral values, including valu.a 

r•lating to sexuality~ and look upon th• proliferation of the 

aaterial even in this category as an attack on ao .. thing that 18 

a precondition for a community. On the other band, aany people 

see these concer.na as leas probl••atic, or 118tters appropriate 

for individual cho~c• and nothing 110re, or ... in so .. of the uae 

of these aateriala tNtneficial effects which ought alao to be 

taken into account. 

We cannot reaolv• th.Se diSagr1ttt .. nts a110ng o~lv .. or for 

society, but th• fact of disagrHMnt n•aina a fact. Rttgardlea 

of who is right and who is wrong about th... issues, and we do 

not purport to have clear, defini~ive, or . easy answers, the 

substantially ·lower level of societal consensus about th98& 

matters is an eapirical fact. 6 To aolMt of ua, this substantially -

lower level of societal consensus, when coabin&d with the abaenc. 

1or these •aterials of scientific evidence showing a causal 

connection . with sexual violence, a&xual aggression, or nx 

diacriaination, leaves a category as to · which this aociety is 

leas certain and as to wbicb one array of concerns, present with 

6. Indeed, all of the survey evidence supports the view that 
there are substantial diapari ties between s0cietal views ..... - · 
regarding restrictions on aaterials depicting sexual violence and 
materials depicting sex alone. 
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the two previous categories, is at nt. Kore than this is 

necessary to reco••end deregulation or even to support a 

recommendation not to prosecute what bas long b&en taken to be 

regulable. And we •ill not so easily discount the substantial 

arguments that can be aade for rtt;ulation by reco••nding • 
drastic change in what has bffn general practice for 110st of the 

history of this nation. Revertheless, the factors of lower 

societal consensus and absence of causal coruiection witb attxual 

violence, aggression, or discrieination are to soae of us ger•ane 

to the question of priority. With respect, therefore, to legally 

obscene •aterial within this category it see.. •ntirely 

appropriate to so• of ua, at least in tern• of long-tera 

commi t•ent of resources, ·for • prosecutora and law 1tnforce•nt 

personnel to treat such •aterial differently fro• aaterial 

containing sexual violence or dttgradation of wo11&n. Should a 

community wish to allocate ~ficient resourc.s to obscenity 

enf orceaent that aaterial in this category is prosecuted as 

vigorously as that in tbe previously discussed category, we find 

that an entirely legitiaate decision for a co••unity to aake. 

But if a co••unity does not wish to devote resour~ to that 

extent, or if a coa•unity believes that tbe •aterial in tbia 

category, even if legally obscene, is not cause for tb• .tringent 

sanctions of the crisinal law, then it would seea to soa. of us 

appropriate for that coa•unity to concentrat• its •fforts on 

•aterial that is either violent or degrading. 

On ·this issue we are, as would b& expected given our 

differences with reapttet to the .harms associated with this 
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category, de•ply divid·ed. So• of us would strongly urge that 

all legally obscene •aterial !Mt prosecuted with ~al vigor, and 

would not only urge the coemunities of which we are part to take 

·this course, but would condean those that did not. Others of us 

see the prosecution of aaterial within tbia category as so .. thi.Dg 

that should quite consciously be treated as a lower priority 

•atter, and still others of us see the questions with respect to 

this category as being pri11arily for the co••unity to aake, with 

community decisions to prosecute vigorously, or not at all, or 

somewhere in betw4"tn, as entitled to equal r .. .,.c:t. 

Although we are divided on this qu .. tion, tb• division is 

likely on the current stat• of the law to be 110re philosophical 

than real. Pursuant to Killer,· Mt&rial 1• abac9n• only if, 

a•ong nu .. rous other factors, it off•nda th• co•11UDity in which 

it is aade available. As a rttlBUlt~ in those co•11UDiti1t11 in which 

aaterial within this category is not considered especially 

problematic, the aaterial will not be considered legally 

obscene. And in those coaaunities in which aaterial within this 

category is cond••ned, it •ill offend co•aunity .tandard• and 

thus, if the other ntquirementa of !!!!!£ ar• .. t, will be 

7 legally obscene. A.a a result, therefore, the existing legal 

approach incorporates within the definition of obscenity the 

views of a particular co-unity. The qu..tion whether to 

1. Ve e•phaaize that it is the" valuttS of the entire co••unity 
that _are relevant, and i we do not auggtttrt here that it 19 
appropriate for a prosecutor or law enf orce•nt . official to .·· .... 
substitute his or her values for that of the coaaunity aa a 
whole. 
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prosecute aaterial in this category, therefore, assuaing that the 

decision to prosec~te is in effect a ~••unity dtteiai~n, •ill 

turn into the question, under current law, •b•ther the aaterial 

ia obscene at all. 

In or al t•stimony before us, in written aubaissions, and in 

nuaerous published discussions of the question of pornography, 

fears have been expressed about the dangers of excess 

censorship. As •• have explained in Chapter III, •• are 

sensitive to the risks of excess censorship bttyond th• bounds of 

what the First Aaend .. nt or good sens• should allow, but we have 

found •any of the .. clai .. to .be little .are ·than b,.,_rbole, 

warning against c.naorship in ~. ab&tract but providing little 

in th• way of real evidence that the possibility .sieta. 

That the evidence presented baa tMHtn weak, however, does not 

aean that we should ignore the posaibflity that in eoae areas 

prosecutions aight be att•~pted of work& of undoubted .. rit in 

the na11e of obscenity law, or that obscenity pros.cution aight be 

threatened as a way o1 exerciaing i•per•iasibl• control over 

works that are not even close to being lttgally obscene. V• heard 

teati.any, for &X&Wlple, about a local prosecutor wbo, pr41Hi14tnt~ 

with a citizen coaplaint about a not even plausibly obscene book 

in the local library, sought out a written stateaent of a 

literary justification for the book instead of telling th• 

coaplainant that the book quite si•ply was not obscene. And as 

•• have investigated si•ilar incidents, and listened to claiae 
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about excess censorship, it bas becollMt apparent to us that the 

vast aajority of these concerns have surrounded books corusisting 

entirely of the printed word - text only, without photographs or 

even drawings. 

In thinking about these concerns, we note that aaterial 

consisting entirely of the print.cf word can ~ legally obacan•, 

as tbe Supreme Court held in 1973 in l!I!!!!! !· ~!!if9t!!!.@. 8 And 

we have stHPn in the course of our .inquiries books that would 11&&t 

this standard books consisting of nothing other than 

descriptions of a•xual activity in tbe most •xplicit ter88, 

plainly patently off•naive to the vast aajority of people, and 

plainly devoid of anything that could btt COJl8idered literary, 

artistic, political, ar acient~ic value. 

Although aany such books exist, •nd although th1P1 constitute 

part of all the categories of aaterial we bave identif ittd, tbltf 

stHP• to be the least har11ful aateriala within tb• various 

categories. Because they involve no photographs, there need be 

no concerns with those who er& actually used in the proc'"'8 of 

production. And the absence of photographs necesaarily produces 

a eeaaage that seeu to necessitate far ita aaai•ilation more 

real thought and less aleost reflexive reaction than does the 

more typical pornographic it••· There reaaina a difference 

between rttading a book and looking at pictunPS, even pictures 

printed on a page. 

---------- .. -... ·: 

8. 413 U. S. 115 <1973>. 
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All of us would strongly urge prosecution of 199ally obscene 

aaterial containing only .text when the aaterial is either 

targeted at an audience of childntn or when its content involves 

child 80leatation or any form of sexual activity with childr&n. 

Because of the effect of the child portlography laws, photographic· 

•aterial involving children is bftCoaing leas available, and this 

9aterial, which is likely to encourage acts of child 80lestation, 

occupies a significant portion of textual obscenity. There is 

li~tle prosecution of this aateriai now, and we ~ope that that 

situation will change. 

Some of us, however, except for aaterial plainly describing 

aexual activity with ainora or targeted to ainor8, would urge 

that aaterial• conai.ting enti~ly of th• printing word •i•ply 

not be pros.cuted at all, rttgardless of content. There ia for 

all practical purposes no prosecution of 1n1ch aaterials now, ao 

such an approach would cntate little i~ any change in what 

actually occurs. But by converting thi.a eapirical fact into a 

plain state•ent even the possibility of prosecuting a book wil~ 

be eliminated. J.f this is !iliainatttd ~ven u a possibility, 

those of us •ho take this position bttlieve that th• vast aajority 

of potential abuaea can ~ quelled and tbe v .. t aajority of fears 

alleviated with what will btt at ll08t .a n9qligible reduction in 

law enforce .. nt effectiventtaa. Bost likely there will b& no 

effttet at all on law enforcement, although those who take this 

position neverthelesa deplore •any of the books, a substantial 

prop0rtion of which involve violence or d9qradation. But fro• 

this perspective, what is lost in th• ability to prosecute this · 
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•aterial is more than compensated for by th• symbolic and r&al 

benefits accompanying the statement that the written word bas bad 

and continues to have a special p~ace in tbis an~ any other 

civilization. 

Others of us, however, while sharing this special concern for 

the written word, would not adopt such a rigid rule, and would 

retain both in theory and in practice th& ability to prosecute 

obscene material regardless of the for• in Y~ich the obscenity is 

conv&yed. Especially in light of th& fa~ that we have aeen aany 

books that are devoted to sexual violence end a&xual dttgradation, 

so•e of us fear that giving carte blanch• to 8\&Cb .. terial, 

regardless of current proaec:utorial practicn, 18 to &&nd out 

exactly the Yrong signal. Those of ua who take this position 

share tbe concern for tbe Yrittn word,,, but believe tbat tbat 

concern can beat be rof lec:ted in ways other than providing a 

license for aaterial that, although presenttHf in verbal fora, 

see•• substantially si•ilar to the foraa of pictorial obec&nity 

that concern us. 

Although we are d .. ply divided on the qµestion of a clear rule 

prohibiti~g prosecution <except in caaea involving or directed at 

children>, we share each others concarna. Those of WI wbo would 

adopt a clear rule nevertheless regret so .. of its consequences, 

and deplore auch of tbe textual obacenity we bave a .. n. And 

those of WI who reject the idea of a clear rule understand the 

concerns for purely verbal coaaunication, and urge that 

prosecution of •ntirely textual aaterial be und•rtaken only with .. ... .... 
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extraordinary caution. 

For aany people the harBS caused by pornography relat• .in part 

to the effects on coamunities and neighborhoods of tbe 

establiah•enta in which such aeterials are coaaonly sold. 

Whether it be a peep show, an •adult• theatre, or a so-call~ 

•adult bookstore,• there aeeaa widespread agrH•nt that 

virtually all such establish&enta are.largely detriaental to the 

neighborhoods in which they are located. So.. of the negative 

consequences aria• fro• the style of the establisb .. nts 

theaselves, which usually have gar~sh light• and •igns 

advertising the nature of ~bat ia to t.. found within in ·no 

uncertain ter... Other consequenest8 flow fro• tbe clientele, wbo 

are often p.ople that aany citizens would just aa llOOD ~ 

somewhere else. And such eetabliaha&nta are lik•ly to •xiat in 

close proxi•ity to areas in which prostitution ~ista, and in 

close proximity to establiahaenta such as bars f•aturing live 

sexually oriented •ntertein .. nt. Aa 8 r&Sult, ll08t ,.aple would 

consider such establiah .. nta environ .. ntally detriaental, and 

there ia so•• evidence indicating a correlation betw .. n criliMt 

rates and th• particular neighborhooda in which 8UCb 

eatabliahaenta exist. 

Although 8089 coaeunities have atte•pted to deal with 

pornography outlets t ·hrough criainal prosecution, others have 

atteapted zoning regulation 110re narrowly tailored to alleviating 

the consequences discussed in the pre~ious paragraph. These 
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regulations generally take two for.a. One is a dispersal 

regulation, in which zoning ordinances prohibit location of such 

an establishment within a specified distance of anoth&r such 

establishment. The principle behind dispersal ordinances is that 

of scattering these establishments throughout a large geographic 

area, so that no concentration of the• can have a 11ajor 

deleterious effect on any one neighborhood. Alternatively, some 

comaunities have endeavored t~ concentrate these establishments, 

attempting through zoning to liait the• to one or just a ~ew 

parts of the coeaunity, usually re11ate fro• reaidential areas, 

and frequently ret10te aa well froa certain business districts. 

I~ order for such ordinances to be effective, they •ust be 

able to describe the establiahmnta they . regulate in teru at 

least slightly broader than the f!!ller definition of obacenity. 

Were the B!!ler standard to be used, the ad•in~atrative 

enforcement mec:hanis• co•110nly in force wit~ respect to zoning 

would beco•e bogged down in the aore cuabersoae proc&durea 

characteristic of full trials. Kost such ordinanc.a, therefor•, 

regulate establish••nta that SJ)9Cialize in sexually •xplicit 

aater.ial, and usually th• ordinance conta~na a definition o~ 

sexually explicit aaterial that is aore precise but 110re 

expansive than Bi!!!t· 9 Although such ordinances include liOre 

9. For exaaple, the Detroit ordinance that was before th• Supre .. 
Court in the !g~gg case defined as an •adult 9Stablisb11ent• eny 
establiah .. nt · concentrating on offering 11aterial eaphaaizing 
•specified sexual activities• or •specified anatomical areaa.• 
•specified sexual activities• were defined to include, for ·· ···· 
example, •ffuaan Genitals in a state of sexual sii•ulation or 
arousal,• •Acts of human aasturbation, sexual intercourse or 
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than could criainally be prosecuted under D!!!!t, the Supreae 

Court has approved zoning regulation of this variety, first in 

1976 in !2!!!!9 !· 

in February 1986 in ~ity 2! R!~!~~ !· 

The aoat significant qualification i•poaed by the Court i• th• 

requireaent that the zoning nPgUlation not bave th• effect of a 

total 12 prohibition • . The result, therefore, is that if 

communities wish to res~rict the location of such •adult• 

establishments, they aay do so, but they aay not .und•r the guise 

of zoning banish th•• altogether. 

Vitneaaes who bav• testified t.fortt ua about zoning approach.a 

in their localiti.. have bJ and large not endorsed these 

approaches. lloat of th ... •itn....,., bowever, have !Mfen la• 

enf orce•nt P41traonnel 

relocation. The zoning approach, which is not aillltd at 

prohibition, is not surprisingly a poor tool if prohibition is 

the desired result. lloreover, 

ordinances contain •grandfather• claua1t11, eli•inating fro• the 

aodoay.• and •Fondling or other erotic touching of bu•an 
genitals, pubic region, buttock or feaale breast.• The 
definition of •specified anatoaical areas• ••• aiailarly broader 
than would IMP pttraitted by !!!!!£ if the ai• ••r• total 
prohibition. To the ••tent tbat zoning approaches concentrate on 
estahlish .. nta specializing in tbia aaterial, •• note that such 
approaches aay have the eff~ of providing incentives for 
atteapts to introduce 110re plainly pornographic aaterial into 
aore aainstreaa outlets. 

10. 427 U.S. SO <1976>. 

11. ~4 U. S. L. V 4160 <February 25, 1986>. 

12. On this point, see Schad v. Bt. Ephraia, 452 U.S. 61 <1981>. · 
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restrictions those establishments already in place on the date of 

enactment of the ordinance. 13 Thus the r&SUlt baa often been to 

prevent the proble• fro• growing, but has don• little to diainish 

the extent of an existing proble•. 

It has been suggested tbat zoning aay be the ideal solution to 

the proble• of pornography, because it allows people who wish 

access to this aaterial to have such access without baving its 

sale intrude on the lives and sensibilities of tbe aajority of 

the population wbo wish to bave nothing to do with it. This 

solution is ideal, however, only under the pr..uppoeition tbat 

the material is not indettd bar•ful except insofar ae it caua.a 

offense to non-u11&ra. With r.spect. to .. xually viol•nt aaterial 
•. 

and degrading •at•rial, ve have found that the evidence does not 

support such a aodeat view of the likely consequences, and tbus 

we reject an equival1tntly modest re8&dy for what . we take to bit 

harsful .. terial, even when its access is retrtricted to willing 

buyers. If indeed the aaterial in thee. categories is barm!ul, 

as we have found it to btt, w• cannot consistent with tbat finding 

urge a re•edy of 11e>ving it to another part of to'Yft. 

With respect to eaterials that are neither violent nor 

degrading, however, both the evidence of har1111 and the level of 

societal con .. nsus are less, and zoning eight possibly t. 110re 

appropriate for eetablishaents restricting thc ~r stock to 

13. Although such clauses ••Y be required by stat~ law, we note ..... . .. 
that nothing in the First Amendment, or in federal constitutional . 
law general ly, would require such an approach. 
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materials in this catttgory. As suggested above in Section 6.3. 4, 

the absence of evidence for this •ateria~ of a causal conn&etion 

with sexual violence, sexual aggression, or ax disc:ri•ination 

aay suggest lower prosecutor.ial priority within a eyate• of 

en!orce•ent of the c:r.i•inal laws. But •ven for localities that 

aay choose this course, the offensiveness of these .. teriala and 

the deleterious effects on the neighborhoods in •hich tbey are 

made available •ay still be seen to juatif y 80119 ntatriction. If 

this is the case, then zoning aay be the appropriate way to deal 

with materials of this variety, although .. ny of us are concerned 

that in practice such an approach will conc•ntrat• such 

establish .. nts in or near tbe 110at acono•ically disadvantaged 

aeg•ents of a locality. 5011& of wt fear that zoning .. , ~ a way . 
for those with political power to .8hunt the ..tabliahaents they 

do not want in their own neighborhood• ·into the n•igbborhooda of 

those with 11t11a wealth and leas political po••r. 

Restrictions on public display, whether through the cri•inal 

la• or zoning ordinances, are in effect another for• of zoning. 

The concept her• is that there •Y be uny •t•riala that, 

regardless of their alleged bar•lesaneaa, and regardleaa of the 

fact that they are not 1"9ally obscene, ought not to be displayed 

in ·a aanner that offends unwilling viewers. Kor&0ver, the public 

display does not differentiate tMttween passersby who are adults 

and those who are cbildren, and taking into account th~ 

lik•lihood that children will be exposed to ·tbis aat&rial at 

inappropriate ages justifies restrictions that •ight seea bareh 

in settings involving only adults. Even those moat likely to 
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oppose obscenity regulation would, we suspect, have little 

difficulty in principle with rtHJtricting a.xually explicit 

.. terial fro• billboards. Hone of WI has difficulty with this 

We believe that public display regulations, including but not 

li•ited to the control of advertising .. terials display4Pd an the 

exterior of adult eatabliahaents, and including but not li•ited 

to the display ordinances r&quiring shielding of the covers of 

· sexual~y explicit magazines, are fully justifiable •eaaurea in a 

society t~at bas long restricted indecent exposure. If 

copulating in a public park aay be restricted, we are not 

troubled by regulations prohibiting billboards depicting 

copulation. 

We ought finally to .. ntion in tbia aec:tion the attempts in a 

nu•ber of co••unities to rttet.rict adult ft&tablisbaenta through · 

the use of nuisance laws and related 1-.gal _' re8ttdift8. luiaance 

laws, when applied to sexually explicit aat•riala, are atte•pts 

to serve •any of the interests that generated the zoning 

approach, but here the ai• ia prohibition rather than 

relocation. The desired result in 808t auch 1-.gal actions ia an 

injunction against further operation of the eatabliah .. nt. For 

that reason, all ef fec:tive uses of t~ia approach have thu.a far 
. . 

been found unconstitutional. Even where an establishaent baa 

been found guilty of a criainal ob&c.nity violation, the law aa 

of this 110•ent does not p&r11it the finding of obscenity with 

respeet to one aagazine, or one f ila, to juatif y what is in fact ......... 

a restriction on other f 111118 and other •agazines not yet 
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determined to be legally obscene, and therefore presumptively 

prot.c:ted by the First Amend•ent. Total prohibition, therefore, 

on the state of the law right now, seems auch aore likely to stea 

fro• substantial criminal penalties for those involved with such 

establ-ish11ents ~han fro• civil r&medies dirtteted in sou ny 

dir&eted against the establish .. nt and not the person. 

Within the last several years a substantial a110unt of tbe 

public discussion of pornography bas centered around a proposed 

anti-pornography ordinance drafted by two scholars, Andrea 

Dworkin and Catherine !acKinnon, and proposed in one for• or 

another in a nu•ber of locali.ties, mat notably llinneapolis, 

Minnesota, Los Angeles, California, Ca•bridge, ·lasaachua&tta, and 

Indianapolis, Indiana. Th• only coaaunity actually to adopt such 

an ordinance was Indianapolis, which on June 11, 1984 draftltd an 

ordinance providing ~!! reaedies against pornography. The 

ordinance defined pornography a8: 

CTlhe graphic a.xually explicit subordination of wo .. n, 
whether in pictures or in words, that also include~ one or llOre 
of the following: <1> wo..,n are pr&a&nted as eoxual objects who 
enjoy pain or hu•iliation; or C2> Women are presented as sexual 
objects who experience axual pleasure in being ras-cf; or <3> 
Vo•n are presented as a&xual object.a tied up or cut up or 
autilated.or bruised or physically hurt, or as dismembered or 
truncated or fragaent&d or severed into body parts; or <4> Wo•n 
are presented being penetrated by objects or aniaals; or <S> 
Vosen are presented in scenarios of degradation, injury, 
abase .. nt, torture, shown aa filthy or inf&rior, bleeding, 
bruised, or hurt in a context that aakes these conditions sex~al ; 
Corl <6> Vo.en are presented as sexual object.a for do•ination, 
conquest, violation, exploitation, possession, or use, or through 
postures or positions of servility or subaission or display. 
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The ordinance has subsequent~y b&.n beld unconstitutional by 

the ~nited States District Court for the Southern District of 

In~iana, 14 and that decision has been affireed by the United 

States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. 15 R.cently the 

Seventh Circuit's decision has been affirmed, on the tmrita but 

without opinion, by the Supre•e Court o1· the United States. 16 

The basis for the finding of unconstitutionality was the way in 

which the definition set forth above was substantially l!IOre 

inclusive than that in Ri!!!£• To the extent that l&gialation 

restricts aaterial beyond the legally obae&ne, that l&gislation 

aust confront an array of First Aaendaent-inapirttd barriers that 

few if any statutes could 999t. Thia statute could not 11Ur11aunt 

those obstacles. for auch the same rtta8on, according to tbe 

courts, that atteapted restrictions on .. ebera of tbe Aaerican 

Kazi Party and the Ku Kl~x Klan could not sur110unt thoa. 

obstacles. Once the coaparatively narrow real• of lill•r-t .. tec:S 

legal obscenity is left, virtually no r.strictions on 

communication based on the point of view expr1t11Sed, no aatter bow 

wrong or hanaful it aay be, are peraitted by tbe First 

.A11&nd11ent. 

That this ordinance with this definition was proP4tr~y held 

14. Aaerican Booksellers Aaa'n v. Hudnut, 598 F. Supp. 1316 
<S.D. I~d. 1984>. 

15. Aaerican Booksellers Asa ' n v. 
Cir. -1985>. 

Hudnut, 771 F.2d 323 C7th 

16. Hudnut v. A11ttrican Booksellers Aas ' n, Inc. , 54 U.S.L.W. 
3560 <February 24, 1986>. 
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unconstitutional, however, should not deflect attention from 

thr.ee other features of the ordinance and af the support it 

engendered. First, we are in substantial agreement Yitb tbe 

aotivations behind the · ordinance, and with tb• goals it . 

represents. The har11S at which the ordinance is aieed are r•al" 

and the need for a reaedy for those haraa is pressing. Thet we 

understand both the har11& and the urgent n&ed to reaedy these 

harms should be apparent fro• the discussion in Chapter V. 

Koreover, although we feel tbat the safer and better course is to 

proceed within existing c;:onstitutional boundaries, our 

recommendations regarding eri•inal prosecution for legally 

obscene eaterial containing sexual •iolenc• or degradation are 

largely consistent with •ha~ this ordinanctt att•11pts to do, 

although the approach w• recoa .. nd clearly will reach less 

aaterial. In effect, this ordinance ntach.a .. terial containing 

sexually violent or sexually degrading aaterial vb&n it is 

sexual·ly explicit. The only constitutionally peniaaible 

approach, however, is to reach aaterial containing sexually 

violent or sexually degrading aaterial when it i• l1tgally 

obscene, and th~t in ef f ttet. ia what we have atrongly urged here. 

In addition, the ordinance propoad a civil reaedy, rather 

than e cri•inal on•. Ve have thought about the i88Ue of a civil 

reaedy, because the question whether there s~ould be a civil or a 

criminal remedy is analytically distinct fro• the question of 

what aaterial will be reachec;I by that rea&dy. A civ~l re..cfy 

could_be combined with all or part of the category of aaterial 

reached by !!!ler, and we have thought about the possibility of 
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civil rather than criainal sanctions with 

ft!ll!r-teated obscenity. Although we recognize 

respltCt to 

that details 

would remain ta be worked out, in large part relating to who 

would have the ability to bring an action against whoa, we 

endorse the concept ~ a civil rttaedy so long aa it takes place 

within existing constitutional liaitationa. Although •• da 

endorse the concept ~f a civil remedy, and although we da 

recognize that auch of the material we bave tMHtn directly 

implicates in a harmful way the civil rights of waaen, •• do not 

ignore the deterrent effect on publishers of being forced to 

defend a wide range ~ suits that •ight raise clai .. that are 

totally without .. rit, but which would still requir• at least a 

preli•inary defense. ilthougb. we recognize that occuionally 

prosecutors aight be averz&alous, we have no doubt that the 

average prosecutor is substantially 1.,.. likely to be overzealous 

than the !2!! zealous potential plaintiff. Ve have bttard fro• a 

wide range of .,.ople in the course of our work, and ao.. have 

employed definitions of pornography ar have expreased views about 

what ought to be restrict.cf that are far beyond what any of ua 

would conceivably tolerate. Ve are unwilling to bave each of 

thee• people ae potential plaintiff. Ve are not willing to put a 

publisher to a def enae in every ca.. in which so1Mt0ne thinks that 

aaterial is obscene or pornographic. If a procedure could be 

devised that pzovid9d for aoae preliainary deteraination by a 

judge or aagiatrate that the suit waa plausible 1!!!2£! ~ 

~!2!!!n! !!! !!!9!~ !9 I!! !!led, our fears would evaporate, and 

wi tb such a procedure •• believe that civil reeediea available to -- · · ·= 
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a wide range of people ought seriously to be conteeplated. And 

in any event, civil remedies that restricted the right of action 

to, for example, people who were compelled to perfor11 in obscene 

aaterial or people who were compelled to view obscene aaterial 

would not have the problems associated with a pot•ntially 

enormous class of plaintiffs, and ought to be considered even 

110re seriously. 

Finally, the ordinance and the support for it properly focused 

attention on the people who are· frequently coerced into 

performing in sexually explicit fil11&, or into posing for 

sexually explicit pictur1PS. And even where coercion in the 

conteaporary legal sense i• absent, the conditioll8 of e~ployattnt 

unquestionably dttaerve close att•ntion. We agree with these 

concerns for the participants, and •• agre. that legal concern 

for par-ticipants nttttd not btt li•i tltd to the question of child 

pornography. Ve believe that civil and other re!Mtdies ought to 

be available to those who have been in soae way injurltd in the 

process of produci~g these aaterials/ But •• are confident that 

the remedies of restricting the .. terial it .. lf, at least bttyond 

the category of the 199ally obscene, per•iaaible in th& case of 

child pornography, resain constitutionally i•per•isaible with 

respect to adults. Ve bltlieve, therefore, that the eppropriate 

reaedy in the case of adults i• that which is ~irected at the 

conduct itself, and •• include as an appendix to this report a 

special report directed exclusively to harms to perforaera, and 

possible remedies for those haras. 
. .... .. . 
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Where legally obscene aaterial is trans111itted by radio, 

television, telephone, or cable, the same legal sanctions are and 

should be available as are available for any other for. of 

distribution or exhibition. Although federal law bas long 

prohibited the transaission of legally obscene aaterials by 

radio, television, and telephone, the advent of cable television 

left a gap in the law. That gap baa now be&n filled, and the 

·Cable Coamunicationa Policy Act of 1984 now provides cri•inal 

penalties for anyone tran&11itting over any cable ayate• •any 

•atter which ia obacene or otherwiatt unprotected by the 

Constitution.• A nullber of atatn have or are on tbe verge of 

adopting siailar chang&t1 in th•ir obscenity laws to include cable 

tranaaiaaion, and we aupport tho .. legialative •fforts to ensur9 

that the law keeps up with technological cbang ... To the extent 

that obscene aaterial aater.ial app&ara on cable television, we 

urge p~oaec:ution to the aa11& extent and with the aa .. vigor as we 

do with re&P9Ct to any other fora ~ distribution of obscene 

eaterial. We not& that this haa not alwaya been the caae, and we 

urge that e~forcew.nt efforts directed ta 199ally obscene 

•aterial, in whatever regulatory for• tho•• enforce .. nt efforts 

•ight take, bit as aggressive with r.apect. ta cable tranaaisaion 

of the legally obscene as with other fo1'118 of distribution of the 

lttgally obacene. 

Under existing law, however, the Federal Co••unications 

Coa•iasion has tbe power to iapoae soae sanctions against certain ·· ·--~. 
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broadcasting of sexually explicit language or pictures over radio 

and television even where the aaterial is not l&gally obacene. 

17 . 
~!S!!!S! [g~nda~!2!!. the Supreae Court uph•ld th• 

constitutionality of this forti of regulation, in the context of 

sanctions against a radio station for a daytime broadcast of 

George Carlin ' s •seven Dirty Words• 110nologu•, which is in fact 

about the FCC regulations, and which us.a r•peatltdly the words 

the FCC prohibits. 

As •• have explained in Chapter IV and in th• appendix, there 

is a ·great deal available on cable t•l•vision today that is 

sexually explicit but which is not ltt;ally obecene. So .. of this 

aaterial contain• sexual violenc., so .. of it i• d.grading .. we 

have used that ter11 here, and aa .. of it i•, although ratb•r 

explicit, neither violent nor degrading. In al110at all of these 

cases the f il•• shown have siaulated rather than actual .. xual 

activity, eost have a rather sustained story lin•, and aany are 

aainstreaa and highly acclaimed Hollywood productions. 

· With respect to these aaterials that are not legally obsc.ne, 

they are beyond th• rttach of th• law as it elands today. 

Nevertheless, we have ~n urged to recoaa&nd cbang1t& in the la• 

so .that aaterial which is •indecent• aa well as ltt;ally obac:ene 

aigbt be kept frq• cable television to th• aa.. <or greater> 

extent a• it bas been kept fro• broadcast non-tNbacriber radio 

and television. Ve have not adopted these suggestions, however, 

17. 438 U.S. 726 <1978>. 
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although it is an issue on which we ere deeply divided. Some of 

ua believe that enforcement of obscenity lawa with r•spttet to 

such •aterial, wben co•bined with vigorous •nforcellfint of the 

•1ockbox• requireeents _so that children aay be prevented by th•ir 

parents f roa seeing such •aterial, are all that ia appropriate at 

this tiae. Some of us are persuaded by the fact that the 

suggestions .. de to us are all, on the •xieting et.ate of.th• law, 

unconstitutional, with all of th• courts that have confronted the 

issue deciding that cable cannot be controllttd by tbe standards 

applicable to broadcaat non-subscriber televiaian. 18 So .. of us 

are skeptical about f1cii~ itself, and do not wish to extend to 

new areas a principle that we find dubioua •••n with respect to 

broadcast media. In light of -the nietene» of, for m•ple, 

aarious and non-pictorial .. xual advice progra.. .. .. 11 as 

••rious mainatea• motion pictures containing mer• •xplicit 

sexuality than would be available on broadcast t•leviaion, 

extension of the li•itations of broadc..t television to cable 

aee11& highly likely to restrict that wbicb aiaply ought not to b• 

restricted. so.. of us question th• current stat• of tbe law, 

but would urge change in the durection of ,_raitting restriction 

of pure violence rath•r than indecency. So• of Wil are also 

unco•f ortabl• once again about taking on ~1 doub~ul causes and 

courses of constitutional adjudication wben •xisting law aee11&· 

sufficient for the more extre~ caaet1. And ISO~ wf u. r•ject all 

18. C:ruz v. 
Television of 
1982>: HBO v. 
Supre1HP ~urt 

Ferre, 75S F.2d 1415 <11th Cir. 1985>: Coa11UDity 
Utah v. Roy City, 555 F. Supp. 1164 <D. Utah ······· 

Wilkinson, S31 F. Supp. 987 <D. Utah 1982>. The 
baa yet to be faced with the question. 
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of the above, and feel that cable television, even with 

lockboxes, is ao ai•ilar to broadcast television that regulation 

of aore than the legally obscene should btt pen1itted with respect 

to cable just as it is when the airYavea rather than wires ar9 

the mediu• of trans•iaaion. Soll4t of ua who bold this view would 

prefer ao .. what broader definitions of what can per•issibly be 

r&gulated in •any areas. And others of us wbo take this position 

are comfortable with the existing definition of obscenity, but 

feel that television is a aediua with a special power and a 

special intrusiveness in conte•pory society. 

These are difficult questions, going not only to tbe roots of 

First AINtndaent doctrine and thttory, but also to tbe nature of 

tel•vision in A•rican 111•. • & with oth•r funda•ntal i88Uea, 

we are unable to agrtttt ur., and u a result there is no 

conaenaua a11ang us that would jutify urging that . regulation m 

cable enco•paaa 110re than the l&gally ob8cene. 

Hany of ~be aa .. considerations apply to the regulation of 

those telephon~ services, co&aonly rttferred to as Dial-a-Porn, 

that provide s•xually explicit aessag•a. A8 we discuss at length 

in the appendix, thenr is no doubt that the nuaber and variety of 

these services is increasing, and that they bave generatlfd 

substantial citizen conc&rn. So11e of the concerns relate to t~e 

way in which these eervicea are advertised, and so.. rtPlate to 

the 11e11aag•a tbe .. elvea regardless o1 wbo ua&a the aervice. !oat 

of the concerns, bowev•r, relate to the frequent WNt of t~ 

nrvicea by •inora, a concern · that aee•s accentuatttd by the····· ·· 
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extent to which many of the services seea designed to cat•r to 

· the particular sexual perceptions of teenagers rather than 

adults. We have heard a nuaber of these aeaaag&a, and we have 

little doubt that the bulk of the• could b9 consid•red to be 

l&gally obscene under existing law. 19 Although they uaR words 

rather than pictures, even those of ua who would refuse ta apply 

obscenity law to aaterials containing only the printed word would 

not apply that principle to these aaterials. Apart fro• the fact 

that aany seea iaplicitly if not explicitly directed at •inors, 

the nature of the spoken voice, especially in this context, 

contains enough of th• characteriatica of the vi8Ual iaage that 

we have no difficulty in saying that auch aaterial abould be 

dealt with consistent with our•rtK:Oa .. nadationa con~rning films, 

tapes, and pictorial aagazines. 

Although once again we have blHtn ur:ged to recoa .. nd n•w laws 

that are substantially acre encoapaaaing than the existing 

definition of the legally obscene, we find such approaches both 

unnecessary and und .. irable. The vast bulk of thia aaterial -

seems to us well within th• lil!!£ definition, and thua could be 

prosecuted in accordance with the concerns and the priorities we 

have urged here. In light of . that, we ... few advantages and 

substantial riaka in going further. 8\K •• also urge that there 

be laws allowing the prosecution of such legally obscene 

19. We tHtlieve this to tHt the case even when thtt messages ·are 
direeted at and available only to adults. To the extent tbat . 
they are directed at and available to •inora, the application af .... -
the teat for obscenity aay properly take that into account. 
Ginsberg v. Hew York, 390 U.S. 629 <1968>. 
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aaterial, and we urge as well that such laws be enforced. There 

seems now to be littl• •nforce11ent, and in light of the frequency 

with this •aterial is used by •inors, we deplore the failure to 

have and to enforce obscenity laws with respect to •aterial of 

this type. 

Both in Chapter III and in this Chapter we bav• ••phasized our 

belief that conscientious enforcement ,of •xiating obscenity laws 

and the dictates of the First A11&nd .. nt are not inconsistent. 

But our confidence in thia concluaion will be increased 11 all of 

those with law en1orce11ent responsibilities would r.cognize tb•ir 

responsibilities to enforce thft exiSting _principltte of tb• First 

Aaendaent as consci•ntiowaly and as vigorously as they •nforce 

the obscenity laws. The Constitution ia a law too, and we expect 

that anyone •ho baa tak•n an oath to uphold .th• law will 

recognize that they •Wit uphold the First Aaend1191lt ae well. 

We aake these g•neral obS.rvations because •• acknowlttdge that 

aany citizens, sincerely and for very good reasona, would want 

the law to do aor• than it is nov constitutionally able to do, 

and aore than we f.-1 it ought conatitutionally be able to do. 

!any of these citizens will find an outlet for their views in the 

fully l&gitiaate and appropriate private actions that •• discuss 

in Chapter VIII. But aany others will 11ake requests or deaanda 

on law •nforceaent personnel, so••tiaea out of ignorance about 

the ccinatitutional constraints but often out of an underatandabl• 

frustration that th• Constitution, in the name of long run 
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values, often prevents us from doing what aeees quite justifiable 

in the short run. 

When faced with such request.a or de.ands, we hope that law 

enforcement personnel will recognize their responsibiliti&a to 

interpose their legal responsibilities at that tiae. They eust 

ref use to take any action that would in any way be governaentally 

threatening to those who are exercising their conatituitional 

rights, and they aust be willing to explain to their angry 

constituents why they have and aust do ao. Ve recognize that 

this •ay not a.lways be easy in a world in which the citizens 

properly exS14'ct their elected and appointed officials to be 

responsive to the d~irea of th• citizenry. But •• should point 

out as well that ll08t of our recoaa&ndationa about increased or 

at least aaintain9d la• enforcement presuppose this attitude, and 

presuppose an environaent in which the liaitatioft8 of the First 

... ndment are enforced by all public officials at the point at 

which they first aatter. To asauae that enf orce•nt of the 

obscenity laws i~ for law en!orceaent personnel while en!orce••nt 

of the Constitution is for th• courts is to •iaunderstand the 

nature of the ~yatea. It ••Y also, ultiaately, b9 to threaten 

the constitutional underpinnings of what we hav& urg&d in this 

Report. In the long run, the enforceant o.f th& obse&nity laws 

depends on the willingness of those who do the enforcing to 

respect the appropriate constitutional li•itationa. If that 

resp&et does not take place in practice and at the f irllt 

instance, neither courts nor coa11issions such as this one •ill b9 .. ... . . 

able to b& as confident of the current accomodation b&tween 
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conflicting goals aa •• now are. 

~· ...... 
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...... --...!-·-·-··---·- ... -

CHAPTER VII 

CHIU) PORNOGRAPHY 

Vbat is co••only referred to a• •child pornography• 1• not so 

auch a for• of pornography as it 1• a for• of .. xual •rploitation 

of children. Tb• distingui•hing cbaract.ristic of child 

pornography, as generally und~r•tood, i• tbat actual cbildr•n ar. 

photographed whil• •ngaged in .,_. for• of .. xual activity, 

•ith•r with adult• or with otller childr.n. To und•rstand th• 

very idea of child pornography requir-98 und•r•tanding tb• way in 

which £!!! cbildr•n, wh•tb•r actuallf id•ntif ied or not, ar• 

photographed, and und9rstanding ~· way in wbicb tb• u.. of 1'9al 

childr•n in photograph• creat.. a .,.cial har• larg•l1 

ind•p.nd•nt of th• kind• of conc.rnt1 oft•n expressed witb reepeet 

to s•xually explicit aat•rial• involving only adult•. 

Thua, th• n1PC•saar1 focue of an inquiry into child pornography 

•u•t M on th• proceu by wbicb childr•n, f roa aa young u on• 

wlt9k up to th• ag• of .. jority, 1 are induced to •ngag• in .. xual 

activity of on• sort or another, and th• procea8 by which 

childr•n are pbotograplwd •bil• •ngaging in tllat activity. Tb• 

1. A significant amount of .. xually explicit .. t•rial includ .. 
children ov•r th• applicabl• ag• of •jority wbo look m•what 
young•r. 84teau .. peopl• who ar• actuallf ainora IU'1t not U9ltd in 
thi• type of publication, it would not qualify .- cbild 
pornography, although it aight still be 191ally obac9ne. In 
g•n•ral, thi• variety of nt•ri&l do.. not cat•r to tll • .... :. 
pedopbil•, but inst•ad to thoae who pr•f•r .. t•rial with 
young-looking llOd•l•. 
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in•vitably peraanent record of that a&xual activity created by a 

photograph 1• rather plainly a hara to th• childr.n 

photographed. But even if the photograph ••r• n•v•r again ... n, 

the v•ry activity involvlPd in creating th• photograph i• it .. lf 

an act of sexual •xploitation of children, and thu• tb• ill8Utt9 

r•lat•d to the sexual abuse of childr•n and tho.. r•lated to 

child pornography er• in•xtricably li~kttd. Child pornography 

neceasarily includes th• aexual abu.. of a r•al child, and th•r• 

can be no und•retanding of th• ..,.c:ial probl•• of child 

pornography until th•r• is und•ratanding of th• •pecial way in 

which child pornography !! child abu•e· 

In addition to und•rtttanding th9 •a1 in •hicb cbild 

pornography 1• d•f inH bj ita uae of nal cbildnn •ngaged in 

real s•xual activity, it i• i•portant to und•retaad tb• way in 

which the •tndu•try• of child pornography i• larg•ly dietinct 

fro• any ••.,.Ct of th• indu.try of producing and .. king available 

sexually •xplicit •at•rial• involving only adult•. 

A aignif icant ••pect of th• trad• in child pornography, and 

th• way in •b~~~ i~ i• uniqu•, i• tbat a gr•at d•al of thi• trade 

involves photographa taken by child a~uaere tbe ... 1, .. , and th•n 

•• di•cu• in .on ct.tail in an apptndix, .o• of tb... child 

abu9er• ar• •ituational, abu&ing children on occaaion but not 

r•atricting tb•ir sexual pr•f•rences to childr•n. 
. • '"• • " ':, 

preflitr•ntial, not only preferring children u a •au for . 
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achieving aexual aatiaf action, but a .. king out childr•n in order 

to aatiaf y this desire. Ve have heard substantial •vidence that 

both situational and pNferential child aoleat•ra frequently take 

photographs of children in some Bflxual cont•xt. U8\lelly with 

sophisticated •anner, child abus.re will fr9qu•ntly take 

photographs of children in sexual poae• or •ngagttd in .-xual 

activity, witbout having any desire to .. k• ~~!!t9!!! ua• of 

these photographs. At ti .. • th• cbil~ abu••r will .. r•ly keep 

the photograph a• a .... nto, or .. a way of recr•ating for 

hi• .. lf the past experienc•. Frequently, bow•v•r, tb• pbotograpb 

will ~ given to anotb•r child abua.r, and th•r. i• 8Ul:Mltantial 

evidence that a great deal ~ •trading• of picturtt11 tak.. plac. 

in this ••nn•r. 2 Th• d .. ir. to hav• coll.cticm9 of a larg• 

nuaber of photograpba of childr•n ..... to e.. a coa80n, altbougb 

not universal, characteriatic of .. ny pedophil... So .. of thi• 

exchang• of photographs tak.. plac. in pttr90D, a gr.at deal tekcte 

place through th• Hil.8, and r..c.ntly a •ignificant aaount of tb• 

exchange ha• taken plac. by th• u .. of coaputer n•t•orka through 

which user• of child pornography l•t ••ch oth•r know about 

aaterial• they de•ir• or hav• availabl•. 

2. Th•r• i• elllO evidnc. that co••rcially produced pictur• of 
childr•n in •rotic .. tting•, or in non-•rotic .. tting• tbat are 
pttrc.iv.cf by sc:w adult• •• •rotic, ar• coll.ctltd and Wied by 
pedophile•. There i• little that can be don• about th• ext•nt to 
whieh, for exa•pl•, advertia•nt• for und•r••ar aight tMt Wied 
for va•tly different purposes than tho" int•nded bf th•··· .: 
photographer or publi•her, but •• 1 .. 1 it nev•rthelea• iaportant 
to identif 1 th• practic.. 
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In addition to the priaarily non-comaercial trad• in child 

pornography, there appears to be a co•••rcial network for child 

pornography, consisting to a significant extent of for•ign 

•agazines that receive th• v•ry kinds of pictures deacria..d in 

the previoua paragraph, and then .. 11 in aagazin• for• 

collections of these non-coa11ercially producttd photographs. 

These aagezin•• will frequ•ntly contain advertiae .. nta for 

private exchange of pictur.a in addition to publishing pictures 

3 theaselves. Although the publication of th• aagazin .. , al80at 

exclusively abroad, i• it .. lf a coa .. rcial enterpri .. , it d0ft9 

not appear •• if eo.t of th• contributors contribute for th• 

purpose of coa .. rcial gain. And altbougb the publication of 

the .. aagazin .. i• larg•ly f07eign, th•re i• substantial .. id•nce 

that the prttdo•inant portion of th• 1'8Cipi•nta of and 

contributors to th••• .. gazin.. ar• A .. rican. 

Prior to th• late 1970., when awar•n••• and concern about 

child pornography eacalatttd draaatically, coa .. rcially produced 

and diatributttd child pornography w .. 80re prevalent than it i• 

now. It ••• ·in th• lat•. 1970. tbat thi• awar•n••• and concern 

started to bit r•fl.cted in aajor law •nforce .. nt initiativ••• 

state and federal, . against cbild pornography. Wben th• Supre .. 

Court in 1982 approved of child pornography la•• wbo.. cov•rage 

••• not r•.tricted to th• 18'gally oi.c.n•, these enforce .. nt 

eff orta aCC4tlerat9d, and tbe na total of th... •nforce•nt 

3. "SoH of tbi• privat• exchange i• quit• infor .. 1, but there 1• ..... 
evidenc• that 80r• f oraal and elaborate underground n•t•orktl for · 
the exchange of theae picture• ••i.t• 
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efforts haa been to c;urtail substantially t .h• doaeatic coawrcial 

production of child pornography. Thie ie not to say that it does 

not exist. There is a do .. atic coa .. rcial cbild pornography 

industry, but it is quit• clandestine, and not nearly aa large .. 

the non-coa .. rcial WI& of and trade in non-co• .. rcially prodvc.d 

sexually explicit pictur~ of children. 

Although ther• now apf)9ar• to be coeparativ•ly little doaestic 

coa1tttrcial production of cbild pornography, there re•ain• a 

significant foreign co• .. rcial industry, and 11\lch of thi• 

•at•rial i• available in tb• United Stat... So.. of tbie 

•aterial i• in aagazine for11, eo.. ar• photogr~pbic 110tion 

picture fil .. , but increaaingly, .- •itb 1111ch of th• adult 

aaterial, vidvotapett are doainating tbe · aarket. lone of tbi• 

aaterial ie available 0119nly, however. We r.eeived 80 .. 

test.i110ny that coa .. rcially produced child por11ograpby waa 

available •under the . counter• in llO .... tabli•h .. nte .. lling 

adult sexually explicit ~t•rial. A nullber of •XJ19rienced police 

officers te•tified to having no actual knowledge that aaterial i• 

availabl• in tbi• way, but other• indicat8d tbat tb•y bad eitb•r 

heard o~ its availabi~ity or bad tbeaettlv1t11 settn it• .availability 

in rare circu•stance9. Ve have alao heard evidence about 9Dl"9 

aurreptitioua networu for the di8tribution of tbi• •terial, and 

•• bave heard 80.. evidence about the ••1 tbat tbi• .. terial 1• 

tt0ld through tbe aaila. V• bav• littl• dout tbat tbere i• 11a• 

distribution in th• United Stat.. of coa .. rcially produced 

aaterial, altbougb th• extrea.ly clandestine nature of the 

distribution networks aakea it difficult to aaeese tbe size of· 
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this trade. 

Although we note, therefore, that tb&re is aoae co•11ercially 

produced aaterial, efforts to deal with the proble• of child 

pornography will fail if they overestiaate th• •xt•nt of th• . 

cosaercial side of th9 practice, end undereatiaate th• 

non-coa .. rcial sid•. The great••t bulk of child pornography i• 

produced by child abusers theas•lv1te in largely •cottage 

industry• fashion, and thue child pornography •U:&t be coneid•red 

as substantially in84tparable froa the ' probl•• of s•xuel abu .. of 

children. That dotts not .BAk• the probl•• of cbild pornography 

uniaportant. On th• contrary, to tbe 9Xt&nt that it ie aa aid to 

and a part of a proble• that ia unf ortunat•ly pr•v•l•nt and 

plainly outrageoua, child pornography, . in botb it.a cr•ation and 

its distribution, i• of unquestioned .. riouene... But it !! 

different, in virtually ev•ry aepttet of it• definition, cr•ation, 

distribution, and uee. S.rioua conaideration of tb• i88U• of 

child pornography •ust begin with thia feet. 

Because the probl•• of child pornography 1a 90 inherttntly 

different fro• th• probl•.. rtPlating to th• dietribution of 

legally obtlc9n• aaterial, it abould be no 1n1rpri.. to di8COv•r 

that tool• d .. igned to d•al with th• latter are .larg•ly 

ineff.ctiv• in d••ling with the forliMtl'. The probl•.. to which 

child pornography r..aulation i• addr9889d artt nu .. rou•, but four 

stand out 110st proain•ntly. 
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The first problea is that of the per•anent rctCord of the 

sexual practices in which children aay bft induced to engag•. To 

th• extent that pictures •xiat of this inh•r•ntly nonconsenaual 

act, those picture• follow the child up to and through adulthood, 

and the conaequent eabarrassMnt and bu•iliation are baru cauaed 

by the pictures the .. elvea, independent of the bar .. att•ndant to 

the circuutancvs in which the photographs were originally 

4 •ade. 

Second, there i• substantial •vid•nc• tbat pbotograpb.8 of · 

children engagltd in .. xual activity ar• u.-d a• tool• for f~th•r 

•oleetation of oth•r cbildr•n. Childr•n are •bown pictu.r9• of 

other children •ngaged in .. xual activity, witb tlut ai• of . 
persuading eap9Cially a quit• young child that if it i• in a 

picture, and if other childr•n are doing it, then it llWlt be all 

right for this child to do it. 5 with th• probl•• of th• 

4. V• r•f•r in thi• r-sard to our specific r~• .. ndation 
regarding possession of child pornography. V• do n~t beli•ve· 
that • photograph of e child coerced into sexual activity should 
be part of ao1MtOn• el .. '• •coll&etion,• ev•n if that collection 
reaaina in th• ho ... 

5. Ve not• tbat tb•r• ..-.. to be •ignificant uae of adult 
sexually expliClt aat•rial for th• .... purpose. Child eoleet•r• 
will frequently ebow .. xually •xplicit pictures of adult• to 
childr•n for tbe purpo89 of convincibg a child that certain 
practices are perfectly acceptable t.c:auae adults engag• in th•• 
with ao .. fr.qu•ncy. ¥• are gr•atly diaturbbed by thi• practic., 
although we do not talut the pheno .. non .. auffici•nt to jU8tify 
r .. trictiona •• would not otherwi.. •ndoree. lany of ~· 
.. t•riala Wied for tbi• purpose ar• not •••n cl089 to being 
legally obea.n•, and, in tb• words of Justice F•lix Frankfurt•r, 
•• ~o not want to •burn th• bouatt .to roast th• pig.• lutl•r v. 
llichigan, 353 u. s. 380, 383 <1957 >. leverth•leaa, we hav• no ·· ·, 
doubt that th• practia. exists, and •• hav• no doubt that it i• 
dangerous inaof ar a• it helps break down th• r••istane9 of · 
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per•anent record, we aee here a danger that i• the direct 

cOl\S.ctu•nce of. the photographs the•aelvea, a danger that ia 

distinct fro• the haras related to the original .. king of the 

picture. 

Third, photograph• of children engaged in sexual practic.e 

with adults often conatitut• an i•portant fora of ••idence 

against those adults in prosecution• for child eol&station. 

Given the inherent difficulti.. of ueing chlldr•n aa witnesses, 

aaking it po•aible tor th• pbotographe to be ••id•nce of the 

offense, or .. king th• photograpba th• offen .. it .. lf, provide• 

an additional weapon in the ar .. nal against .. xual abu.• of 

children. 

Finally, an argu .. nt r•lated to the laat i• the unqu.ationed 

special bar• ta tb• children involv.ct in both the co• .. rcial and 

the noncoa .. rcial dililtribution of cbild pornography. Although 

harH to perforaere involv1ed would Dot oth•r•i• b9 talc•n to be a 

sufficient condition for r..trictian of th• pbatographtl rather 

than the underlying conduct, tb• aituation with cbildr•n i• of a 

diff•r•nt order of •agnit~d•. The har• i• virtually unani110ualy 

conaiderltd to be extraordinarily .. rioU8, and tb• po .. ibil1t7 o~ 

cona&Dt i• 80llliitbing that tb• la• b•• long con•iderttd, and 

propttrly so, to !Mt an i•po8Sibility. u a rnult, fora of 

deterrence of th• ·und•rlying condu~ that •ight not ath•r•ia• btt 

childr•n to sexual advance• by adult•. At tb• v•ry l•aet, •• 
etrongl' uro• that cllildr•n be warned about tb• practice in tb~ .. , .. 
course of whatever warning• about .. xual advanCff• by adult• ar9 
being ttaplored. 
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consi~ered advisable aay be considered 80 with respect to 

photographs of childr•n. If the sale or distribution of such 

pictures is stringently sanctioned, and if those sanctions are 

equally stringently enforced, the aarket eay decreaee, and this 

•ay in turn decrease the incentive to produc• tho .. pictur98. 

As part of the pr•vioua juatification, it ought to be obvioua 

that virtually all child pornography i• produced aurreptitiou•ly, 

and thus, even with vigoroua enforce .. nt efforts, &nfor.:.-.nt 

will be difficult. Enf orceBVnt effort• again8t th• aore 

accessible product of th• proetttt• ratb•r than or in addition to 

the le•• accessible procet1• itself aay enable th• ntalities of 

enforceHnt to track th• .. gnituda of th• probl••·' 

For all of the8tt, .. well •• other, rtt .. one, a number of 

states, including New York, enact.cf around 1980 lawa directttd at 

•child pornography• it .. lf. Th• .. lawa def inttd child pornography 

not in ter .. of th• legally obacene, but rather in t•rm1 of· !!!! 

portrayal of sexual conduct by a child, or in tel"98 that w•r• 

aome~hat aiailar to thi•. Und•r th...- statut .. , th• .. 1. or 

distribution of any photographic depiction of a rttal child 

engaged in sexual activity waa aad• unlawful, regardl... of 

whether th• photograph, or eagazine, or file ... or could be 

6. A• •uch .. •• urge th• 1I08t vigorous enf orc• .. nt of child 
pornography law• with re..,.c:t both to coa99rcial and 
nonco• .. rcial production, po8a.9sion, and di•tribution, v• 
recognize that th• probl•• of child ab~ i• larger than th• 
proble• of child pornography. V• urge vigoroua enforce .. nt of 
child pornography law• u an i•portent way of fighting chil~ ...... 
abua•, but if it i• treat.cf 88 th• only weapon, or th• eajor 
weapon, a great deal that need• doing will re•ain undone. 
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deteroined to be legally obscene pursuant to B!!!!£ !• 

B•cause these DQV child pornogrophy otatutQO QncocpoaOQd 

oat~rial not ltigelly obscane purouQnt to ni!!!£, and tharoforo 

encoapasaed aateriel presuoptivQly protcx:tad by tho Firot 

AcendD4Pnt, a constitutional cbollangQ onouod. 

!• E~£12q[, 8 thQ SuprQoo Court unonioouoly rojoctod thQ 

constitutional choll~ngog for rQo~ono. oubotontiolly oioilor to 

those discusaffd juot ebovo. Tho Court notod tho undoniobly 

0 coaPQ111ng• ond •aurpoooing0 int~reoto 1nvolvod in protocting 

childron ogoinot thio vorioty of oxploitotion, and aloo rootod 

ita concluoion on tho fact t~t •ttlbo •oluo of p0roitting livo 

perf oroenc~a and photographic rQproductiono of childron ongogod 

in l~~d QQXUQl conduct io oxcoodingly c::cdoot, if not dSl oin1PVQ. 

Ue consid~r it unli~oly that viouol dopictiono of childron 

pttrforoing sexual octo or lQvdly oxhibiting thoir gonitolo vould 

oft•n constituto an icportont nnd n&eaooory port of a litorory 

pQrforoonce or ociontific or oducotionol uor~. 0 Givon tbio 

oinusculg ecount of Firot Acondcont protoction, thorof oro, tbo 

Court dQteroinod tbot °Culhon o d~finoblo clooa of aotariol, ouch 

ea that covorOd Cby tho aou Tor~ ototutoJ, booro oo boovily and 

pervCU1ively on tho volforo of cbildron ongogod in ito production, 

ve think tho bolanco of coopating intorooto io cloorly otruch and 

1. 413 U.S. 1~ <1973>. 
Chaptor IV. 

8. 458 U.S. 141 <1982>. 

!!!!2£ 10 diac:u~ axt~noivoly obovo iA 
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that it is per•iasible to coneid•r these 88teriale ae without the 

protection of the First Aaendaent. • 

As a rnult ~ E!t~_t, virtually •very state, ae w.ill a• th• 

Unit&d States, now prohibit• by it• cri•inal l•• the production, 

pro110tion, sale, exhibition, or diatribution of pbotographa of 

children •ngaged in any ••xual activity regardl••• of whether the 

•aterial ia legally obecene under th• !!!!!£ atandarda. After 

E!t~![ these laws ar• clearly constitutionally sound, and non• of 

us haa any quarrel •itb the conatitutionality of· th••• •tatut••· 

In Cbapt•r YI •• di8Cl&88ed the enforce .. nt of state and 
. 

federal ob8cenity la••• and dttec:ribed what •• ... .. a rather 

conaiatent pattern of underenforce .. nt of th ... lava. We do not 

reach the sa .. conclutsion with nHSpeCt to th• child pornography 

laws. It 1• plain to \&8 that •very unenforced violation of th• 

child pornography law• ia an underenf orce .. nt that ought to bit 

reaedied. Ve b4tlieve that aany ca .. • re .. in uninvHtigated, and 

•• b&liev• that state and federal prOIMtCUtion ~f child 

pornography, co• .. rc::ial and noncoa .. rcial, need• to be even aor• 

vigorou•. ••v•rth•l ... , it r.aaina th• ca.. that tb• child 

pornography lawe 884til now to be tbe 8\1.bjttet o1 a aubet.antiel 

aaount enforce•nt •fforta on both th• •tat• and local level•. 

Th• federal statilJtica are ill\18trativ•. Fro• January 1, 1978 to 

February ZT, 1986, 100 individual• were indicted in tbe f~ral 

ayate• for violation of tb• federal ob8Cenity lawa, and of th08lt 

indicted 71 ••r• convicted. · During that aal!Mt ti.. 1>9riod, 255 
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individual• ••r• indicted in tbe federal ayat•• for violation of 

f ed•r•l child pornography law•, and of those 215 were convicted. 

Although these atatistica tha .. elvea ar• highly suggestive of a 

subatantial disparity, •• beli•ve that, if anything, the 

atatiatica understat• th• disparity. For on• thing it is bigbly 

likely that in absolute t•raa ther• ar• 110r• violation• of t~ 

ftKferal obac•nity law• than there are violations of th• child 

pornography lawa. In addition, it wa• not until final adoption 

of th• Child Protection Act of 1984 on Kay 21, 1984 that fad•ral 

law, following f!rbe_r, finally eli•inat9d th• r9C(Uire .. nt of 

•obseenity, • and of th• 255 indictaent• in fact 183 w•r• llee\lr9d 

in the period fro• lay 21, 1984 through February 2'1, 1986. 

Thi• coaparatively aggrvsaiv• approach to enforc. .. nt of the 

f aderal child pornography law• baa btten .. tcbed by equally 

vigorous effort• in th• va•t .. jority of stat ... Although •• 

laws at both atate and fltd•ral level•, we ... le.. syllteaatic 

underinveatigation, underpro..cution, and underaentencing than_ 

a&ff .. to •xiat with r...,.ct to enforctt .. nt of tb• ob8cenity 

9 l • ••· · Child pornography --- to be a -tter tbat judge•, 

9. There are, however, i•pediaenta to inv..tigation and 
pro•ec:ution that are 91MtCially r•lated to any proaecvtion 
involving sexual abw.. of children. One ia tb• difficulty of 
u•ing children u proac:ution witne .... , a difficulty we addr ... 
in our specific rtte0a.-nd•tions. Another i• tbe fact that on 
occaaion parent• have tbe ... lvet1 btten involv9d in the illeigal 
activity. And there &eell8 still to be ao.. reluctance to i•potMt 
stUf sentence• upon people wbo look and act otberwiM •noru1.• 
To that extent a •ignificant. probl•• in dealing with •n•l ·--7 
abu .. ra of children i• the •iataken and dangerous aasuaption that 
all or 110st of tboa. p.opl• are self-evidently •weird.• · 
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prosecutors, and law enfcrc•••nt personn•l have, with few 

exceptions, tak•n aerioualy. We are glad that th•y do, and we 

urg• the• to take it &ven .are aeriowsly. 

In terse of taking these aattera even llOr& a.riowrly, •• note 

again the inseparable relationship betw .. n child pornography and 

child abu-. To tak1t child pornography 1t0r• ••riowrly i• to take 

a•xual abuse of children 110r• .. rioualy, and vice versa. It is 

apparent that a• of the date of thi• Report th• .. xual abu•• of 

children ia being taken increa•ingly ••rio\l8ly in this country, 

and we applaud that increased concern for a probl•• that baa long 

been both largely unepok•n and largely avoided. That aituation 

is changing rapidly, and th• incr•aa.d att•ntion to child 

pornography i• part of th• incr•aaed attention b9ing gi••n to all 

f orn of •xual abun of childnn, whether pbotograpba u. part 

of th• act or not. V• do not b .. itat• to 1n1pport fu.rtb•r 

ef f orta, in public education, in the education of childnn, and 

in law enf orce .. nt, to continue to attempt to di•ini•b th• .. xual 

abua• of children, r~ardle•• of tbe form it tak ... 

None of \l8 doubt that child pornography i• •xtraordinarily 

baraful botb to tb• childr9n involved tbat 

d•aling witb child "pornography in all of it• for.. ought to bit 

treatttd a• a govern .. ntal priority of tb• great..t \ll'gency, and 

that an aggr ... iv• law enforce .. nt •ffort i• an .... ntial part of 

thi• urgent govern .. ntal priority. Our Wlani•ity of vigor about 

child pornography do.a not aurpri .. U8, and we expect that it 

wili not aurpriu oth•~· V• hoi- that society will r.epond -.. ,. 
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accordingly. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

THE ROLE OF PRIVATE ACTION 

Ve are a gov•rn•ent coaaiaeion, and thua ll08t of wbat •• hav• 

to say is addr•ased to gov•rn .. nt. Yet it i• •imply aistak•n to 

aaau .. that citizen con~rn• ne.d be exclu.ively or even largely 

channelltd into gov•rn•ental action. Ve f .. 1 it appropriate, 

therefore, to apttnd so.. ti.. in thi• report addr ... ing t~ ieau• 

of how citizens •ight eppropriat•ly and lawfully put into 

practice their own concern•. 

At th• out .. t, it ahould.be clear that citizens have •••rJ 
right to conde8ft a wide vari•ty of aaterial that itl protect.cf, 

and properly so, by the Fir9t A .. nd .. nt. That governl!Mtntal 

action again•t a certain variety of coa1NDication is unwt.t and 

unecinstitutional dotta not .. an that th• coawunication i• 

valuable, and doe• not .. an that aoci•ty ia better off for having 

it. Earlier in tbi• Report •• v89d th• ••••Pl .. of th• lazi• and 

th• Ku Klux Klan to illuatrate this point, and we could add .. ny 

BOr• exaapl•• to tbi• list. That th• Co••llftiat Party i• a lawful 

organization cf"oite n0t pr9Vent 9CMlt A .. riean9 fro11 finding it• 

tenets abhorrent, and the .... bolda true for a wid• variety of 

·· sexually orient.cf aaterial. Buch of tbat aat•ria~ is, •• •• have 

explained, protected by tb• Fir•t A .. nd .. nt, but it d099 not 

follow that the aaterial i• har•leea, or that it• proliferation 

i• good for aociety. 
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Th• ac't of conde•nation. of course. is itself c1Pntral to what 

thlP First ABftnd .. nt is all about. Just •• speaking out against 

gov1Prn .. nt has long been part of what citizens arlP both •ntitlttd 

and indR&d •ncourag&d to do, so too is speaking out on aatt•r• of 

concern not dirttetly r•lat9d to the functioning of govern~nt. 

Expressing a point of vi•• ebout a.xually •xplicit .. teriala in 

general, or about particular sexually •xplicit aateriale, 1• 

plainly t~e very kind of activity that First Ae9nd89nt propttrly 

protects. To th• •xtent that citiz.n~ have eonc•rn• about the 

kinda of sexually •xplicit .. t•rial tbat are •••ilabl• in 

conte•porary A .. rica, th.y should not only r.cognia. tbat the 

First A .. nd .. nt prot.c:ta and encourag.. their right to •xpr..-
thes1P conc.rna loudly and oft~n, but ahould aa well appr.ciat• 

the fact that in .. ny aspect• of our li••• to t .. p qui.t i• to 

approve. !oreov•r, co•INft~ti•• are aade by what people .. Y and 

do, by what JHPOple approve and what ~l• diapprove, and by wbat· 

peopl• tolerat• and what people rej.c:t. For coamuniti .. , and for 

the ••n•• of co••unity. coaaun.ity accttptanc. and coeaunity 

condeanation are central to what a co89unity ia. 

Although •• are conc.rned her• priaarily with prot .. t or 

r•latttd action againflt eateri•l• tbat citizen• find harwful, 

iaaoral. or obj&etioneble, •• do not wieb to di8COunt tb• value 

of prot•at dir9Cted at gov•rn.a.nt wben citizena wieb govern99nt 

to do 80Mtbing it 1• not c;urr•ntly doing. Prot• •t and relatttd 

activiti•• are •ntir•ly appropriate if citizen• ar• di .. atiafied 

• itb tb• work of th•ir law enforceaent official•, tb•ir 
• • •. • -4 

pros.cu tore, their ad•inistratora and •x.cutiv .. , their 
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legislators and their judges. It is certainly appropriate for 

citizen• to proteet the w~rk of this Co•aission. Ve encourage 

doing, and if they feel. that the 9overn1KPnt i• not doing enough, 

or i• doing too •uch, with respect to proa9CUtion of pros~tabl• 

aateriala. then they should aak• their wishea known to tho.. who 

have th• power to ••k.• changes. 

It should btt appar•nt fro• th• foregoing that citis.D8 n.-d 

not feel h••itant in cond•~ing that which th•Y f .. l i• worthy of 

condeanation. Roreov•r, they ~..ct f .. l no h••itation ia taking 

advantag• of th• right• they hav• und•r th• Firet A .. nd .. nt to 

protest in aor• vi•ibl• or organiZttd for•. Th91 •Y• of courM, 

for• or join organization• deaigned expre88ly for tb• purpoae8·of 

articulating a perticvlar point of •i••· Th91 •1 prot..t or 

picket or aarch or d•l!IOn&trat• in placea where tb•y are lik•ly to 

attract attention, and wh•re they will hav• th• opportvnity to 
-

persuade others of their vi•••· The right of citiz•n• to prot..-t 

ia of coura• co•xtenaiv• with th• right of publi•b•r• to publieh, 

and •• do not 8\lgg..t that citiz•ne not •••rci.. th•ir Firet 

Annd•nt rightit as vigoroualy and u frequently u do tboee who 

publish th•ir vi••• · in print, on °fila or taptt, or over th• 

Of so• special rel•vena. in this cont•xt i• the practice of 

proteating n•ar th• pr••i••• of establish1Ntnt• offering aaterial 
.. ... ... 

that ao .. citizena ~•1 find dangeroua or offensive or iamoral. 
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W• recognize that auch f oras of protest aay at tia.s discourage 

patrons who •ould otherwise enter such ctStablish .. nts fro• 

proceeding, but that, we beli•ve, is part of the way in which 

free speech operat•• in the United Stat... In the context of ·a 

diacouragin~ ef f &et, and the Supre9&' Court, even out•ide of tbe 

labor context, baa recognized the fr.. •peech rights of tho•• 

people who •ould prot98t on public str .. ta or sidewalk• but in 

cl~•• proxiaity to buaines• ••tabliah .. nt• whoee bW1ine•• 

practice• they find obj.c:tionable. 1 For citiz.na to prote•t in 

th• vicinity of a pornography outlet i• fullJ within the free 

speech tradition• of thi• country, and 80 too i• prot..t in tb• 

vicinity of an Mtabliaha.n( only eo.. of wbo.. wa~ the 

protester• would find obj.c:tionable. If people f .. l that 

busine••••• whether • local •tol'9 or a •ultinational corporation, 

are b9having iaporJMtrly, it i• their right and their obligation 

to •alee tho.• vi••• known. 

Soaewhat related to on-•ite or near-ait• prot .. ting, in ter .. 

of coercive force, i• tb• boycott, in •bicb a group of citizena 

aay ref use to patronize an .etablillb .. nt offering certain kinds 

of aagazinea, .er tape•, or otber .. t•rial, and aay al.o urge 

other• to take si•ilar action. At ti ... tbe boycott .. , take th• 

for• of action against an advertinr, •h•r• people uy expr~ 

1. In fact, in Organization for a Better Auatin •· lettfe, 402 
U. S; 415 <1971>, the Court prohibited an injunction dinct9d 
again•t S-OPl• •ho were pa••ing out leaflet• in tbe n•ighborhood·· ·'· 
of the re•idence of a peraon who-. buainea• practicQs tb•r found 
objKtionable. 
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their views abour corporat& responsibility by refusing to buy ; 
I 

certain products as long •• the producer of th089 products : 

advertises in certain aagazines, or on certain televiaion 8howa. · 

Boycotts atte•pt to take advantage in organized f .. hion of tb•I 
I 

needs for business eatabliab11&nte to have custo .. ra. Thtty 81'91 

thus atte•pta to .obiliz• con•u .. r power toward• controlling the 

product• and s~rvicea .ade available in th• aarket. 

In a nuabQr of purely buain••• context&, an organized boycott 
. 

would violate the antitr\l8t laws, who•• aia, in par~, i• to 

encourage coa~tition by diacouraging aa .. for.. of organi~ 

•conoaic preaauz-9. con11U .. r boycott• for imoc:ial and 

political ai.. bav• been deter•ined by tbe Supre .. Court to be 
. 

protected by the First A .. nd .. nt, 2 and thua we do not b .. itat• 

to note that a conau .. r boycott, preaiaed on t~ vie• that 

corporation• can of t•n dO as 11\lCb, for good or for evil, .. 

govern .. nt, i• ••11 within tbe First & .. nd .. nt-protected IMttboda 

of proteating buain..a activiti.s that citizena .. , find 

objectionabl•. 

In pointing. ou.t. t~ citizen's undoubted right to prot..t. 

written, printed, or photographic 88teria1 that ~ or .tut finds 

haraful, objectionable, iaaoral, or offenaive, •• al'1t not llO 

naive •• to auppo.. tbat tbia right to protest .. , oft•n be 

carried to exc.aa. Citizena who prot..t, or boycott, or pick•t, 

2. NAACP v. Claiborne Hardware Co., 458 U.S. 886 C1982>. 
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or distribute leaf lets, or aarcb, or deaonetrate are 

unquestionably exercising th•ir First Aeendaent right•. But just 

like the First A•end.ent rights of so-. of thos• who d•al in 

•&xually explicit aat•rials, these rights .. Y be •xerci84td 

har~ully or unwi89ly. 

Thus, we have no doubt that e citiz•n ha• th• right to 1'9f\&89 

to shop at a etor• that s.ll• the 1!!!29!! B!!!!! or !b! I!! 

B!~Y~!!g bttcaua. th• citizen diaagreee vith th• political point 

of view of one of thoe• aagazin••· ADd w• bav• no doubt that a 

citizen who urges his friends and others to do tb• .. ae i• .till 

well within what tu Fir.rt A•nd•nt don and ought to protect. 

But we also hav• no doubt that th• citiz•n who exerciaee bi• 

First A11enda.nt right• in thia .. nn•r would be criticizttd by 909t. 

peopl•, and eost of \l8 would strongly aupport that critici8&. 

Apart fro• the qu..tion of gov•rn .. ntal interfer•ne», th•r• ere 

positive value• aasociatttd with th• fnte flow of ideas and 

in!oraation, and aociety is th• 1011er wh•n that p~• ~· unduly 

stifl•d. Just a• with tb• fr99 llPfH'Cb right• of tbOIMt who trad9 

in sexually explicit aat•rial•, the fr .. •P99Ch right• to protest 

obj.ctionable aaterial .. , be exerci..cf in a lawful but 

societally haraful aann•r. 

Thus we have little doubt that in exercising tb•ir Fir&t 

Aaend .. nt rigbta to prot..t aat•rial that they find 
, 

objectionable, .Olill people will prot..t aaterial that quit• 

siaply ought to be encouraged freely to circulate in thi.8 

· 80Ciety. V• alao have little doubt that protest activity UJ-·-·· 
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very •ell inhibit this process of circulation. If large nuabers 

of people ref used to patroniz. bookstores that 110ld Sinclair 

languag•, this society would, quite si•ply, ~ the wor11tt for it. 

These exaaples are of course &xtrea., but the f •ar• thet aany 

arguably valuable but 84txually frank work• of fict.ion end 

non-fiction will ~ stifled not by g9vern•ntal action but by 

social pressure i• real. 

We have no solutions to this dil••••· We beli••• it fully 

appropriate for citiz•n• to protest again•t .. t•rial th•7 find 
. 

objectionable, and •• know that et ti119t!1 · ~hi• proteat activity 

will go too tar, to th• detri89nt of all of ua. Tbi• aoci•t1 i• 

a frett society not only becawse of the Fil'8t A .. nd .. nt, but also 

bttc:ause of generally h•ld attitude• of tol•rance. We •ncourage 

people to obj.ct to th• objectionabl•, but •• think it ev•n aore 

ieportant that they tolerat• the tolerable. 

By focW1ing cm .Protests, ~ycotta, and related activitin, n 

have h•r• e11pbaaiZ9d conduct that i• larg•ly nttgative and 

react.iv•. Although •• ... a central place for coaaunicativ• 

activiti98 that are negative and rttactive, •• do not •i•b to 

sugg•st that this i• all tbat can or should be dona. In 

pArtlcular, •• not• tb9 extent to whicb .cfucation i• ultiaat•ly 

central to auch that •• hav• ~n diacue•ing. In the broadittrt · 
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sense, not just with r•&JMtCt to the education that takes place in 

th• schools, and with respect to values and awareness .. w•ll as 

to f acta, education i• th• real eolution to th• probl•• of 

pornography. 

W• have identified bar88 that see• to b& caused by c.rtain 

s•xually ••plicit aaterial, but aany of tho&• haraa ar• th• 

r•sult of ho• iaages affect ett~tud••• and of bow i•agee affect 

behavior. But th• ability of an iaag• to affect behavior i• not 

only a function of what tbat iaag• i• saying or doing, but of 

•hat other i • ag•s ar• part of th• array of eti11Uli r~ived by an 

individual. Ve rec:ogniztt tbe •xt•nt to which an attraction to 

on• .. xual ati•ulua rath•r than anoth•r .. Y •ignif icantly be 

caualtd by individual charact•rietics fo~ at a relatively •arly 

ag•, in •any ca... before •xpoaure to any bighly 1MtJn&ally 

explicit aatQrial. But •• recogniz• a• ••11 tbat if i .. g•• can 

cause c•rtain for .. of behavior, a• •• bel1•v• tbtty can and ae 

the •videnc• ahowe, th•n ieag•• ought •• well to be able to 

preven~ behavior, or cau89 different behavior. 

The iaag•• that •igbt cau .. diff•rent behavior can, of cour .. , 

co.. fro• nu .. roue 80\&rCe8~ So can tb• .. esag.. that would l••d 

people in .Ven greattt nuabers to reject tbtt vww that ••u•l 

viol•nce i• 90 .. ti... appropriate, to rejttet th• vi•• tbat •o .. n 

enjoy being physically ca.reed into e.x, to reject th• vi .. that 

wo .. n ' • pri..ry ••xual role i• to eati•ff th• d .. ir•• of .. n, to 

r•jltc:t th• vi•• that ... ought to be an •aaentially public act, 

and to r•ject th• vi•• that nx outaid• of love, aarriage,· ··-' 
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co••it•ent, or affection ia so11&thing to be sought. These 

positive aeaaages •ight address all of these u.nd•rlying 

attitudes. They •ight also addr•Slt pornography 90r• explicitly. 

discussing its dangers to individuals and to society. Th• 
11&asagea •ight co.. fro• faaily .. aber•, or teach•ra, or 

religious leaders, or political figurea, or tbe .. eaagee aigbt 

co .. , perhaps eepecially, fro• the .... IMtdia. 

Ultiaat•ly, a significant part of the concern with pornography 

is a concern about n&gativ• ... sag••· One way to deal with 

negative aeaaagn i• to pnv•nt the• fro• being •nt, or to 

pr•v•nt th•• fro• b•ing r•inforced ·once tb•y are .. nt. Action 

against baraful pornography, •b•tb•r by law or by 90Cia1 action 

or by individual condeanation, itl in · the final analy•i• a 

negative approach. It i• an atteapt to •li•inate a baraful 

meaaage, and sucb atteapta are frequently appropriate. But tb•y 

cannot sue~ by the ... 1v... Th•.,. eseentially negati•• and 

If 

th•r• ar• certain attitude• tbat P9Qpl• ought not to bave, th•n 

what attitudes ought JN'OPl• to have, and ho• can thoatt attitude• 

beet ~· inculcatttd. What will be taught in tb• acboolat Vbat 

forea of. behavior will be publicly adaireclt Vbat will tb• .... 

IMtdia •ncouraget Vbat will •• •xp9Ct of eacb otb•r in 

int•rper110nal bebaviort Tb• lillt goes on and on. 

V• co• .. nc:.d this r.port by noting that •• ••r• a Co••i .. ion 

appointed by th• Attorn•y Gen•ral of th• Unitecl Stat .. , and 

therefore felt a apec:ial responsibility to concentrate our·· ..... 
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effort• toward• law and law •nforce•ent. It is appropriate to 

conclude, how•ver, with thi• recognition of th• li•it• ot law and 

the 11•1t• of law enforce .. nt. A •1d• rang• of bttbaviore, fro• 

telling the truth to our friends to ••ting with tniv.a and forks 

rather than finger•, i• cbannel&d quit• •ffttetiv•lY without 

significant l&gal involv& .. nt. And another •id• rang• of 

behaviors, fro• jaywalking to inco .. tax •v .. ion, persist• •v•n 

in the fac• of atteapt• by law to r.•trict it. To know what the 

law can do, •• 8\lat apprtteiat• what th• l•• cannot do. W• 

beli•v• that in llAAy rttttpeCt• tb• la• can .. rv• illpOrtant 

controlling and 9f9bolic purpo81N1 in 1'99tricting th• 

proliferation of c:.rtain .. xually ••plicit .. t•rial that •• 

b•liev• bar11ful to individual• and to 80Ci•ty. iut .. know .. 

••11 that to r•ly •ntirely or ••~ively on law 1a •i•ply a 

•i•t• k•. Law .. , inf lu•nc:. tMtli•f, but it al80 opttrat .. in tb• 

shadow of beli•f. And bltli•fs, of course, ar• ott•n a product of 

deeply h•ld aoral, •tbical, and spiritual co••it .. nt•. That 

foundation of valu99 i• the glue that bold• a deilocracy, which 

function• ~ccording to th• •ill iii th• .. jority, t0g•tber. 

Govern .. nt can and au.t prot.ct tb• int•r .. t• Of tb• •inority, to 

be •ur•. But law enforc:. .. nt cannot entirely co11p9naat• for or 

regulat• th• ·- Con8.qu.ncee of bad deci•ione if tb• .. jority 

con•i•t•ntly cb008tt9 evil or •rror. If th•re are attitud.. that 

ntttHf changing and t.baviore that need r..tricting, tb•n law b.. a 

rol• to play. But if •• exptPCt la• to do too 11Ucb, .. •ill 

discov•r only too late that f•• of our probl•• bav• lw 

eolvH. 
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